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ATOMIC ENERGY FOR PEACE

The almost universal expression-for
industrial, peacetime application of
present atomic knowledge is "atomic

power
"-and the term "power

" today
implies strongly a background of hum-
ming steam turbines, generators, trans-
formers, and high-voltage power lines
stilting off across the country. That
is a distinctly limited, and probably a
minor application of atomic energy.

No steam engine, no matter how
powerful, can generate a radio wave,
take an X ray of a broken arm, or
energize a magnet"

.
 Neither can its

power break down a molecule of
sodium chloride into metallic sodium
and chlorine. It can break rock into

gravelÿ move a heavy train, or drive a
ship, a battery of lathes or drill
presses,

The energy of coal is chemical
energy; it can break down a molecule
of iron oxide, boil water, or melt
iron into a free-flowing lirjuid. But it
can

't generate radio waves, or move
ships Until by some multi-stage
mechanism the chemical energy has
been converted into mechanical en-

ergy, then from mechanical to elec-
trical

Electrical energy is the highest
form of energy that has been avail-
able; it is inherently capable of

producing chemical action, or mechan-
ical action. By very simple mecha-
nisms

, it can be converted directly
into mechanical or chemical energy
with high efficiency. It is directly
capable of generating electromagnetic
radiation. But only by elaborate,
multi-stage mechanisms, Involving
outrageous incflicicncy, can electrical
energy* be converted to the next-and
much .r--higher stage of energy:
atomic energy*

Oh, it can be done all right. The
cyclotron is, in essence, a mechanism
for converting electric to atomic en- *
crgy; the output of the cyclotron is at
a typical atomic level, as is the beta-
tron and the more ordinary' X-ray
tube. Jjut all of these are devices to

force an inappropriate energy-form
to perform a desired function not
properly within its field of activity.

Atomic energy operates naturally
in that field; all these processes so
elaborately achieved with electric en-
ergy are natural, simple functions of
the nuclear processes. Radioactive
isotopes readily, directly, yield X-rays,
high-velocity electrons or other sub-
atomic particles. Since it's directly
and easily within their scope, they do
it without the aid of any complex
mechanism, as readily as a lightning
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flash generates radto-frcqucncj* radi-
ation.

When Vol la first started working
with current of electricity, he had no
idea of what fie was workingÿ with.
We,re somewhat better off on that
score-we believe!-in that we have,

at least, some useful theory of what,
s

going, on. But we don,t, actually,
have any real knowledge of what
happens in the nucleus of an atom,
nor why. Our knowledge of atomic
structure .is almost entirely an exter-
nal theory; we know what happens
outside the nucleus, and know some
of the particles that come out. But
we don*

t know what happens inside.
Volta could not possibly have

dreamed of radio, X-rays, electro*
chemical industries, or the immense

electrical energy mechanism that our
present culture is. We arc almost
entirely dependent on uses of elec-
trical energy not one of which would
have been predictable from what
Volta could know.

We're in a very similar situation
today. "Atomic power" visualizes
converting atomic energy into elec-
trical energy-a degradation of an un-
familiar, uncontrollable energy form
into a familiar, convenient form, and
its application in that form. Cer-
tainly, most of the usefully applied
atomic energy of the next generation
will be used indirectly, as the lower-
level electrical energy. But it won't
be a proper, permanent application of
atomic energy. Unquestionably, elec-
trical energy is the most flexible we
know today; probably it will be gen-
erations before enough is known of
the more fundamental forms of atomic
energy to replace many of our present
electrical mechanisms. But definitely,

ÿ .
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the major function of atomic energy
in a true atomic age will not be as
power. The one present proper ap-
plication of atomic energy is that at
I-Tanford-the first truly atomic indus-
try; transmutation. With a sufficient
understanding of nuclear processes,
we inav get somewhere in that field;
at the moment there*s no obvious

answer to the problem of really large-
scale transmutation, because of the

stHpendous energy-change relation-
ships involved. If it

,s an exothermic,

energy-producing change, the quantity
of energy involved in transmuting 100
tons of A to B per day would boil-
away a Mississippi or two. If it

,

s

endothermic, energy-consuming, noth-
ing less than a high-power atomic
energy plant could afford to feed it.
But tnayfre, some day, wefll learn how
to make atoms absorb energy at will,
so that we can transmute A to B.

while cooling the process by absorbing
energy in a Y to /C transmutation.

The production of synthetic radio-
actives for tracer uses right now is a
truly atomic industry. The use of syn-
thetic radioactive* as a substitute for
X-ray machines will be another truly
atomic energy application. But these
are only two small, simple, and obvi-
ous applications of one of the great,
basic energy forms of the universe.

We,ve got too much still to learn to
permit anv really thoughtful estimates
of what can-or can

,

t-l»c done
.

But "burning" U-235 to generate
steam to make electric power is
something like burning coal to gen-
erate carbon dioxide for dry-ice manu-
facture. Coal has other, better uses
for which its characteristics are in-

valuable.

The Editos.
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CHILDREN

OF THE LENS

Fir*/ of four parts* Starting Smith*m iastt
and greatest novel of the Gray Lensman series!

BY E. E. SMITH

MESSAGE OF
TRANSMITTAL

SUBILlCT : The Conclusion of the

LSoskonian War; A Report:
P,Y: Christopher Kinnison, L3, ot

KJovia :

TO: The Entity Able to Obtain
and to Read lj,

Illustrated by Rooeri

To you, the third-level intellect
who has been gxuded to this im-
perishable container and who is
able to break the Seal and to read

this tape, and to your fellows,
greetings:

For reasons which will become

obvious, this report will not be made
available for an indefinite but very

CBILOltHN OF T11K MISS T



long time; perhaps ten million, per-
haps ten million million Galactic
Standard years; my present visu-
alization of the Cosmic All does

nut extend to the time at which

such action will become necessary.
Therefore it is desirable to review

-t

briefly the most pertinent facts of
the earlier phases of Civilization

,

s

climatic conflict; information which,

while widely known at present, will
probably in that future time exist
otherwise only in the memories of
mv descendants.

Jn early Civilization law enforce-
ment lagged behind crime because
the police were limited in their
spheres of action, while criminals
were not. Each technological ad-
vance made that condition worse

until finallyt when LJergenholm so
perfected the crude inertialess space-
drive of Rodcbush and Cleveland

that commerce throughout the Gal-
axy became an actuality, crime be-
gan to threaten Civilization,

s very
existence.

Of course it was not then sus-

pected that there was anything or-
ganized , coherent, or of large pur-
pose about this crime. Centuries
were to pass before my father. Kim-
ball Kinnison of Tellus, now Ga-

- lactic Ca-orditiator, was to prove
that Boskonia, an autocratic, dicta-
torial culture diametrically opposed
to every ideal of Civilization-was,
in fact, back of practically all of
the pernicious activities of the First
Galaxy. Even my father, however,
has never had any inkling either
of the existence and the doings of
the Eddoriatis or of the fundamental

raisoti d'etre of the Galactic Patrol

- facts which can never be revealed

to any mind not inherently stable
at the third level of stress,

Virgil Samms, then Chief of the
Secret Service of the Triplanctary
League, perceived the general sit-
uation and foresaw the shape of the
inevitable. He realized that unless

and until his organization could
secure an identifying symbol which
could not be counterfeited, police
work would remain relatively in-
effectual. Tellurian science had

done its best in the golden meteors
of TriplanCTary*s Secret Service.

and its best was not good enough.
\1rgi! Samms became the first

wearer of Arista*s Lens, and during
his life he began the rigid selection
of those worthy of wearing it. For
centuries the Patrol grew and
spread. It became widely known
that the Lens was a perfect telepath,
that it glowed with colored light
only when worn hy the individual
to whose ego it was attuned, that it
killed any other living being who
attempted to wear it. Whatever
his race or shafie, any wearer of
the Lens was accepted as the embodi-
ment of Civilization.

Kimball Kinnison was the first

entity of Civilization to suspect that
the lloskouian organization existed.
He was the first Lensman to real-
ize that the Lens was more than

identification and a telepath. He
was thus the first Lensman to return

to Arisia to take the second stage
of T-ensmanship-their treatment
which only an exceptional brain can
withstand, but which gives the Sec-
ond-Stage Lensman any mental

A &TOI1 NDJNfi SriKVCK-FirTION



power which he needs and which he
can both visualize and control.

Aided by Lensman Worsel of
Velantia and Tregonsee of Rigd-
IV-the former a winged reptile,
the latter a four-legged, barret-
shaped creature with the sen fee of
perception instead of sight-Kim-
ball Kinnison traced and surveyed
Boskone,s military organization in
the First Galaxy. He helped plan
the attack upon Grand Rase, the
headquarters of Helmut h/ who
"spoke for Bosk one." By flooding
the control dotne of Grand Ilase

with thionitc. that deadly drug na-
tive to the peculiar planet Trenco,
lie made il possible tor Civilization,s
Grand Fleet, under the command ot
Port Admiral Havnes-now retired

w

'-to reduce that Base. Ife, person-
ally killed Helmuth in hand-to-hand

ÿ

combat.
He was instrumental in the al-

most-complete destruction of the
Overlords; those sadistic, life-eating
reptiles native to the planet Dclgon
of the \ elaiuian solar system, who
were tlie first to employ against hu-
manity the hyper spatial tube.

He was wonnded more than once;

in one of his hospitalizations be-
coming acquainted with Surgeon
General Lacy-now retired-and
with Sector Chief Nurse Clar-

rissji MacDougall, who was later to
become the widely-known "Red
Lcnsman" and, still later, my
mother.

In spile of the military defeat,
however, lioskotiia,s real organiza-
tion remained intact, and Kinnison,

s

further search led into landmark,s

Nebula, thenceforth called the Sec-

CHILDRKTC OF TT1K

ond Galaxy,. The planet Mcdon,
being attacked by the Boskonians,
was rescued - from the enemy and
was moved across intergalactic sj>ace
to the First Galaxy. Mcdon made
two notable contributions to Civili-

zation : first, electrical insulation,
conductors, and switches by whose
means voltages and amperages there-
tofore undreamed-of could be han-

dled; and, later, Phillips, a Posenian
surgeon was able there to complete
the researches which made it pos-
sible for human bodies to grow anew
any members or organs which had
been lost*

Kinnison
. deciding that the drug

syndicate was the quickest and sur-
est line to Boskonc, became Wild
Bill Williams the meteor miner, a
hard-drinking, bentlam-cating. fast-
shooting space-hellion. As Williams
he traced the zwilnik line upward,
step by step, to the planet Jarncvon
in the SccOlid Galaxy. Upon Jar-
ncvon lived the Kich ; frigid-blooded
monsters more intelligent, more
merciless, more truly Boskonian
even than the Overlords of Delgou.

lie and Worsel, Second-Stage
Lensmcn both, set out to investigate
Jarncvon. He was captured, tor-
tured, dismembered; but Worsel
brought him back to Tellus with
his mind and knowledge intact-
the enormously important knowl-
edge that Jarnevon was ruled by a
Council of Nine of the Eich, a
council named Doskonc.

Kinnison was given a Phillips
treatment, and again Clarrissa Mac-
DougaU nursed him back to health.
They loved each other, but they
con Id not marry until the Gray Lens-

»
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man
,

s job was done; until Civiliza-
tion had triumphed over Boskonia,

The Galactic Patrol assembled its

Grand Fleet, composed of millions
of units, under the flagship ZqMqZ,
It attacked/ The planet of Jalte,
Boskonia's Director of the First

Galaxy, was consumed by a bomb
of negative matter, Jarnevon was
crushed between two colliding plan-
ets ; positioned inertialess, then in-
erted especially for that crushing,
Grand Fleet returned, triumphant.

Hut Boskonia struck back, send-
ing an immense fleet against Tellus
through a hyper spatial tube instead
of through normal space. This
method of approach was not, how-
ever, unexpected. Survey ships and
detectors were out; the scientists of
the Patrol bad been for months hard

at work upon the 
"sunbeam"

-a

device to concentrate all the energy
of the sun into one frightful beam.
With this weapon reiitforcing the
already vast powers of Grand Fleet,
the invaders were wiped out.

Again Kinnison had to search
for a high Boskonian; some author-
ity higher than the Council of Bos-
kone. Taking his personal super-
dreadnought, the Dauntless, which
carried his mdetectable, nonferrous

speedster, he found a zwilnik trail
and followed it to Dunstan

,

s Region,
an unexplored, virtually unknown,
outlying spiral arm of the First
Galaxy. It led to the planet Lyrane
11, with its human matriarchy, ruted
by Helen its queen.

There he found Illona Potter*

tlje
ÿ
 ex-Aldebaranian dancer; who,

turning against her Boskonian kid-
napers, told him all she knew of the

14

Boskonian planet Lonabar, upon
which she bad spent most of her life,
Lonabar was unknown to the Patrol

<*nd Illona knew nothing of its lo-
cation in spacc. She did, however,
know its unique jewelry-gems also
completely unknown to Civilisation.

Nad reck of Pa la in VII, a frigid-
blooded Second-Stage Lcnsman,
with one jewel as a clue, set out
to And Lonabar; while Kinnison
began to investigate Boskonian ac-
tivities among the matriarchs.

The * Lyranians, however, were
fanatically nonco-operative. They
hated all males; they despised and
detested all nonhuman entities,

Hence Kinnison, with the consent
and assistance of Mentor of Arisia,

made of Clarrissa MacDougaU a
Second-Stage Lcnsman and as-
signed to her the task of working
Lj,rane II.

Nad reck found and mapped Lona-
bar; and to build up nn unimpeach-
able Boskon>ai\ identity Kinnison be-
came CartifT the jeweler; Cartiff
the jewel thief and swindler; Car-
ifY the fence; CartifT the murderer-
outlaw y Cartiff the Boskonian Big
Shot, He challenged and over-
threw Menjo Bleeko, the dictator of
IvOnahar, and before killing him took
from his mind everything he knew.

The Red Lcnsman securcd in-
formation from which it was de-

duced that a cavern of the

Overlords of Delgon existed upon
Lyrane II. This cavern was raided
and destroyed, the Patrolmen learn-
ing that the Eich themselves had a
heavily-fortified base upon Lyrane
III.

Nad reck, master psychologist, in-

A flTOUNUI NO fiClBNCB-KH'TIOS



vaded that base tracelessly ; learning
that the Eich received orders from

the Thrallian solar system in the
Second Galaxy and that frigid-
blooded Kandron of Onlo-Thrallis

IX-was second in power only to
human A Icon, the Tyrant of Thrale
-Thrall is II-

Kinnison went to Thrale, Nad reck
to Onlo; the operations of both
being covered by the Patrol,s inva-
sion of the Second Galaxy* In that
invasion Boskonia*s Grand Fleet

was defeated and the planet Klovia
was taken and fortified.

Assuming- the personality of
Traska Gannel, a Thrall an, Kimii-
son worked his way upward in Al-
ton \s military organization. Trapped
in a hyper spatial tube, ejected into
an unknown one of the infinity
of parallel, coexistent, three-dimen-
sional spaees which comprise the
Cosmic All, he was rescued by Men-
tor, working through the brain of
Sir Austin Cardynge, the Tellurian
mathematician.

Returning to Thrale, he fomented
a revolution; in which lie killed Al-
con and took his place as the Tyrant
of Thrale. He then discovered that

his Prime Minister, Fossten. who
concealed his true appearance by
means of a zone of hypnosis, had
been Alcon's superior instead of
his adviser. Neither quite ready
for an open break, but both su-
premely confident of victory when
that break -should come, subtle hos-
tilities began.

Tyrant and Prime Minister
planned and launched an attack upon
Klovia, but just before engagement
the hostilities between the two Bos-

ch IlrnaHN OF TIT ID

konian leaders flared into an open
fight for supremacy. After a ter-
rific mental struggle, during the
course of which the entire crew of

the flagship died, leaving the Bos-
konian fleet at the mercy of the
Patrol, Klnnison won. He did not
know, of course, and never will
know, either tljat Fossten was in
fact an Kddorian or that it was
Mentor who in fact overcame Fos-

sten, Kinnisort thought, and Men-
tor encouraged him to believe, that
the Prime Minister was an Arisian

who had been insane since youth,
and that Kinnison himself killed

Fossten without assistance. It is

a mere formality to emphasize at
this point that none of this informa-
tion must ever become available to

*

any mind below the third level;
since to any entity able cither to
obtain or to read this report it will
be qbvious that such revealment
would produce an inferiority com-
plex which must inevitably destroy
both the Galactic Patrol and the
Civilization whose instrument it is.

With Fossten dead and with Kin-

nison already the Tyrant of Thrale,
it was comparatively easy for the
Patrol to take over. Nad reck drove

the Onlonian garrisons insane, so

that all fought to the death among
themselves; thus rendering Onlo,s
mighty armament completely use-
less,

Then, thinking that the Boskoti-
ian War was over-encouraged, in
fact, by Mentor so to think-Kinni-
son married Ctarrissa MacDougali,
established his headquarters upon
Klovia and assumed his duties as
Galactic Co-ordinator.

li



Kimball Kiiinison, while nor,
strictly speaking a mutant, was the
penultimate product of a prodi-
giously long line of selective, eon-
trolled breeding. So was Clarrissa
MacDougall. Just what course the
science of Arisia took in making
those two what they arc I can de-
duce, but i do notf as yet actually
know. Nor, for the purpose of
this record, does it matter. Fort
Admiral Haynes and Surgeon Gen-
eral Lacy thought that they brought
them together and promoted their
romance. Let them think so-as

agents, they did. Whatever the
method employed, the result was that
the genes of those two uniquely
complementary jjcimltiniates were
precisely those necessary to produce
the first, and at present the only
Third-Stage Lerismen.

I was born upon Klovia, as were,
three or four Galactic-Standard

years later, my tour sisters-two
pairs ol twins. I had little baby-
hood, no childhood, Fathered and
mothered by Second-Stage Lens-
men, accustomed from infancy to
wide-open two-ways with such be-
ings as Worse! of Ve!antiat Tregon-
see of Rigcl IV, and Nadrech of
Palain VII, it would seem obvious
that we did not go to school. We
were not like other children of our

age : hut before I realized that it was
anything unusual for a baby who
could scarcely walk to be computing
highly perturbed aSteroidal orbits as
"mental arithmetic," I knew that we

would have to keep our abnormal-
ities to ourselves, insofar as the
bulk of mankind and of Civilization
was concerned.

13

1 trawled much : sometimes with

my father or mother or both, some-
times alone. At least once each

year ( went to Arista for treatment,
I took the last two years of Lens-
man ship, for physical reasons only.
at Went worth Hall upon Tell us,

 in-
stead of upoij my native Klovia-
because upon Tell us the name Kin-
nison is not at all uncommon, while
Upon Klovia Uie fact that "Kit"

Ktnnison was the son of the Co-
ordinator could not have been con-

cealed,

1 graduated, and with my formal
eulensment this record properly be-
gins. Much has been told elsewhere,
notably :n Smith

1

s "History of Civi-
lization"* but a]l such works are,

and of necessity must be. pitifully
incomplete.

I have recorded this material :lÿ

impersonally as possible, realizing
fully that my sisters and I did only
the work for which we were spe~
cifically developed and trained ; even
as you who read this will do that
for which yon shall have been de-
veloped and are to be trained.

Respectfully submitted,
Christopher Kinnison, L3. Klovia.

I-

Galactic Co-ordinator Kimball

Kinnison finished his second cup
of Tellurian coffee

, got up from
the breakfast table, and prowled
about in black abstraction. Twenty-
odd years had changed him but little.
He weighed the same, or a few
pounds less; although a little of his
mass had shifted downward from

his mighty chest and shoulders.

ASTHL, N I) 1N <3 SCI EN C R -F ICT 1 & N



I lis hair was still brown, his stern
face was only faintly lined. He
was mature, with a conscious ma-

turity which no young man can
know.

"Since when, Kim, did you think
that you could get awav with block-
ing me out of your mind?"* Oar-
rissa Kinnison directed the thought,
quietly. Tlie years had dealt as
lightly with the Red Lensman as
with the Gray. She had been gor-
geous, she was now magnificent.
"This room is shielded, you know,
against even the girls,"

"Sorry, Chris-I didn>t mean it
that way."

"I know,
"

 she laughed, "Auto-
matic. But vou

,

ve had that block
wT

up for two solid weeks, except when
you force yourself to keep it down,
and that means that you

"

re 1

way,
ÿttYfy off the beam."

"I,ve been thinking, incredible
as it may seem/

'

"1 know it. Let,s have it-cold."
"QX-vou asked for it. Queer

things have been going on all over.
Inexplicable things . * , no apparent
reason/*

"Such as?"
"Alirast anv kind of insidious

deviltry vou care to name* Disat-
ÿ# .»

fections. psychoses, mass hysterias,
hallucinations: pointing toward a
Civilization-wide epidemic of revo-
lutions and uprisings lor which
there seems to be 110 basis or justi-

fication whatever,"
"Why, Kipit How could there

\>cr I haven,t heard of anything
like that*"

"It hasn,t got around. Lach
solar system thinks that it

,

s a purely

chii.prf.n or Tun i,r:Nft

local condition, but it isn't. As Ga-
lactic Co-ordinator, with a broad

view* of the entire picture, my oftice
would, of course, see such a thing
before anyone else could. Wc saw
it, and set out to nip it in the bud
. . . but-" Pie shrugged his shoul-
ders and grinned wryly.

"I3ut what ?" Clarrissa persisted,
"It didn,t nip, \Ve sent Lensmen

to investigate, but none of them got
to the first check-station. Then I

asked our Second-Stage Lensmen™
Worsel, Nad reek, and Tregonsee-
to drop whatever they were doing
and solve it for me. They struck
it and bounced. They followed, and
arc still following, leads and clucs
galore* but they haven

'

t got a mi]lo's
worth of results so far/'

"What ? You mean to say it,s
a problem they canTt solve?"

"That they haven't, to date/* he
corrected, absently. "And that
'gives me furiously to think*/'

"It would/' she conceded, "and
it also would make you itch to join
them. Think at me, and it'll help
you correlate. You should have
gone over the data with me right
at first.'*

"I had reasons not tot as youÿ!!
see. But I'

m stumped now, so here
goes. We,ll have to go away back,
to before we were married, First:

Mentor told me, f[tiote, only your
descendants will be ready for that

»

which you now so dimly grope, un-
quote. Second: you were the only
being ever able to read my thoughts
without the aid of the Lens. Third :

Mentor told us, when we asked
him if it was QX for us to go
ahead that our marriage was ncces-

IB



scry, a choice of phraseology which
bothered you somewhat at the time,
but which I then explained as being
in accord with his visualization of
the Cosmic AIL Fourth : the Patrol
formula is to send the man best

fitted (or any job to do that job,
and if he can'

t swing it; to send
the Number One graduate of the
current class of Lensmen. Fifth;

a Lensman has got to use everything
and everybody available, no matter
what or who it is. I used even you*
you remember, in that Lyrane affair
and others. Siÿth: Sir Austin Car-
dynge believed to the day of his
death that we were thrown out of

that hyperspatial tube, and out of
space, deliberately/,

"Well, go on. I don
*

t see much,

if any connection."
"You will, if you think of those

six points in connection with our
present predicament. Kit graduates
next month, and he

,

ll rank Number

One of all Civilization, for all the
tea in China/,

"Of course. But after all, he's
a Lensman. He will insist upon
being assigned to some problem;
whv not to that one?*"

w

"You don't yet see what that
problem is. I

,

ve been adding two
and two together for weeks, and
can

't get any other answer than
four. And if two and two are four,

Kit has got to tackle Boskone-the
real Boskone; lhe one that I never
did and very probably never can
reach."

"No, Kim-no,/, she almost
shrieked. "Not Kit, Kim-he's just
a boy I"

Kinnison waited, wordless,

14

She got up, crossed the room to
him. He put his arm around her
ia the old but ever new gesture.

"Lensman,s load, Chris," he said,
quietly.

"

Of course," she repjied then, as "
quietly. "It was a shock at first*

coming after all these years, but
. . . if it has to he, it must. But

he doesn4t . „ . surely we can help
him, Kim ?'*

"Surely/* The man's arm tight-
ened, "When he hits space I go
back to work. So do Nadreck and

\Vorsel and Tregonsee, So do you,
if your kind of a job turns up. And
with us Gray Lensmen to do the
blocking, and with Kit to carry the
ball-" His thought died away.

"Ifll say so," she breathed. Then:
"But you won,t call me, I know,
unless you absolutely have to . , .
and lo give up you and Kit both
, . . why did we have to be Lensmen,
Kim?" she protested, rebelliousJy.
"Why couldn,t we have been
ground-g rippers ? You used to
growl that thought at me before I
knew what a Lens really meant-"

"Veil, some of us has got be der
first violiners in der orchestra/"
Kiunison misquoted, in an attempt
at lightness. "Vc can

,

t all push
vim! t*rough der trombone."

"I suppose that,s true." The
Red Lensrnan,s somber air deep-
ened, "Welt, we were going to
start for Tellus today, anyway, to
sec Kit graduate. This doesn

,

t

change that.
"

And in a distant room four tall,

shapely, auburn-haired, startlingly
identical girls stared at each other
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briefly, then went en rapport; for
their mother had erred greatly in
saying that the breakfast room was
screened against their minds*

.
 Noth-

ing was or could he screened against
them; they could think above, he-
low, or* by sufficient effort, straight
through any thought-screen that had
ever been designed. Nothing in
which they were interested was safe
from them, and they were interested
in practically everything.

"Ray, we've got ourselves a job!'*
Kathryn, older by minutes than
Karen, excluded pointedly the
younger twins, Camilla and Con-
stance-

"Cam" and "Con".
"At last!" Karen exclaimed. "I,ve

been wondering what we were born
for, with ninc-ionihs of our minds
so deep down that nobody except
Kit even knows they,re there and

ÿr

so heavily blockcd that we can
,

t let

even each other in without a con-
scious effort. This is it. We,

ll

go places now, Kat, and really do
things,"

"What do you mean youfll go
places and do things?" Con de-

manded indignantly. "Oo you think
for a second that you,ve got jets
enough to blast iu out of all the
fun?"

"Certainly," Kat said, equably.
"You're too young/,

"We,ll let vou know what weJre
j

doing, though," Kay conceded, mag-
nanimously* "You might even
conceivably contribute an idea that
we could use/,

"Ideas--phooey !" Con jeered,
"A real idea would crack both of

your skulls. You haven'

t any more
plan than a-

"

CmitOREN or THIS L1K»

"Hush-shut up, everybody !"
Kat commanded

.
 "This is too new

for any of us to have any worth-
while ideas on, yet. Tell you what
let's do-we,I! all think this over
until 'we

,

re aboard the Dauntless
.

halfway to Tellus; then we*ll com-
pare notes and work out parts for
all of us."

They left Klovia that afternoon.
Kinnison1s personal superd read-
nought, the mighty Dauntless--the
fourth to bear that name-bored

through intergalactic space. Time
passed. The four young redheads
convened.

"I,ve got it all worked out!
" Kat

burst out enthusiastically, forestall-
ing the other three. "There will be
four Second-Stage Lensmen ai
work and there are four of us.

We,ll circulate-percolate, you
might say-around and throughout
the Universe. We

~

ll pick up ideas
and facts and feed "em to our Gray
Lensmen; surreptitiously, sort of.
so they>ll think they got them them-
selves. I,ll take Dad for my partner.
Kay can have-"

"You,ll do no such thing!" A,
general clamor rose, Con

,

s thought
being the most insistent. "If we
aren

,t going to work with all, in-
discriminately, we,ll draw lots or
throw dicc to see who gets him, so
there!"

"Seal it, snake-hips, please," Kat
requested, sweetly, "It is trite but

true to say that infants should be
seen, but not heard. This is/ seri-
ous business-"

"Snake-hips! Infant!*, Con inter-
rupted, venomously. "Listen, my
steatopygous and senile friend!

"

ift



Constance measured perhaps a quar-
ter of an inch less in gluteal cir-
cumference than did her oldest sis-
ter ; slie tipped the beam at one scant
pound below her weight. "You and
Kay are a \'ear older than Cam and
me, of course; a year ago ,your

minds were stronger than ours.
That condition, however, no longer
existsÿ We, too are grown up.
And to put that statement to test,

/what can you do that I can,t?'"
"This

.

"

 Kathryn extended a hare
arm, narrowed her c3*cis in concen-
tration. A Lens materialised about

her wrist; not attached to it by
a metallic bracelet, but a bracelet
in itself

, clinging sentiently lo the
smooth, bronzed skin. "J felt that

in tins work there would he a need,

f learned to satisfy it. Can you
match that?"

They could. In a matter of sec-
onds the three others were similarly
enlensed. They had not previously
perceived the need, hut after Kat
had pointed it out to them 4>y dem-
onstrating the manner of its satis-
faction their acquisition of full
knowledge had l>een virtually in-
stantaneous.

"Or this, then/' Kat*s Lens dis-
appear ed,

So did the other three. Each

knew that no hint of this knowledge
or of this power should ever be
revealed; each knew that in any
moment of stress the Lens of Civi-
lisation could he and would be hers.

"Logic, then, and by reason, not
by chance." Kat changed her tac-
tics. "I still get Dad. Everybody
knows who works best with whom.

You, Con, have tagged around after

Worse! all your life. You used 10.

ride him instead of a horse-I
'

**She still does," Kay snickered.
"He pretty nearly split her in two
a while ago in a seven-gravity pull-
out, and she almost broke a toe
when she kicked him for it."

"Worse I is nice/, Con defended
herself vigorously. "He*s more
human than most people, and more
fun, as well as having infinitely
more brains. And you can't talk,

Kav-what anyone can see in that
Nadreck, so cold-blooded that he
freezes yon even through armor at
twenty feet-you

,

ll get as cold and
bard as he is if you don*t-"

,4And every time Cam gets within
five hundred parsecs of Tregoasee
she goes into silences* with him*
contemplating raptly the \vhichnesses
of the why," Kathryn interrupted.
forestalling recriminations. "So
you see, by the process of elimina-
tion, Dad lias got to he mine/,

Since they could not all have him
it was finally agreed thai Kathrvn's
claim would he allowed and* alter

a great deal of discussion and argu-
ment, a tentative plan of action was
deve!o]>e<l. In due course, the
Dauntless landed upon Tell us. The
Kinnisons went to Went worth 11 all,

the towering, chromium-and-glass
home of the Tellurian cadets of the

Galactic Patrol. They watched the
impressive ceremonies of gradua-
tion. Then, as the new Lensmen
marched out to the magnificent ca-
dences of "Our Patrol," the Gray
Lensman, leaving his wife and
daughters to their own devices, made
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his way to his Tellurian ofhce m
Prime Rise.

"Lensman Kiunison
, sir, by ap-

pointment," liis secretary an-
nounced, and as Kit strode in Kinni-
son stood up and came to attention.

"Christopher Kinnison of Klovia,
sir, reporting for duty." Kit sa-

int ed crisply.
The Co-ordinator returned the

saUite punctiliously. Then: "At

rest. Kit. I,m proud of you, mighty
proud. We all are. The women
want to hcroize you, but I had to
see you first, to clear up a lew
tilings. An explanation, an apology,
and, in a sense, commiseration."

"An apology, sir?" Kit was dum-

founded. "Why, that,s unthink-
able-M

"For not graduating you in Gray.
It has never been done, but that
was not the reason. Your com-

mandant, the Board of Examiners,
and Port Admiral LaForge, all rec-
ommended it, agreeing that none of
us is qualified to give you either or-
ders or directions. I blocked it."

"Of course. For the son of the
Co-ordinator to be- the first Lens-

man to graduate Unattached would
smell-especially since the fewer

chti.dres of tut, i.etch

who know ot my peculiar charac-
teristics the better* That can wait

,

sir/,

"Not too long, sir." Kinnison's
smile was a trifle forced. "Here'

s

your Release and your kit, and a
request signed by the whole Galac-
tic Council that you go to work on
whatever it is that is going on. We
rather think that it heads Up some-
where in the Second Galaxy, but
that is little more than a guess/,

"I can start out from Klovin,

then? Good~l can go home with
you.

"

"That's the idea, and on the way
there you can study the situation.
For your information we have made
up a series of tapes, carrying not
only all the available data, but also
our attempts at analysis and inter-
pretation. Complete and up to date,
except for one item which came in
this morning ... X can,t figure
out whether it means anything or
not, but it should be inserted-

,'

Kinnison paced the room, scowling.
"Might as well tell me. I,ll in-

sert it when I scan the tape.
"

"QX. I don't suppose that you
have heard much about the unusual

shipping trouble we have been hav-ÿ
IT



ing, particularly in the Second Gal-
axy ?"

"Rumor-gossip only. Ifd rather

have it straight.,*
"It,s all on "the tapes, so I,ll give

yon the l>arest j>ossib]e background.
Losses arc twenty-five percent above
normal, A few Jjighly peculiar dere-
licts have been found-peculiar in
that they seem to have beciÿ
wrecked l>y madmen. Not only
wrecked, but gutted, and with every
mark of identification obliterated,

We can't determine even origin or
destination, since the normal disap-
pearances outnumber the abnormal
ones by four to one. On the tapes
this is lumped in with the other
psychoses you

,

ll leant about. But

this morning they found another
derelict, in which the chief pilot had
scrawled 1WARE UliXL HOLE

IN SP' across a plate. Connection
with the other derelicts, if any, is
obscure. If the pilot was sane when
he wrote that message, it means
something-but nobody knows what.
If he wasn,t, it doesn't, any more
than the dozens of obviously sense-
less-excuse me, I should say ap-
parently senseless-messages which
we have already recorded."

"Hm-m-m. Interesting. I'll bear
it in mind and tape it in its place,
But speaking of peculiar things, I,ve
(jot one I wanted to discuss with
you-getting my Release was such
a shock that I almost forgot it. Reÿ
ported it, but nobody thought it
was anything important. Maybe
. . „ probably * , . it isn't. Tune
your mind up to the top of the
range . . * there, did you ever hear

is

of a race that thinks upon that
band ?"

"

I never did-it,s practically un-
reachable. Why-have your

,*

"Yes and no. Only once, ami
that 011I3, a touch. Or, rather, a
burst; as though a hard-held mind-
block had exploded, or the creature
had just died a violent, instantane-
ous death. Not enough of it to
trace, and 1 never found any more
of it."

"Any - characteristics? Bursts
can be quite revealing at times/*

"A few. It was on my last break-
in trip in the Second Galaxy, out
beyond Thrate-about here." Kit
marked the spot upon a mental
chart. "Mentality very high-pre-
cision ist grade-possibly beyond so-
cial needs, as the planet was a bare
desert. No thought of cities. Nor
of water, although both may have
existed without appearing in that
hurst of thought. The thing,s bod-
ily structure was RTSL, to four
places. No gross digestive tract -
atmosphere-nourished or an energy-
converter, perhaps. The sun was a
blue giant. No spectral data, of
course, but at a rough guess I,d

say somewhere around class R5 or
AO. Although the temperature was
normal for him, it was quite evi-
dent that the planet would be un-
bearably hot for us. That's all I
could get.

"

"That1s a lot to get from one
burst. It doesn't mean a thing to me
right now-but I

'll watch for a
chance to fit it in somewhere."

How casually they dismissed as
unimportant that cryptic burst of
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thought! But if they both, right
then, together, had been authorita-
tively informed that the description

fitted exactly the physical form
forced upon its denizens in its sum-
mer by the accural el y-descri bed ,
simply hellish climatic conditions
obtaining, during that season on
noxious planet Ploor, the informa-
tion would still not have seemed

important to either of them-then.
**Anything else we ought to dis-

cuss before night?
" The older

Lensman went on without a break,
"Not that I know of,"
"You said your Release was a

shock. Ready for another one?"
"I can*t thtnk of a harder one.

I'm braced-blast!"

**I have turned the office over to

Vice Co-orrlinator Maitland for the

N duration. I am authorized to tell

you that Worsel, Nad reck, Tregon-
see. and I have resumed our Unat-

tached status and, while conducting
our own various investigations, will
be holdbig ourselves ready at all
times for your call/'

"That is a shock, sir. Thanks. I
hadnTt expected . . . it,s really over-
whelming. And you said something
about commiserating me?" Kit

lifted his red-thatched head-all of
Clarrrssa's children had inherited

her startling hair-and gray eyes
stared level into eyes of gray.

"In a sense, yes. You!ll under-
stand later. Well, you

'

d better go
hunt up Chris and the kids. After
the festivities are over-r

"I'd belter cut them, hadn,t I?"

Kit asked, eagerly. "Don,t you
think it,d be better for me to get
started right away ?"

CmM>ItKX OP THn LRNB ,

"Not on your life!" Kinnison de-
murred, positively. "Do you think
that T want that mob of strawberry
blondes to snatch me bald-headed?

You+re in for a large day and eve-
ning of 1 ionization, so take it like a
man. As I was about to say, as

soon as the brawl is over tonight
we

,ll all board the Dauntless and do

a flit for KJovia. where I,ll fit vou
IF ÿ

out with everything you want. Un-
til then, son-" Two big hands
gripped.

"But I"ll be seeing you around
the Hall!" Kit exclaimed. "You

can
'

t-
"

"No, I can+t dodge the lionizing,
either," Kinnison grinned, "but we
won

*t be in a sealed and shielded

room. So, son . . . IJ

m proud of
you/,

"Right back at you, big fellow-
and thanks a million." Kit strode

out and, a few minutes later, the
Co-ordinator did likewise.

The "brawl," which was the gala
event of the Tellurian social year,
was duly enjoyed by all the Kinni-
sons. *1 be Dauntless made an un-

eventful flight to Klovia. Arrange-
merits were made. Plans, necessarily
sketchy and elastic, were laid.

T wo big, gray-clad Lcnsiiicn stood
upon the deserted spacefield, be-
tween * two blackly indctectable
speedsters. Kinnison was massive,
sure, ca3m with the poised calmness
of maturity, experience, and power.
Kitÿ with the broad shoulders and
narrow waist of his years and train-
ing, was taut and tense, fiery, eager
to come to grips with Civilization

,

s

foes.
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"Remember, son/* Kinnison said
as the two gripped hands. **There

are four of us old-timers, who have
been through the mill, on call every
second. If you can use any one of
us or all of us, don

,t wait to be too

sure-snap out a call.
"

"I know, Dad - . - thanks. The
four best, ablest Lensmen that ever
lived. One of you may make a
strike before I do. In fact, with
the thousands of leads we have, and
with no way of telling how many
of them are false-deliberately or
otherwise-and with your vastly
greater experience and knowledge,
you prohahiy will. So remember
that it cuts both ways. If any of
you can use me at any time, I1ll

coute at max.
"

"QX. We'll get in touch from
time toÿtime, anyway. Clear ether,
Kit!"

"Clear ether, Dad!" What a

wealth of meaning there was in that
low-voiced, simple exchange of the
standard ban voyage,!

For minutes, as his speedster
flashed through space, Kinnison
thought only of the boy. He knew
exactly how he felt; he relived in
memory the supremely ecstatic mo-
ments of his own first launching into
space as a Gray Lens man. But Kit
had the stuff-stuff which he

, Kin-
nison, knew that he could know
nothing about-and he had his own
job to do. Therefore, methodically,
like the old campaigner he was, he
set about it.

XL

Worsel the Velantian, hard and
durable and long-lived as Velantians

30

are, had in twenty Tellurian ywrs
changed scarcely at all. As the
first Lensman and the oniy Second-
Stage Lensman of his race, the
twenty years had been very fully
occupied indeed.

He had solved the varied techno-

logical and administrative problems
incident to the welding of Velaritia
into the structure of Civilization,

He had worked at the many tasks
which, in the opinion of the Galac-
tic Council, fitted his peculiarly in-
dividual talents. In his 1<spare"
time he had sought out in various
parts of two galaxies, and had ruth-
lessly slain, widely-scattered groups
of the Overlords of Delgon,

Continuously, however, he had
taken an intense sort of god fatherly
interest in the Kinnison children,

particularly in Kit and in the young-
est daughter, Constance; finding in
the girl a mentality surprisingly
aktn to his own.

When Kiunison,s call came he
answered it. He was now out in

space; not in the Dauntless, but in
a ship of his own, under his own
command. And what a ship! The
Vclan was manned entirely by be-
ings of his own race. It carried
Velantian air, at Velantian tempera-
ture and pressure. Above all, it was
buiJt and powered for inert maneu-
vering at the atrocious accelerations
employed by the Velantian? in their
daily lives; and Worsel loved it
with enthusiasm and elan,

He had worked conscientiously
and well with Kinnisnn and with

other entities of Civilization. He

and they had all known, however,
that he could work more efficiently
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alone or with others of his own
kind. Hence

, except in emergen-
cies, he had done so; and hence,

except in similar emergencies, he
would so continue to do.

Out in deep space, Worsel en-
twined himself *in a Velantian,s idea

of comfort, in an intricate series of
figurcs-of-eight around a~couple of
parallel Lars and relaxed in thought.

.
 There were insidious deviltries

afoot, Ki lint son had said* There
were disaffection*, psychoses, mass
hysterias, and-Oh happy thought!
-hallucinations. There were also

certain revolutions and sundry up-
risings, which might or might not
be connected or associated with the

disappearances of a considerable
number of persons of note. In these
latter, however, Worsel oi \ ekintia
was not interested. 1 !e knew with-

out being told that Kiunison would
pounce uixjii such blatant mani-
festations as those, lie himself
would work upon something much
more to his taste.

Hallucination was WorseTs dish.
He had been born among hallucina-
tions, had been reared in an at-
mosphere of them. What he did
not know about hallucinations could
have been printed in pica upon the
smallest one of his scales.

Therefore, isolating one section
of his multicomjxirtmented mind
from all of the others and from

any control over his physical self,
he sensitized it to receive whatever
hallucinatory influences might be
abroad H Simultaneously he set two
other parts of his mind to watch
over the one to Ik: victimized; to

study and to analyze whatever fig-
CHILDREN OP THE tEVg

meuts of obtrusive mentality might
be received and entertained.

Then, using all of his naturally
tremendous sensitivity and reach,

all of his Arisian supertraining, and
the full power of his Lens, he sent
his mental receptors out into space.

And then
, although the thought is

staggeringly incomprehensible to
anj" Tellurian or near-human mind

,

he relaxed. For day alter day, as

the J/Vfafi hurtled randomly through
the void, he hung blissfully slack
upon his bars, most of his mind a
welter of the indescribable thoughts
in which it is a Velantian,s joy to
revel.

Suddenly, after an unknown in-
terval of time, a thought impinged:
a thought under the impact of which
Worsel,s body tightened so convul-
sively as to pull the bars a foot out
of true. Overlords! The unmis-

takable, the body-and mind-para-
lyzing hunting call of the Overlords
of *Dclgoo!

Mis crew had not felt it yet, of
course; nor would thev feel it. If

"

 *

they should, they would be worse
than useless in the conflict tp come;
for they could not withstand that
baneful influence. Worsel" could.
Worsel was the only Velantiari who
could.

"Thought-screens all!" his com-
manding thought snapped out. Then,
even before the order could lie

obeyed: "As you were!"
For the impenetrably shielded

chambers of his mind told him im-

mediately that this was no ordinary
Delgonian hunting call; or rather,
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that it was more than that. Much

more.

Mixed with, superimposed upon
the overwhelming compulsion which
generations of Vclantians had come
to know so bitterly and so well,
were the very things for which he
had heen searching-hallucinations!
To "Shield his cresv or, except in
the subtlest possible fashion him-
self, simply would not do. Over-
lords everywhere knew that there

«r

was at least one Velantian Kens-

man who was mentally their mas-
ter; anil, while they hated this
Lensman tremendously, they feared

V him even more
.
 Therefore

, even

though a Velantian was any Over-
lord,s choicest prey* at the first in-
dication of an ability to disobey
their commands the monsters would

cease entirely to radiate; would
withdraw at once every strand of
their far-flung mental nets into the
fastnesses of their superbly hidden
and indctectably shielded cavern. „

Therefore Worsel allowed the
inimical influence to take over,*not

only the total minds of his crew,
but the unshielded portion of his
own as well. And stealthily, so in-
sidious]}- that no mind affected could
discern the change, values gradually
grew vague and Yeality began to
alter,

Loyalty dimmed, and esprit de
corf>s. Family tics and pride of
race waned into meaninglessness.
All concepts of Civilization, of the
Galactic Patrol, degenerated into
strengthless gossamer, into oblivion.
And to replace those hitherto
mighty motivations there crept in
an overmastering need for, and the

22

exact method of obtainmcnt of,

whatever it was that was each

Velantian*s deepest, most primal de-
sire, Each crewman stared into an

individual visiplate whose substance
was to him as real and as solid as

the metal of his ship had ever been;
each saw upon that o

piate whatever
it was that, consciously or uncon-
sciously, he wanted to sec. Noble
or base, lofty or low, intellectual or
physical, spiritual or carnal, it made
no difference to the Overlords.

Whatever each victim most wanted
was there.

No figment was, however, even

to the Vclantians, actual or tangible.
It was a picture upon a plate, trans-

mitted from a well-defined point in
space. There, u|>on that planet, was
the actuality, eagerly awaited; to-
ward and to that planet must the
Velan go at maximum blast. Into
that line and at that blast, then.
the pilots sot their vessel without
orders, and each of the crew saw
upon his nonexistent plate that she
had so been set. If she had not

been, if the pilots had been able to
offer any resistance, the crew would
have slaughtered them out of hand.
As it was, all was well,

And Worsel, watching the af-
fected portion of his mind accept
these hallucinations as truths and
admiring unreservedly the consum-
mate artistrv with which the work

r

was being done, was well content.
He knew that only a hard, solidly-
driven, individually probing beam
could force him to reveal the fact

that a portion of his mind and all
of his bodily control were being
withheld ; he knew that unless he
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made a ÿslip no such investigation
was to be expected. He would not
slip.

No human or bear-human mind

can really understand how the mind
of a V-elantian works. A Tellurian

can, by dint of training, learn to
do two or more unrelated things
simultaneously, ftut neither is done
very welt and both must be more or
less routine in nature. To perform
any original or difficult operation
successfully he must concentrate
upon it, and he can concentrate
upon only one thing at a time. A
Velantian, however, can and does

concentrate upon half-a-dozen to-
tally unrelated things at once; and,
with his multiplicity of arms, hands,
and eves, he can perform simul-
taneously an astonishing number of
completely independent operations.

The Velantian is, however, in no
sense such a multiple personality as
would exist if six or eight human
heads were mounted upon one body.
There is no*joint tenancy about it.
There is only one ego permeating
all those pscudoindependent com-
partments: no contradictory orders
aret or ordinarily can be, sent along
the bundled nerves of the spinal
cord. While individual in thotight
and in the control of certain ac-

tions, the mind-compartments are
basically, fundamentally, one mind.

Worsel had progressed beyond
his fellows. He was different;

unique. In fact, the perception of
the need of the ability to isolate cer-
tain compartments of his mind, to
separate them completely from his
real egof was one of the things
which had enabled him to become

CEl IjDRKN Olf THE tiENS

the only Second-Stage Lensman of
!iis race.

L2 Worsel, then, held himself
aloof and observed appreciatively
everything that went on. More, he
did a little hallucinating of his own.
Under the Overlords, compulsion
he was supposed to remain motion-
less. staring raptly into an imaginary
vistplate at an orgiastic saturnalia
designed to make even his burly ego
quail. Therefore, as far as the oc-
cupied portion of his mind and
through it the Overlords were con-
cerned, he did so. Actually, how-
ever, his body moved purposefully
about, under the direction only of
his own grim will; moved to make
ready against the time of landing.

For Worsel knew that his oppo-
nents were not fools. He knew

that they reduced their risks to the
irreducible minimum. He knew that

the mighty I 
'

elan, with her pro-
digious weaponry, would not be per-
mitted to be within even extreme

range of the cavern, if the Over-
lords could possibly prevent it, when
that cavern's location was revealed.
His was the task to see to it that

she was not only within range, but
was at the very portal.

The speeding spaceship ap-
proached the planet--went inert-
matched the planetary intrinsic-
landed. Her air locks opened. Her
crew rushed out headlong, sprang
into the air, and arrowed away en
masse. Then Worsel, Grand Mas-
ter of Hallucinations, went blithely
but intensely to work.

Thus, although he stayed at the
Vtlanfs control board instead of
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joining the glamoured Velantians in
their rush over the unfamiliar ter-

rain, and although the huge space-
ship lifted lightly into the air and
followed them, neither the fiend-
possessed part of Worsel,s mind,
nor any of his fellows* nor through
them the many Overlords, knew that

* '

cither of those two things was hap-
pening. To thai part of his mind
Worsel's foody was, under Full con-
trol, flying along upon tireless
wings in the midst of the crowd; to
it and to all of the other Velan-
tians and hencc to the Overlords the

Velan lay motionless and deserted
upon the rocks for below and foe-
hind them. They watched the ves-
sel diminish in apparent size in the
distance; they saw it vanish beyond

V * w

the horizon!

This was eminently tricky work,
necessitating as it did such nicety
of synchronization with the Del-
gonian

t

s own compulsions as to be
mdetcctable even to the monsters
themseJves, Worsel was, however,
an expert, one of the Universe,

s

best; he went at the task not with
any doubt whatever as to his abil-
ity to carry it through, but only
with an uncontrollably shivering
physical urge to come to grips with
the hereditary enemies oF his race.

The fliers shot downward
, and as

a boulder-camouflaged entrance
yawned open in the-mountain

1

s side

Worsel closed tip and shot out a
widely enveloping zone of thought-
screen. The OverlordsT control

vanished. The Velantianst realizing
instantaneously what had happened,
flew madly back to their ship. They
jammed through the air locks,

flashed to their pouts. The cavernÿs
gates had closed by then, but the
monsters had no scrcen rit to copi
With the Vclan's tremendous bat-

teries. Down they went. - Barriers,
bastions, and a considerable portion
of the mountain>

s face flamed away
in fiery vapor or flowed away in
molten streams. Through reeking
atmosphere, over red-hot debris, the
armored Velantians flew to the at-
tack.

The Overlords had.. however,
learuetl. This cavern, as well as be
ing hidden, was defended by physi-
cal, as well as mental, means. There
were inner barriers of metal and o(
force, there were armed and ar-
mored defenders who, dominated

completely by the monsters, fought
with the callous fury of the robots
which in effect they were. Never-
theless. against at! opposition, the
attackers bored relentlesslv in.

Heavy semiportablcs blazed, hand-
to-hand combat raged in the narrow
confines of that noisome tunnel. In

the wavering, glaring light of tin-
con tending beams and screens,
through the hot and rankly stinking
steam billowing away froÿn the
reeking waits, the invaders foughr
their way. One by one and group
by group the defenders died where
they stood and the Velantians drove
onward over their burned and dis-
membered bodies.

Into the cavern at iast. To the

Overlords. Overlords! They, who
for ages had preyed upon genera-
tion after generation of helpless
Velantiads, torturing their bodies to
the point of death and then devour-
ing ghoulishly the life-forces which
ASTOUNDING SCISSCK-IICTION



their tunneled bodies could no
longer retain!

Worsel and his crew threw away
their DcLaiiieters. Only when it
is absolutely ÿnecessary does any,
Velantian use* any artificial weapon
against any Overlord of Delgon* He
is too furious, too berserk, to do so.
TTe is scared to the core of his be-

ing: the cold grue of a thousand
fiendishly eaten ancestors ha* bred
that fear hno the innermost atoms

of liis chemistry. But against that
fear, negating and surmounting it,
is a haired of such depth and vio-
lence as no human being has ever
known; a starkly savage hatred
which can he even jjartially as-
suaged only by the ultimate of vio-
lences-by rending his foe aj>art
member by member; by actually
feeling ihe Delgonianrs life depart
under gripping hands and tearing
talons and constricting body and
shearing tail.

It is best, then, not to go into too
line detail as to this conflict. Since
t lie re were almost a hundred of
the Delgonians-insensately vicious
ligliters when cornered-and since
their physical make-up was very
similar to the Vclanlians

*

 own,

many of Worsel
,

s troopers died.
I5ut since ihe Vctan carried over

fifteen hundred and sincc less than

half of her personnel could even
get into the cavern, there were
plenty of them left to operate and
tn light the spaceship.

Worsel look great care that the
opposing commander was not killed
with his minions. The fighting -over*

riltLMtEN' op Tin: nkxs

the Velantians chained this sole
survivor into one of hid own racks
and stretched him out into immo-

bility. Then, restraining by main
strength the terrific urge to put the
machine then and there to its full-

est ghastly use, Worsel cut his
screen» threw a couple of turns of
tail around a convenient anchorage,

and faced the Boskonian almost

nose to nose. Kight weirdly stalked
eyes curled out as he drove a prob-
ing thought-beam against the mon-
ster

,s shield.
*11 could use this-or this-or

this," Worse! glonted. ' As he
touched various wheels and levers

the chains hummed slightlyT sparks
flashed, the rigid body twitched. "I
am not going to, however-yeL
While you arc still sane 1 want to
take and I shall take your total
knowledge/,

And fact to face, eye to eye, brain
to brain, that silently and niotion-
Jessly cataclysmic battle was joined.

As has been said, Worsel had
hunted down and had destroyed
many Overlords. He had hunted
them, however, like vermin. He
had destroyed them with duodec
bombs and with primary or second'
arv beams; or, at closest hand, with
talons, teeth, and tail. He had not
engaged an Overlord mind to mind
for over twenty Tellurian years : not
since he and Nad reck of Palatn VII

had captured alive the leaders of
those who had been preying upon
Helen's matriarchs and warring
upon Civilization from their cav-
ern upon Lyrane II- Nor had he
ever dueled one

_
 mentally to death

without powerful support; Kinrii-
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son or sonic other Leilsmart had al-

ways been near by.
But Worsel would need no help.

He was not shivering in eagerness
now. His body was as still as the
solid rock upon which most of it
lay; every chamber and every fac-
ulty of his mind was concentrated
upon battering down or cutting
through the Overlords' stubbornly-
held shields.

Brighter and brighter glowed the
Velantian,s Lens, flooding the
gloomy cave with pulsating poly-.
chromatic light. Alert for any pos-
sible trickery, guarding intently
against any possibility of riposte or
of counterthmst, Worsel leveled
holt after bolt of mental -force. He
surrounded the monster

,

s mind with

a searings constricting* field. He
squeezed: relentlessly and with ap-
palling power.

The Overlord was Ixraten, He,

who had never before encountered
a . foreign mind or a vital force
stronger than his own, knew that
he was beaten. He knew that at

long last lie had met that half-fabu-
lous-Velantian Lensmari with whom
not one of his monstrous race could

cope. He knew starkly, with the
chilling, numbing terror possible
only to such a being in such a po-
sition, that lie was doomed to die
the same hideous and long-drawn-
out death which he had dealt out to

so many others. Me did not read
into the mind of the bitterly venge-
ful, the implacably ferocious Velan,

-

tian any more niercy or anv more
i<r «-

compunction than was actually
there. He knew perfectly that of
either there was no slightest trace,

Knowing these things with the
blackly appalling certainty that was
his* he quailed.

There is an old but cogent saying
that the brave man dies only once.
the coward a thousand times. That

Overlord, during that lethal combat,
died more times than it is pleasant
to contemplate. Nevertheless, he
fought, A corncrcd rat will fight,
and the Delgonian was not a rat-
not exactly, that is, an ordinary
rat. His mind was competent, keen,
powerful, and utterly unscrupulous ;

. and he brought to the defeuse of
his beleaguered ego every resource
of skill and of trickery and of sheer
power at liis command-in vain.
Deeper and deeper, in spite of
everything he could do, the relent-
less Lensman squeezed and smashed
and cut and pried and bored; little
by little the Overlord gave mental
ground.

"This station is here , . . this staff
is here . , / am here, then . . , to

wreak damage ... all possible
damage . , , to the commerce . . . -
and to the personnel of . . , the
Galactic Patrol . . , and Civilization

in every aspect-" the Overlord
admitted haltingly as Worsel,s
pressure became intolerable; but
such admissions, however unwill-

ingly made or however revealing
in substance, were not enough.

Worsel wanted, and would l>e
satisfied with* nothing less than, his -
enemy

's total knowledge. Hence
he maintained his assault until

,

unable longer to withstand the
frightful battering, the Overlord,s
barriers went completely down;
untij every convolution of his brain
ASTOtJNDltfQ SCfKcK-FICT I



*nd every track of his mind lay
open, helplessly exposed to WorsePs
poignant scrutiny. Then, scarcely
taking time to gloat over his victim,

Worsel did scrutinize.
Period.

Hurtling through space, toward
a definite objective now, Worsel
studied and analyzed some of the
things which he had just learned.
Worsel was not surprised that this
Overlord had not known any of his
superior officers in things or enter-
prises Boskonian; that tie did not

ÿ consciously know even that he had
- been obeying orders or that he had

superiors. That technique, by this
time, was familiar enough. The
Bosk©man psychologists were able
operators; to attempt to unravel
the unknowable complexities of
their i subconscious compulsions
would be a sheer waste of time.

What the Overlords had been

doing, however, was clear enough.
That outpost had indeed been
wreaking havoc with Civilization"

s

commerce. Ship after ship had been
lured from its course; had been
compelled to land upon this barren
planet. Some of those vessels hajf
been destroyed; some of them had
been stripped and rifled as though
by pirates of old; some of them
had been set upon new courses
with hulls, mechanical equipment,
and cargoes untouched. No crew-
man or passenger, however, escaped
unscathed; even though only ten
percent of them died in the Over-
lordish fashion which Worsel knew

so well.

The Overlord himself had won-

CHILDREN OP TJIf LKNB

dcred why they had not been able
to kill them all. He knew that such
forbearance was unnatural, was
against all instinct and training.
He knew that they wanted, intensely
enough, to kill every one of*their

.victims; that their greedy lust for
life-force simply could not be sated
as long as life-fcÿrce was to be had.
He knew only that something, none
oi them knew what, limited their
actual killing to ten percent of the
bag.

Worsel grinned wolfishly at that
thought, even while he was admir-
ing the quality of the psychology
which could impress such a com-
pulsion as that upon such rapacious
hellions as those. That was the

work of the Boskonian higher-ups,
who knew that ten percent was the
limit above which the deaths would

have been too revealing to the
statisticians of the Galactic Patrol.

The other ninety percent, how-
ever, the Delgonians had 

"

played
with"-a procedure which, although
less satisfying to the Overlords than
the ultimate treatment, was not
very different in so far as the vic-
tims* egos were concerned. For
none of them emerged from the or-
deal with any memory of what had
happened, or of what or who he had
ever been. They were not all com-
pletely mad ; some were only par-
tially so. All had, however, been-
altered. * Changed; shockingly
transformed. No two were alike.

Each Overlord, it appeared, had
striven with all of fiis ultra-hellish

ingenuity to * excel his fellows in
the manufacture of an outrageous
something whose like had never

§
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been seen in or upon any land or
sea nr air or throughout any reach
of Space.

These and many other facts and
items Worsel had studied carefully,
He was now heading for the region
in which the Patrol*s computers had
figured that the "Hell Hole in
Space" must lie. The planet he had
just left, the Overlords he had
just slain, were not the original
Hell Hole: could have had nothing
to do with it. Too far apart-they
were not in the same possible vol-
ume of space.

Worsel, knew now, though, what
the Hell Hole in Space really was*
it was a cavern of Overlords. It

simply couldnrt l>e anything else.
And. in himself and his crew and

his mighty Velan he, Worsel of
Velantia, Overlord-slayer par ex-
cellence of two galaxies, had in
ample measure everything it took
to extirpate any number of Over-
lords. With what he had just
learned and with what he was so

calmly certain he could do, the
Hell Hole in Space would take no
more tolL Wherefore Worsel,

coiled loosely around his hard bars,
relaxed in happily ptanful thought.
And in a couple of hours a solid,
clear-cut thought impinged upon
his Lens.

"Worsel 1 Con calling What
goes on there, fellow old snake?
You've stuck that sha*p tail of
yours into some of my business-
I hope I"

III.

Each of the Second-Stage Lens-
men had exactly the same facts,

the same datat upon which to
theorize and from which to draw
conclusions. Each had shared his

experiences, his findings,, and his
deductions and inductions with all

of the others. They had discussed
minutely, in wide-open four-ways,
every phase of the Boskonian prob-
lem. Nevertheless the approach of
each to that problem and the point
of attack chosen by each was indi-
vidual and characteristic,

Kimball Kinnison was hv nature

forthright; direct. As has been
seen, he could use the approach
circuitous if necessary, but he much
preferred attd upon every possible
occasion employed the approach
direct. He liked plain, unambigu-
ous clues much better than obscure
ones; the more obvious and factual
the cluc was, the better lie liked
it.

He was now, therefore, heading
for Antigan IV, the scene of the
latest and apparently the most out-
rageous of a long series of crimes
of violence. He didn,t know much

about it; the request had come in
through regular channels, not via
Lens, that he visit Antigan and
take personal charge of the investi-
gation of the supposed murder 01
the Planetary President.

As his speedster flashed through
space the Gray Lensman mulled
over in his mind the broad aspects
of this crime wave. It was spread-
ing far and wide, and the wider it
spread and the intenser it became
the more vividly one salient fact
stuck out. Selectivity-distribu-
tiom The solar systems of Thrale,
Velantia, Tellus, Klovia, and Palain
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had not been affected. Thralc,

Tellus, and Klovia were full of
Lensmen. Velantia

, Rigel, Paluin,
and a good |>art of the time Klovia,
were the working headquarters of
Second-Stage Lensmen. Jt seemed,
then, that the trouble was roughly
in inverse ratio to the number; or
the abilities of the Lens men in the

neighborhood. Something, there-
fore, that Lensmen-particularly
Second-Stage Lensmen-were bad
lor. That was true, of course, for
all crime. Nevertheless, this seemed
to be a special case.

And when lie reached' his desti-

nation he found out that it was.

The planet was seething. Its busi-
ness and its everyday activities
seemed to be almost paralyzed.
Martial law had been declared; the
streets were practically deserted
except for thick-clustered groups of
heavily-armed guards. What few
people were abroad - were furtive
and sly; slinking hastily along with
their fear-filled eyes trying to look
in all directions at once.

"QXf Wainwrigbt* go ahead/,
Kinnison directed brusquely when,
alone with the escorting Patrol
officers in a shielded car, he was
being taken to the Capitol grounds.
"There's been too much secrecy-
pussyfooting-about the whole af-
fair. Spill it, please."

"Very well, sir," and Wainwright
told his tale. Things bad been
happening for months. Little
things, but disturbing. Then mur-
ders and kirlnapings and unex-
plained disappearances had begun
to increase. The police forces, had
been falling farther and farther

GfiIM>RKK OF" THE UJNB

behind. The usual cries of incom-

petence and corruption had been
raised, only further to confuse the
issue. Circulars-dodgers--Ita nd-
bills appeared all over the planet;
from where nobody knew. The
keenest detectives con id tmd no

clue to papermakers, printers, or
distributors* The usual inflamma-

tory, subversive propaganda-
"Down with the Patrol J" "Give
us back our freedom!" and so on-

but, because of the higtj tension al-
ready prevailing, the stuff had been
unusually effective in breaking
down the morale of the citizenry as
a whole.

"Then this last thing. For two
solid weeks the whole world was

literally plastered with the an-
nouncement that at midnight on the
thirty-fourth of Dreel-you

ÿ

re

familiar with our calendar, I think ?
-President Ren wood would dis-

appear. Two weeks warning-dar-
ing us." Wainwright got that far
and stopped.

"Well, go on. He disappeared, 1
know. How? What did you fel-
lows do to prevent it? Why all
the secrecy?"

"If you insist. I"ll have to tell
you, of course, but I

,d rather not."

Wainwright flushed uncomfort-
ably. "You wouldn't believe it

.

Noljody could. I wouldn,t believe ÿ
it myself if I hadn>t been there.
I"

d rather you,d wait, sir, and let
the Vice President tell vou; in the

m '

presence of the Treasurer and the
others who were on duty that
night.

"

"Um-ni-m ... I see . . , maybe/'
Kinnison,s mind raced. "That*s

in>
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why nobodv would give mc de-
r * O

tails? Afraid I wouldn
,

t believe

it . . . that I,d think they,d been-"
He stopped. "Hypnotized" would
have been the next word, but that

would have been jumping *at con~
,
 elusions, Even if true, there was

no sense in airing that hypothesis
*-vet

.
m

"Not afraid, sir. They kuw that
you wouldn

,

t believe it."

After entering Government Res-
ervation they went, not to the

president
,

s private quarters, but
into the Treasury and down into the

subbascnient housing the most
massive, the most utterly impreg-
nable vault of the planet. There the
nation

,

s most responsible officers
told Kinnison. with their entire

minds as well as their tongues,
what had happened.

Upon that hta<?k day business
had been suspended. No visitors
of any sort had been permitted to
enter the Reservation. No one had

been allowed to approach the presi-
dent except old and trusted officers
about whose loyalty there could be
no question. Airships and space-
ships had filled the sky. Troops,
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armed with semiportables or man-
ning fixed-mount heavy stuff, had
covered the grounds. At five min-
utes before midnight Ren wood,
accom[>anied by four secret service
men, had entered the vault, which
was thcreujjon locked by the
treasurer. All the cabinet mem-

bers saw them go in, as did the at-
tendant corps of specially-selected
guards. Nevertheless, when the
treasurer opened the* vault at five
minutes after midnight, the five
men were gone. No trace of any
one of them had been found from
that time on.

"And that-every word of it-is
TRUIi!" the assembled minds

yelled as one, all unconsciously, into
the mind of the Lensman.

During all this telling Kinnison
had been searching mind after
mind; inspecting each minutely for
the telltale marks of mental sur-

gery. He found none. No hypno-
sis. This thing had happened, ex-
actly as they told it. Now, con-
vinced of that fact, his eyes clouded
with foreboding, he sent out his
sense of perception and studied the
vault itself. Millimeter by cubic
millimeter lie scanned the inner-

most details of its massive struc-

ture-the concrete, the neo-car-
balloy, the steel, ihe heat-conductors
and the closely-spaced gas cells.
He traced the intricate wiring of
the networks of alarms. Every-
thing was sound. Everything
functioned. Nothing had been dis-
turbed.

The sun of this system, although
rather on the small side, was in-
tensely hot; this planet, Four, was

caii.nitEN or tub lisns
- , l /, | h i -ÿ

a long way out. Pretty close to
Cardynge,s limit ... or the Bosko-
nians had improved their technique
-tightened Tip their controls, A

tube, of course . - . for all the tea
in China it had to be a tube. Kinni-

son sagged; for the first fime in his
life the indomitable Gray Lensman
showed his years and more.

"I know that it happened/* His
voice was grim, quiet, as he spoke
to the still protesting men, "I also
know how it was done, but that's
all."

"HOW?" they demanded, prac-
tically in one voice.

"A hyperspatial tube," and Kinni-
son went on to explain, as well as
he could, the functioning of a thing
which could not be grasped intrin-
sically by any u on mathematical
three-dimensional mind.

"But what can we or you or
anybody else do about it?"* the

treasurer askedT numbly.
"Nothing whatever.™ Kinnison,s

voice was flat. "When it*s gone,
it's gone. Where does the light
go when a lamp goes out? No
more trace. No more way---no way
whatever-of tracing it. Hun-
dreds of millions of planets in this
galaxy, as many in the Second.
Millions and millions of galaxies,
AH that in one Universe-our own
universe. And there arc an in-

finite number-too many to be ex-
pressed, let alone to be grasped-of
universes, side by side, like pages
in a book except thinner, in the
hyperdintension. So you can figure
out for yourselves the chances of
ever finding either President Ren-
wood or the Boskonians who took

si



him-so close to zero as to be ln-

distinguishable from zero absolute."*
The treasurer was crushed. "Do

you mean to say that there is no
protection at all from this tiling?
That they ÿ can keep on doing away
with lis jlist as they please? The
nation is going mail, sir* day by
day-one more such occurrence
and we will be a planet of maniacs/

1

,,Oh
, no-I didn

'

t say that." The
tension lightened. "Just that we
can

,

t do anything about the presi-
dent and his aides. The tube can

be detected while it is in place, and
anyone coming through it can be
shot as soon as he can be seen.

What you need is a couple of
Rigelliau Lei is men, or Ordoviks.
I'll see to it that you get them. I
don1t think, with them here, that
they will even try to repeat/' He
did not add what lie knew somberly
to he a fact, that the enemy would

* #

go elsewhere* to some other planet
not protected by a Lensman able
to perceive the intangible structure
of a sphere of pure force.

Frustrate, the Lensman again
took to space. It was terrible, this
thing of having everything happen-
ing where he wasn,t, and when he
got there having nothing left to
work on. Hit-and-run-stab-in-the-

back--how could a man fight some-
thing that he couldn,t see or sense
or-feel or find? But this chewing
his fingernails to the elbow wasn,t
getting him anywhere* either; he'd

have to find something that he could
stick a tooth into. What?

All former avenues of approach
were blocked; he was sure of that.

sa

The Boskonians, who were now in
charge of things, could really think.
No underling would know anything
about any one of them except at
such times and places as

_

thc direc-

tors chose* and those conferences
would be as nearly detect ion-proof
as they could be made. What to
do r

Easy. Catch a big operator in
the act. He grinned wryly to him-
self. Easy to say, but not-How-
ever. it wasn

1

t impossible. The
Boskonians were not supermen-
they didn

'

t have any more jets than
he did. Put himself in the other

fellow4s place-what would he do if
he were a BosRonian big shot? He
had had quite a lot of experience
in the role. Were there any specific
groups of crimes which revealed
techniques similar to those wfhich
he himself would use in like case?

He
, personally, preferred to work-

direct and to attack in force. At

need, however, he had done a
smooth job o£ boring from within,
In the face of the Patrol*s over-

whelming superiority of armament,
especially in the First Galaxy, they
wouid have to t>orc from within,

How? By what means? He was
a Lensman: they were not. Jet
back! Or were they, perhaps?
How did he know that they weren't?
Maybe they were, by this time.
Fossten the renegade Ariÿian-No
use kidding himself ; Fossten might
have known as much about the Lens

as Mentor himself, and might have
developed an organization that even
Mentor didn't know anything about,
Or Mentor might be figuring that
it would be good for what ailed a
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certain fat-headed Gray Lcusman to
liave to dope this out for himself.
QX-

He shot a call to Vice Coordi-
nator Mail land, who was now in
complete charge of the office which
Kinnison had temporarily aban-
(Joncd.

"CHff? Kiin. Just gave birth
to an idea," Tie explained rapidly
what the idea. was. "Maybe noth-
ing to it, hut we,d better get up on
our toes and find out. You might
suggest to the boys that they check
up here and there, particularly
around the rough spots. 1 f any of
them find any trace anywhere of
off-color, sour, or even slightly
rancid Lensnianship, with or with-
out a Lens appearing in the picture,
burn a hole in space getting it to
me, QX? . . . Thanks."

Viewed in this new perspective,
Renwood of Anttgan IV might
have been neither patriot nor a
victim, but a saboteur* The.tube
could have been a prop, used de-
liberate!? to cap the mysterious
climax. The four honest and de-

voted guards were tlw real casual-
ties. Kenwood-or whoever he

was-having accomplished his
object of undermining and destroy-
ing the whole planet,s morale, might
simply have gone elsewhere to con-
tinue his nefarious activities. It

was fiendishly clever. That spec-
tacularly theatrical finale was cer-
tainly one for the hook. The whole
thing, though, was very much of a
piece in quality of workmanship
with what he had done in becoming
the Tyrant of Thrale. Farfetched?
No. He had already denied in his

enii.DKEN OF thb lens

thoughts that the l.loskuEUan opera-
tors were supermen. Conversely,
he wasn,t, eitiler. He would have
to admit that ihey might very well
tx: as goo 1 as he was ; to deny them
the ability to do anything which
he himself could do would be sheer

stupidity.
Where did that put him ? On

Radelix, by Klonors golden gills I
A good-sized platted Important
enough, but not loo much so.
People human. Comparatively little
hell being raised there-yet. Very
few Lÿensmen, and Gerrond the top,
Hni-m-m. Gerrond. Xot too

bright, as Lensmcn went, and in-
clined'to be a bit brass-hattish. To

Radelix, by all means, next.

He went to Radelix, but not in
the Dauntless and not in gray. He
was a passenger upon a luxury liner,
a writer in search of local color for

another saga of the space ways.
Sybly YVbyte-one of the Patrol,s
most carefully-established figments
-had a bulletproof past.

 1-1 is om-
nivorous interest and his uninhi-

bited nosiness were the natural

attributes of his profession-every-
thing ;s grist which comes to an
author's mill,

Sybly Whyte then prowled about
Radelix. Industriously and, to
some observers, point lessly, He and
his red-leather notebook were apt
to be seen anywhere at any time,
day or night- He visited space-
ports, he climbed through freighters,
he lost small sums in playing various
games of so-called chance in space-
men

*s dives. Upon the other hand,
he truckled assiduously to the social



elite and attended all tunciidns into

which he could wangle or could
force his way. He made a pest of
himself in the offices of politicians,
bankers, merchant princes, tycoons
of business and manufacture, and
all other sorts of greats.

He was stopped one day in the
outer office of an industrial poten-
tate. "Get out and stay out/, a
peg-legged guard told him- "The

boss hasn"t read any of your stuff,
but I have, and neither of us wants
to talk to you. Data, huh? What

do-you need of data on atomic cats
and bulldozers to write thetn space
operas of yours? Why don,

t you
get a roustabout job on a freighter
and learn something about what
you

*

re trying to write about? Get
yourself a real space tan instead
of that imitation you got under a
lamp; work some of that lard off
of your carcass!" Whyte was defi-
nitely fatter than Kinnison had
l>eeu: and

, somehow, softer: lie
peered owlishly through heavy
lenses which, fortunately, did not
interfere with his sense of percep-

ÿ tion
.
 "Then maybe some of your

tripe will he half-fit to read-beat
it!"

"Yes. sir. Thank you. sir; very
much, sir." Kinnisou bobbed ob-

* r

sequiously and scurried out, writ-
ing1 industriously in his notebook
the while. He had, however, found
out what he wanted to know. The

boss was nobody he was looking
for.

Nor was an eminent statesman

whom he buttonholed at a reception,
"I fail to see, sir, entirely, any
point in your interviewing me" that

worthy informed him, frigidly. 1*1

am not, I am . . . uh , . . sure, suit-
able material for any opus upon
which you may be at work."

"Oh, you can't ever tell, sir,'"
Kiunison said. "Vou sec, I never

know who or what is going to get
into any of my stories until after
I start to write it, and sometimes
not even then/* The statesman

glared and Kinnison retreated in
disorder.

To stay . in character Kinnison
actually wrote a story while upon
Radelix; a story which was later
acclaimed as one of Svblv Whyte>

s

best.
"Qadgop the Mercotan slithered

flatly around the after-bulge of the
tranship. One claw dug into the
meters-thick armor of pure ncu-
tronium, then another. Its terrible
xmcxlike snout locked on. Its

jfcymolosely polydactile tongue
crunched out, crashed down, rasped
across. Slurp! SUtrp! At each
abrasive stroke the groove in the
tranship** plating deepened and
Qadgop leered more fiercely. Fools!
Did they think that the airlessncss
of absolute space, the heatles&ness
of absolute zero, the yieldlessness
of absolute neutron!inn, could stop
QADGOl, THE MERCOTON?
And the stowaway, that human
wench Cynthia, cowering in helpless
terror just beyond this thin and
fragile wall-ÿ" Kinnison was
tapping merrily and verbosely along,
at a cento a word, when his first
real clue developed.

A yellow "attention" light
gleamed upon his visiphone panel,
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a subdued chime gave notice that a
message of importance was about to
be broadcast to the world, Kinnt-

son-Whyte flipped his switch and
the stern face of the Provost Mar-

shal appeared upon the screen.
"Attention, please," the image

spoke. "Every citizen of Radelix
is urged to be upon the lookout for
the source of certain inflammatory
and subversive literature which is

beginning to appear in various
cities of this planet. Our officers
cannot be everywhere at once; you
citizens are. It is hoped that by
the aid of your vigilance this threat
to our planetary peaec and security
can be removed before it becomes

really serious; that we can avoid
the imposition oi martial law/*

This message, while not of ex-
treme or urgent import to most
Radeligians, held for Kinnlson a
profound and unique meaning. He
was right- He had dcduced the
thing one hundred percent. He
knew what was going to happen
next, and how; he knew that neither
the law-en forecement officers of
Radelix nor its massed citizenry
could stop it. They could not even
impede it. A force of Lensmen
could stop it-but that would not
get the Patrol anywhere unless
they could capture or kill the beings
really responsible for what was
done. To alarm them would not

do.

Whether or not he could do much

of anything before the grand climax
depended upon a lot of factors.
Upon what that.climax was; upon
who was threatened with what;

upon whether or not the threatened
CniLDBKN OF THE LEXH

one was actually a Boskouiau. A
great deal of investigation was in-
dicated.

If the enemy were going to re-
peat, as seemed probable* the presi-
dent would be the victim

.
 If lie,

Kinnison, could not get a line upon
the higher-ups before the plot came
to a head, he would have to let it
devolop right up *to the point of
disappearance; and for Whyte to
appear upon the scene at that time
would be to attract undesirable at-

tention. No-by that time he must
already have been kicking around
underfoot long enough to have be-
come an unnoticeablc fixture-

Wherefore he moved into quar-
ters as close to the Executive

Offices as lie could possibly get;
and in those quarters lie worked
openly and wordily at the bringing
of the affair of Qadgop and the
beautiful-butÿdumb Cynthia to a
satisfactory conclusion.

IV,

In order to understand these and

subsequent events it is necessary
to cut back briefly some twenty-odd
years, to the momentous interview
upon chill, dark Onto between mon-
strous Kandron and his superior in
affairs Boskonian, the unspeakable
Alcon

, Tyrant of Thrale. At al-
most the end of that interview,
when Kandron had suggested the
possibility that his own base had
perhaps been vulnerable to Star A
Star"s insidious manipulations;

,JDo you mean to admit that you
may have been invaded and
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Marched-tracelessly V* Alcon fairly
.hriekcd the thought.

"Certainly," Kandron replied,
coldly. "While I do not believe

that it lias been done, the ÿpossibility
must be conceded. What we could
do we have done

, hut what science
can do science can circumvent. It

is a virtual certainty that it is not
Onlo and I who are their prime
ibjectives, but Thrale and you.
Especially you."

"You may be right. With no
data whatever upon who or what
Star A Star really ist with no ten-
able theory as to how he could
have done what actually has been
done, speculation is idle," Thus
Alcon ended the conversation and,

almost immediately, went back to
Thrale.

After the Tj,rant,s departure
Kandron continued to think

, and
the more he thought the more un-
easy lie became. It was undoubtedly
true that Alcon and Thrale \Vere

the Patrol,s prime objectives.
 But,

those objectives attained, was it
reasonable to suppose that he and
Onlo would be spared? It was
not. Should he warn Alcon fur-

ther? lie should not. If the Ty-
rant, after all that had been said,

could not sec the danger he was in,
lie was not worth saving. If he
preferred to stay and fight it out,
that was his lookout. Kandron
would take no chances with his own

r

extremely valuable life.
Should he warn his own men?

How could he? They were able
and hardened fighters alt; no pos-
sible warning could make them de-

ft*

fend their fortresses and their lives

any «we efficiently than they were
already prepared to do; nothing
he could say would be of any use
in preparing them for a threat whose
basic nature, even, was completely
unknown. Furthermore, this hypo-
thetical invasion probably had not
happened and very well might not
happen at all, and to flee from an
imaginary foe would not rebound
to his credit,

N:o. As a personage of large
affairs, not limited to Onlo, lie
would be called elsewhere. He

would stay elsewhere until after
whatever was going to happen had
happened. If nothing happened
during the ensuing few weeks, he
would return from his official trip
and all would be well.

lie inspected Onlo thoroughly,
he cautioned his officers repeatedly
and insistently to keep alert against
every conceivable emergency while
he was so unavoidably absent. Then
he departed, with a fleet of vessels
manned by hand-picked crews, to
a long-prepared and hitherto secret
retreat,

From that sate place he watched,
through the eyes and the instru-
ments of his skilled observers,

everything that occurred, Thrale
fell, and Onlo. The Patrol tri-

umphed. Then, knowing the full
measure of the disaster and accept-
ing it with the grim passivity so
characteristic of his breed, Kandron
broadcast certain signals and one of
his-and A Icon,s-superiors got in
touch with him. He reported con-
cisely. They conferred. He was
given orders'which were to keep
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him busy for over twenty Tellurian
years,

He knew now that Onlo had been

invaded, tracelessly, by some feat
of mentality beyond comprehension
and almost beyond belief. He knew
that Onlo had fallen without any
of its defenders having energized
a single one of tlieir gigantic en-
gines of war. The fall of Thrale,
and the manner of that fall,s ac-

complishment, were plain enough.
Human stuff. The work, undoubt-
edly, of- human Lensmen; perhaps
the work ot the human Lensman

who was so frequently associated
with Star A Star.

But Onlo! Kandron himself had
set those snares along those in-
tricately zigzagged communications
lines; he knew their capabilities.
Kandron himself had installed On-

ions blocking and shielding screens;
he knew their might. Tie knew,
since no other path existed leading
to Thrale, that those lines had been
followed and those screens had been

penetrated, and all without setting
off a single alarm. Those things
had actually happened. Hence
Kandron set his stupendous mind
to the task of envisaging what the
being must be, mentally, who could
do them; what the mind of this
Star A Star-it could have been

no one else-must in actuality be.
He succeeded. ITc deduced Nad-

reÿk of Palain VII, practically in
toto; and for the Star A Star thus
envisaged he set traps throughout
both galaxies. They might or
might not kill him. Killing him
immediately, however, was not

CHILDHEN OF TIIK LKNS

really of the essence; that matter
could wait until he could give it his
personal attention. The important
thing was to see to it that Star A
Star could never, by any possible
chance, discover a true lead to any
high Boskonian.

Sneermgly, gloatingly, Kandron
issued orders; then flung himsel f
with all his zeal and ability into the
task of reorganizing the shattered
fragments of the Boskonian Em-
pire into a force capable of wreck- „
ing Civilization.

Thus it is not strange that for
more than twenty years Nad reek
of Palain VII made very little prog-
ress indeed. Time after time he

grazed the hot edge of death. In-
deed, it was only by the exertion
of his every iota o£ skillt power, and
callous* efficiency that he managed
to survive. Me struck a few tell-

ing blows for Civilization, but most
of the time he was strictly upon
the defensive. Every clue that he
followed, it seemed, led subtly into
a trap; every course he pursued
ended, always figuratively and all
too often literally, in a cul-de-sac

filled with semi portable projectors
all agog to blast him out of the
ether.

Year by year he became more
conscious of some imperceptible,
indetectable, but potent foe, an in-
dividual enemy obstructing his
every move and determined to make
an end of him. And year by year,
as material accumulated, it became
more and more certain that the

inimical entity was in fact Kandron,
once of Onlo,

*7



When Kit went into space, then.
and Kinnison called Nadreck into

consultation the usually reticent and
unloquacious Palainian was ready
to talk. He told the Gray Lenstnan
everything he knew, everything he
deduced or suspected al>out the ex-
Onlonian chieftain.

* "Kandron of Onlo!" Kinnison

exploded, so violently as to sear the
subcther through which the thought
parsed. "Holy Klonofs brazen
I towels! And you can sit there on
your spiny tokus and tell me that
Kandron got away from you hack
there? And that you knew it, and
not only didn

,

t do a thing about it
yourself, but didn

ft even tell me or

anybody else about it, so that we
could take steps?"

"Certainly. Why'take steps he-
fore they become necessary?"
Nadrcck was entirely unmoved by
the Tellurian,s passion, "My powers
are admittedly small, my intellect
feeble. However, even to me it was
clear then and it is clear now that

Kandron was then of no importance,
My assignment was to reduce Onlo.
I reduced it. Whether or not Kan-
dron was there at the time did not

then have and cannot now have

anything to do with that task,
Kandron, personally, is another, an
entirely distinct problem."

Kinnison swore a blistering deep-
space oath; then, by main strength,
shut himself up. Nadrcck wasn,

t

human; there was no use even try-
ing to judge him by human or near-
human standards. He was funda-

mentally, incomprehensibly, and
radically different. And it was
just as well for humanity that he

was. For if his hellishly abJe race
had possessed the characteristically
human abilities, in addition to theÿr
own, Civilization would of neces-
sity have l>een basically Palainian
instead of basically human, as it
now is, *1QX, ace," tie growled,
finally. "Skip it,"

"But Kandron has been ham-

pering my activities for years, and,
now that you also have become
interested in his operations against
us, he has become a factor of which
cognizance should be taken," Nad-

reck went imperturably on. He
could no more understand Kinni-
son

,

s viewpoint than the Tellurian
could understand his, "With your
permission, therefore, 1 shall find
-and slay-this Kandron.

"

-.Go to it
.
 little chum," Kinnison

sighed, bitlngly and uselessly.
"Clear ether."

While this conference was tak-

ing place, Kandron reclined in a
bitterly cold, completely unlimited
room of his headquarters and in-
dulged in a Utile gloating concern-
ing the predicament in which he was
keeping Nadreck of Palain VII,
who was, in all probability, the
once-dreaded Star A Star of the
Galactic Patrol. It was true that
THE Lensman was still alive. He

would probably, Kandron mused
quite pleasurably, remain alive until
he himself could find the time to

attend to him in person. He was
an able operator, but one presenting
no real menace

, now that he was
known and understood

.
 There

were other things more pressing,

just as there had been ever since
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the fall of Thrale, The revised

Plan was going nicely, and as soon
as he had resolved that human

tiling-Tlie Ploorans had suggested
, . . could it be possible, after all,
that Nad reck of Palain was not he

who had been known so long only
as Star A Starr That the human

factor was actually-
Through the operation o£ some

unknowable sense Kandron knew

that it was time for Ins aide to be

at hand to report upon those him tan
affairs. He sent out a signal and
another Onionian scuttled it*.

"That unknown human element,"

Kandron radiated harshly. "I as-
sume that you are not reporting
that it has been resolved ?"

"Sorry, Supremacy, but your as-
sumption is correct," the creaturc

radiated back, in no very concilia-
tory fashion, "The trap at Antigan
IV was set particularly for him;
specifically to match the man whose
mentality you computed and dia-
gramed for us. Was it too obvious,
think you, Supremacy? Or perhaps
not quite obvious enough? Or, the
Cialaxy being large, is it perhaps
that lie simply did not learn of it
in timer In the next attempt, what
degree of obviousness should 1 em-
ploy and wliat degree of repetition
is desirable?"

"The technique of the Antigan
affair was flawless," Kandron de-
rided. "lie tiid not learn of itt as
you suggest, or we should have
caught him. He is a master -work-
man, always concealed by his very
obviousness until after he has done
his work, Tims we can never, save

by merest chance, catch him before

the act; we must make him come to
us. We must keep on trying until
he does come to us. It is of no

great moment, really, whether we
catch him now or five years hence.
This work must be done in any
event-it is simply a fortunate
coincidence lhat the necessary
destruction of Civilization upon its
own planets presents sucli a fine
opportunity of trapping him.

"As to repeating the Antigan
technique, we should not repeat it
exactly ... or, hold! It might be
best to do just that. To repeat a
process is, of course, the mark of
an inferior mind ; but if that human
can be made to believe that our

minds are inferior, so much the
bfettcr. Keep on trying; report as
instructed. Remember that lie must

be taken alive, so that we can take
from his living brain the secrets
we have not yet been able to learn,
Forget, in the instant of leaving this
room, everything about nip and
about any connections between us
until I force recollection upon you.
Go."

The minion went, and Kandron
set out to do more of the things
which he could best do. He would
have liked to take Nadreckfs trail

himself; he could catch and he could
kiH that evasive entity and the task
would have been a pleasant one.
lie would have liked to supervise
the trapping of that enigmatic hu-
man Lensman who might-or might
not-lie that frequently and copi-
ously damned Star A Star, That,
too, would be an eminently pleasant
chore. There were, however, other
matters more pressing by far. If
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the Lireat IJlan were to succeed, and
it absolutely must and would, every
Boskonian must perform his as-
signed duties. Nadreck and his
putative accomplice were side is-
sues. Kandron,s task was to set

up and to direct certain psychoses
and disorders; a ghastly train of
mental ills of which he possessed
such supreme mastery, and which
were surely and safely helping to
destroy the foundation upon which
Galactic Civilization rested. That
part was Ins, and he would do it to
the best of his ability. The other
things, the personal and nonessen-

tial matters, could wait.
Kandron set out then, and trav-

eled fast and far; and wherever he
went there spread still further
abroad the already widespread
blight. "A disgusting, a horrible
blight with which no human phy-
sician or psychiatrist, apparently,

ÿ could cope; one of, perhaps the
worst of, the corrosive blights which
had been eating so long at Civili-
zation

,

s vitals.

And L2 Nadreck, having" de-
cided to find and slay the ex-ruler
of Onlo, went about it in his usual
unhurried but eminently thorough
fashion. He made no effort to lo-
cate him or to trace him person-
alty, That would he bad-foolish,
Worse, it would l>e inefficient.
Worst,, it would probably be Im-
possible. No, lie would find out
where Kandron would be at some
suitable future time, and wait for
him in that place.

To that end
.
 Nadreck collected a

vast mass of data concerning the
40

occurrences and phenomena which
the Big Four had discussed so
thoroughly. He analyzed each
item, sorting out those which bore
the characteristic stamp of the
arch-foe whom by now he had
come to know so well. The inter-
nal evidence of Kandron's crafts-

manship was unmistakable; and,
not now to his surprise, Nadreck
discerned that the number of the

Onlonian,s dark deeds was le-

gion,
There was the affair of the

Prime Minister of DeSilva III,

who at a cabinet meeting shot and
killed his sovereign and eleven
chiefs of state before committing
suicide. The President of Viridon,

who at his press conference, ran
amuck with a scimitar snatched

from a wall, hewed unsuspecting1
reporters to gfcry bits until he was
overpowered, and then swallowed
poison,

A variant of the theme, but still
plainly Kandrons doing, was the
interesting episode in which Galac-
tic Counselor Hdmundson, while
upon an occan voyage, threw fif-
teen women passengers overboard,

then leaped after them dressed only
in a life jacket stuffed with lead.
Another out of the same whimsical

mold was that of Dill way, the
highly respected Operations Chief
of Central Space ways. That poten-
tate called his secretaries one by
one into his sixtieth door office and

unconcernedly tossed them, one by
One, out of the window. He

danced a jig upon a coping before
diving after them to the street.

A particularly juicy and enter-
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40 to I gain. It is dangerous to
push this too far, but it will cer-
tainly be worth while to carry out
some sort of averaging process over
a good many photographs.

That means taking many more
photographs, however, for the idea
of selection is very important- The
goodness of seeing, that is, the
degree of atmospheric disturbance,
varies from second to second. As-

tronomers, who observe planets
visually, are forced to disregard the
blurred image they see at moments
of bad seeing and concentrate on
the clearer image of moments of
good seeing. In the same way, we
should try to get the detail in the
photographs taken at moments of
good seeing, and discard the photo-
graphs taken when the seeing is
bad. Thus, to get, sayP several hun-
dred photographs suitable for use
in "averaging" it may be necessary
to take several thousand or several
tens of thousands.

Of course, this might be avoided
if we took photographs only when
the seeing is good. This is a wicked
and a dangerous doctrine. The real
test of good seeing must*be how
much one sees. Thus, the real

test of photography must be how
much one photographs. One may
choose to take photographs during
a night, or during an hour of the
night, when the atmospheric con-
ditions ar* obviously superior, as
determined by visual observation*
for instance. Once photography is
started

, however, the most objective
test of seeing is obviously the qual-
ity of the photographs themselves,
and the soundest approach would
10*

be to take them one after another,

mot ion-picture fashion, and judge
the moment-to-moment seeing by
examining the photographs after-
ward.

This brings up the question of
exposure time, and the rate of tak-
ing photographs. It would he best
to make the exposures as short as
possible, so that seeing didn

,

t change
from good to bad during the time
one photograph was being taken.
Obviously, if we make the exposure
time too short, weTII get no photo-
graph, and that

's a matter which

will come up later. Fortunately,
we have a guide. The eye sees
canals (?), and the eye doesn

"

t

follow fluctuations occurring in
shorter periods than about a tenth
of

.

a second* Hence, it ten photo-
graphs were taken a second we
should be in a position to do about
as well as the eye.

Taking photographs at least ten
a second has another advantage as
well. Mars rotates, and onlv the

f m

photographs taken over a brief in-
terval of time can be easily com-
bined. If we set a minute as a

reasonable period-a somewhat
longer period might he allowable-
we see that at ten photographs a
second we,ll have six hundred in a

minute. If we took photographs
on five different nights, we could
get three thousand photographs for
a comparable view of the planet,
Now, perhaps the three thousand
for 

.one particular position of ro-
tation would be bad. Suppose, how-
ever, the planet were photographed
for an hour each night. As there
are sixty minutes in an hour, in the
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end wc would have sixty sets, each
containing three thousand photo-
graphs of a comparable rotational
position of the planet, and the
chances don1t seem too bad that

there might be several hundred good
photographs, suitable for averaging,
in one of these sets,

We have got as far, then., as
sixty sets of photographs each con-
taining three thousand photographs
- - ISO

,000 photographs in all. Mow
should photographs be selected
within a self The South African
:istronomers merely examined their
tew photographs and chose those
which looked clcar. In tlie lirst

place, examining 180,000 photo-
graphs is a frightening task. It the
pictures could be adequately ex-
amined in ten seconds each, it would
take over 600 eight-hour days to
so through the lot. There is a
worse objection than that, however.
To examine the photographs in this
manner would be to introduce an

arbitrary human judgment, vari-
able from day to day.

What is needed is a machine for

sorting the good photographs from
ihe bad. Oddly enough, the prin-
ciples of such a machine are well-
known

. and can be illustrated very
simply. Suppose we have two
photographic plates, each exhibiting
the same pattern of dark lines* as
ahetvn m Figure la. As these are
made to overlap hut not to coincidc,
;l> shown in Figure lb, each line
separately intercepts part of the
light passing through the photo-
graphs, except tor the very small
areas where the lines cross. How-

*r0**k in tiik ifun

ever, when the photographs coin-
cide, as shown m Figure lc, the
lines of the

.
 patterns hide behind

one another, and the amount of
light intercepted is reduced.

Suppose, for instance, we plotted
the amount of light transmitted
through the two photographs vs..
their relative position, as shown in
Figure 2. As the disks begin to
overlap, the transmitted light will
gradually rise, and for very sharp
disks the curve will become almost

a straight slope when the disks
nearly coincidc. Then, if the two
photographs have fine detail which
Ts the same or very nearly the same,
there will be a sudden change in
the transmitted light when the
images just coincide. For fine de-
tail consisting of dark lines, as
shown in Figure 1, it is obvious
that this will be a sharp rise in
transmitted light, as shown in
Figure 2„ As the photographs slide
past coincidence, the light will fall
again in much the same manner as
it rose. If a photograph having
very little detail-one taken during
bad seeing-wert slid past a good
photograph, the pattern would be
much as in Figure 2, hut the small
spike or pip at coincidence of the
lines, representing fine detail, would
lie missing. Indeed, if the edges
of the disk in the fuzzy photo-
graph were indistinct,, the curve
would have a rounded top instead,
as indicated by the dashed line in
Figure 2.

We can easily imagine a device
which would slide one photograph
past another and record the light
intensity by means* of a photocell,

ioi



RELATIVE POSITION

Figure 2: If we *plot transmitted light vs. position as two photo-
graphs of Mars are slid past one another, the light will rise until the
disks coincide, and then fall. If there is fine detail, there will be a
sudden rise just as the photographs coincide (solid line). If one
Js blurredt the top of the curve will be rounded (dashed line).

Whether or not the photographs
had much detail m common could

be determined in several ways. If
the signal from the photocell were
passed through an clectrical circuit
which would respond to rapid
changes in current only, the pres-
ence of a pip might be so delected.
Or, a comparison might be made
between the amount of light trans-

*

mitted by each photograph sepa-
rately and the maximum amount
transmitted as the two were slid

past one another. If two photo-
graphs each transmit a standard
amount of light, the two together
will transmit more liffht if they are
alike than if they are unlike.

Thus, we have the general prin-
ciples for making a machine which
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will com pare two photographs of
Mars and produce a meter reading
or a signal of some sort telling how
alike the photographs arc,

 ThereM

probably be plenty of slips in mak-
ing such a machine, but at least
there,s a path to follow. The ma-
chine would, of course, have to be
pretty fast, for to be perfectly ob-
jective it should compare every
photograph in each group of three
thousand with every other photo-
graph in the group. This means
4

,495,501 comparisons per group.
Allowing the machine to run twenty-
four hours a day and to make ten
comparisons a second, it should
run off a group in five days, or the
sixty groups in a little less than a
year. This isn

,t so much faster

tlmn judging the photographs in-
dividually by eye. but it should be
more reliable. Too, the machine
wouldn't get fed up with the task.

What would the machine tell us

about the photographs? From each
comparison we would get a reading
telling a degree of likeness. In
the end, we would find that some
photographs in a group were very
much like many other photographs.
These would be the good photo-
graphs. Other photographs would
not bear as strong a resemblance
to any other photograph, and would
he like only a few-by accident.
Such photographs might have de-
tail, and might conceivably appear
"good" to the eye, but the com-
parisons would say that such detail
was false and misleading, produced
by accident or distortion and not
representing what we want to see,

the fixed aspect of the canals of
Mars.

Of course, one set of comparisons
would represent a tremendous body
of data, and some special recording
and tabulating means would have
to be used. This undertaking is
certainly a gadgeteer

,

s happy
dream! Perhaps each degree o f
likeness beyond a certain lower
limit could be entered on a micro-

film space ailoLed to each photo-
graphy or perhaps on .the margin
of the photograph itself. Maybe,
though, to worry about such mat-
ters is trivial when we arc faced

with the thought of making some
quarter of a billion comparisons,

Finally, of course, our tabulating
machine must select a set of photo-
graphs from each group-perhaps
one hundred or five hundred from
the total of three thousand. Here
we near the end of our course. It

is necessary merely to make one
print per group, allotting a small
part of the exposure to each of
the selected photographs, in turn. ÿ

and, there it is, the ultimate achieve-
ment of planetary photography, a
composite of good seeing conditions,
a picture without grain, and show-
ing, we trust, double, single or how-
ever else they may be, the Martian
canals.

At this point I received a kind
suggestion that I was deceiving
myself. Suppose we had several
hundred high-quality images, ob-
tained by the sorting process.
Would it be possible to superpose
and print them so that the detail
would add up? If all of our nega-
tives showed "infinitely" narrow
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lines* that is,If they were all perfect
to begin with, and we tried to print
them superposed using machinery
which didn

"

t quite line them up,
the print would certainly be worse
than the negatives and we might,
in fact, end up with very little detail
in the print.

Thus, we conclude that the gain
to be achieved by multiple printing
of selected negatives is influenced
by the goodness of the printing
means. For small numbers of nega-
tives the gahi will go as the square
root of the'number, as we have
indicated, but for large numbers
the finest detail which can be

achieved may well be limited in-
stead by the error in superposing
the negatives during printing. This
error can be of two sorts.

Suppose the photographs are
taken on a movie film. What if the

image is not in the same position
with reference to the sprocket holes
in each frame? The planet might
drift in the field of the telescope,
for instance. Or, atmospheric dis-
turbances might shift the image
bodily rather than confusing it.
This is the worst sort of thing that
could happen, A drastic remedy
would he to slit ft the imagp in both
directions during comparison and
mark the negative at coincidence,

if we were driven to this, the gain
through superposing selected prints
would probably he rather limited,

Let us be optimists, however, and
assume that the telescope can be
kept accurately trained in the direc-
tion of the planet. Suppose atmos-
pheric disturbances do shift the
image bodily in some cases? We

104

can use our sorting process to reject
photographs in which the image is
shifted. In this case, we are limited
by the mechanical accxiracy of pro-
jecting successive movie frames in
the same position.

This makes matters very definite,
The S,M.P.E. even has standards

covering this, and I believe the maxi-
mum allowable weave and jump are

, 1/300 of the frame width- The
round image of a planet could not
occupy the full width of a frame
which is wider than it is high, but
still by standard projection methods
the images could be lined up to
better than one part in two hundred,
Should we be encouraged or dis-
couraged ?

As it turns out, we don't need
to worry too much about this figure.
Careful measurements in a large
New York motion picture house
showed that for an exceptionally
good film the maximum jump and
weave were only 1X\ inch in 20 feet,
that is, one part in 9G0, while other
films were two or three times this

bad. A maximum displacement of
1/960 of the width would provide
a very high quality print. Certainly,
it should be jx>ssible to do as well
as in even the best commercial film,

and thus we have a good chance of
superposing our various negatives
with the required accuracy,

Are we in the clear, then? It
would seem to take only moneyt
ingenuity, and time to do all this
for astronomy. Or, have we over-
looked something? There are, of
course, the million photographs, each
taken in a tenth of a second. Now,

the bane of astronomy is the lack
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of light. The eye is much more
sensitive than a photographic plate-
There is, however, something" almost
as sensitive as the eye, and that is
a new television pickup tube, the
image orthicon. As soon as 1 heard
of the image orthicon J thought ot
pliotographinÿ Mars, and I finally
set out to make some calculations

concerning its use for this purpose.

Just what is the image orthicon
and how could it be used in getting
photographs of Mars? The dcvice
was described more completely in
Astounding in "Less Light Please,"
and this isn,t the place to explore
its inner secrets in detail. You can,

however, get a rough idea of how it
works by following the diagram in
Figure 3. The explanation which

Figure J: The image orthicon can be used to improve the bright-
ness but not the sharpness of an image of Mars. Light from Mars
produces electrons, and the electron beam in the orthicon collects
these. Their charge is amplified and controls the intensity of a
television-type cathode-ray tube. As the electron beam in the image
orthicon sweeps over the surf ace-scanning it-the beam of the
cathode-ray tube sweeps over the fluorescent surface, tracing
out a much brighter and larger-but not more detailed-image*
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I give is true in spirit if not literally
correct in every detail,

Let us imagine we are using the
image orthicon in photographing
Mars. We Focus the image of the
planet on a transparent photosensi-
tive surface at one end of the tube.

The light falling on each little area
of the surface now causes electrons

to leave at a rate proportional to
the amount of light falling on that
little area per second.

The electrons leaving the little
area are focused on another little

area of a thin insulating- film or
sheet a little behind the photoseosi-

,
 tive surface. The purpose of this
insulating sheet is to store the elec-
trons until they are needed,

The insulating sheet is scanned
by an electron beam. This sweeps
over it from left to right at the
top, then quickly back and again
across a little lower, and again a
little lower still, until the whole
surface has been scanned* If we are

to take a picture each tenth of a
second, then the sheet will be
scanned completely ten times a
second.

The purpose of the scanning
beam is to pick off the electrons
which have been stored on the in-

sulating sheet, and which represent
the light which has fallen on the
photosensitive surface since the last
scan. As a little area of the in-

sulating film is scanned by the
electron beam, a charge of electrons
proportional to the brightness of
that part of the image is picked off.
The current formed by these is used
wa the input of an amplifier, and the
output of this amplifier controls the

1<H ÿ

intensity of the electron beam of a
cathode ray tube such as is used in
a television receiver.

The electron beam in the cathode-
*

ray tube is swept back and forth,
and down, over the scrccn of the

-tube in synchronism with the sweep-
ing of the electron beam in the
image orthicon,, Thus, if the beam
in the image orthicon picks up many
electrons from a small area, corre-
sjjonding to a bright spot on the
image of the planet, the beam of the
cathode-ray tube, which is falling
on a corresponding area* is intense
and causes a bright glow on the

fluorescent screen of the tube. So,

point by point, once each tenth of
a second, the spot of the cathode-
ray tube will faithfully trace out
the details of the image of Mars
which falls on the photosensitive
surface of the image orthicon.

The image on the cathode™ray
tube screen won,t show any more
detail than the image on the screen
of the image orthicon, but it can be
much brighter. It can, in fact, be
just as bright as we wish, for the
brightness is controlled by the gain
of the amplifier and the beam cur-
rent and voltage of the cathode-ray
tube, and not by the amount of
light falling on the image orthicon.
Thus, with the setup shown in Fig-
ure 3 there is no question at all of
getting enough brightness on the
screen of the cathodc-ray tube so
that we can photograph it every
tenth of a second.

Whether or not the system will
work depends not on being able
to photograph the image on the
screen of the cathode-ray tube, but
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on thi; quality of that image* In
television, one aspect of quality is
the number of lines which go to
make up the picture. After looking
at photographs of Mars, I would
;.fuess that a hundred lines would
represent a big advance in quality.
For a square picture, hundred-line
quality means thai, effectively, the
picture is divided up into 100x100
or 10,000 little squares, and all we
know about the picture is the bright-
ness of these little squares. Thus,
if we choose to scan the image with
a hundred lines and to be content

with hundred-line quality, we have
introduced an appreciable graini-
ness into the picture. This, how-
ever, isn't the whole story of how
good the picture will be.

All the information we have about

the brightness of each of the 10,000
little areas or the picture is the
number of electrons which leave a

little area of the photosensitive sur-
face of the image orlhicon in one
tenth of a second. If this is a

large number, well and good. But,
suppose it is only one electron on
the average? At best we might think
of getting no electrons from a dark
area, one from a medium area, and
two from a bright area. That

*

s

pretty iioor gradation of tone.
I toÿvever, even worse, one wfould
sometimes get an electron from a
pretty dark area, no electron from a
medium area, and perhaps only one
from a bright area, for there is a
randomness in the emission of elec-
trons, Under such conditions, the
Image on the screen of the cathode-
ray tu1»e would still be bright
enough, but it would be uneven and
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"noisy." The brightness of an area
on the photosensitive surface of
the image-orthicon tube would not
-be faithfully reproduced on the
screen of the cathode-ray tube, but
only roughly in large steps, and er-
ratically as well.

The big question as to whether
the image "on the screen of the cath-
ode-ray tube will be good and use-
ful then boils down to the question,

how many electrons will be released
in a tenth of a second by the part
of the light of the image of Mars
which falls on a little square of the
photosensitive surface of the image
orlhicon, a little square area 1/100
the height of the image by 1/100
the width of the image? This isn

,

t

hard to discover
, approximately, at

least.

My copy of the Rubber rfand-
book doesn,t tell how bright Mars
is

, but it does say that the surface
of the moon emits A lumens l>er
square centimeter, or about 2 lumens
per square inch. Now, Mars is
about 1„5 times as far from the Sun

as the Moon is. Ught intensity
falls of! as the square of the dis-
tance so it seems reasonable to say
that the brightness of Mars is 2
divided by 1.5 squared, or about .85
lumens per square inch.
If we use a mirror or a lens to

Eorm an image of an object*the light
intensity in the image is given
roughly by the light intensity of
the object divided by twice the t
number squared. The f number is
the ratio of the focal length of the
Jens to the lens diameter. Thus,

for an f/10 lens, the light intensity
in the image of Mars would be »S5
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divided by 20 squared (400), and
that is .0021 lumens per square
inch.

Figure 4 shows a telescope lens
forming an image of the planet
Mars. First of all, how wide is
the imaÿe? The width of the image,
w, is to the focal length, F, as the
actual diameter of Mars, 4,320
miles, is to the distance from the
Earth to Mars, which can be taken
roughly as 43,320,000 mites under
fairly favorable circumstances. If
we measure the focal length F in
inches, we easily see that the width
of the image in inches will be \v-
F-*-10

,
000, In other words, the

width of the image will be a ten-
thousandth of the focal length of
the lens, F doesn't neetl to be the

real ÿfocal length of the main lens
of the telescope, however, for by
tricky optical systems the lens can
be made to act as il" it had almost

any focal length.
What we want is to find the

amount of light falling on an area
1/100 as high as w and 1/100 as
wide as w. We have the light per
square inch as .£5 divide*! by the
ratio of 2F to d. squared. We have .
found that w is a ten thousandth of
F, so that 1/100 of w is a millionth
of F. Thus, we find that the amount
of light pleasured in lumens falling
on the little area will lie the lens

diameter d-in inches squared di-
vided by about five million million
-5

,
000

"

,
000,000

,
000. This cer-

tainly doesn,t sound like much light.
How many electrons docs this

light release from the little area in
a tenth of a second? The RCA

1Q1 | *

people say that the photosensitive
surface of the image orthicou give*
about 20 miilionths of an ampere
per lumen. The charge on the elec-
tron is very small, however, and one
millionth of an ampere means a

flow of 16,000,000,000,000 electrons
a second. Thus, if one lumen gives
20 miilionths of an ampere per sec-
ond, tins is 320,000.000,000 electrons
a second or ÿ2, f XX),000,000,000
electrons in a tenth of a second.

Here is the payoff. Looking back
a paragraph we sec this means that
from each little area of the image.
1/100 of the image high by 1/100
of the image wide, we will get dur-
ing each tenth of a second about
6 electrons for a lens diameter of
1 inch, 600 fnr a lens diameter of
10 inches, and 60,000 for a lens
diameter of 100 inches!

Six electrons isn,t very many to
work with, especially since we re-
alize that the image orthicon isn

,

t

exactly perfect. Six hundred is,
however, a considerable number,
arid 60.000, the number we should

get using the 100-inch tclescopc
at Mount Wilson

, is a lot. There
doesnTt seem to be much room for

doubt; the image orthicon would
produce a good hundred-line image
of Mars, scanning ten times a sec-
ond, if we used a moderately large
telescope. Here, then, sectns to be
the solution. To get good pictures
of Mars at approximately movie
s|>cet:l we need merely set up the
image orthicon at the focus of a
fairly large telescope, amplify tlie
signal, reproduce it on the screen
of a cathode-ray tube, television
fashion, anÿJ-photograph it with a
astounding hlmknce-fiction



Figure 4, The width of an image of Mars, w, is about 1/10.000 the
focal length F of the telescope lens producing it. The f number of
the lens is the focal length divided by the lens diameter d. When
the f number is small-large lens diameter-the image is brighter.

movie camera. So, it really is pos-
sible to get the many photographs
we need to reveal through statistical
methods the canals-or absence of

canals !ÿ-on Mars. It may require
a lot of work, a lot of gadgetcering,
and considerable money. Would it
be worth it? That, I suppose, is
up to whoever has the money.

At about this point, it occurred to
me that 60,000 electrons per picturc
element every tenth of a second is
quite a few electrons, and, whatever
the light that produces them may
sound like measured in lumens, it
must he a good deal of light in some
terms. I got a little suspicious. Do
we need the image orthicon after
all? My first "reaction was, of

course, this; if astronomers could

take good movies of Mars by ordi-
nary photographic means, they,d

have done so long ago. Still, the
question was worth looking into.
So, 1 wrote the Eastman Kodak-
Company and they sent nie a nice
handbook, telling just what photo-
graphic film can do.

The first thing to do was to pick
out a good film. It might seem
obvious that one should use the
"fastest" film, that is, the film for
which the recommended exposure
is shortest. This is not necessarily
so, however. We have decided
that the image of Mars on the film
should have hundred-line resolution

at least. Now, films have what is
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call ad resolving" power. For in-
stance, Super Panchro-Press, Sports
Type, the fastest film listed, has a
resolving power of only 40 lines
a millimeter. That means, only 40
distinct* lines can show up in a
millimeter of the image; if one
tries to photograph something which
has finer detail he will get merely an
indistinct blur. Contrast Process

Ortho, however, had a resolving
power of, 125 lines a millimeter.
Generally, the faster films have less
resolving power than the slower

films.

Suppose* now, that we require
our image of Mars to have a cer-
tain detail. If we use .a film with

high resolving power, we need only
a small image. Thus, the light
collected by the telescope leas can
be concentrated in a small area,

However, with a film of lower re-
solving power the image must he
larger to contain the same detail,

the light must be spread over a
larger area, and a longer exposure is
needed unless the film is East enough
to make up for the difference.

If film A has twice the resolving
power of film B; the area of the
image on film A need be only 34
the area of the image on film B,
and the light intensity on film A
will be 4 times as bright as that on
film B. Thus, we see that the goodÿ
ness of a film for photographing
Mars is the film exposure index, a
number inversely proportional to

„
 the required exposure at a given

aperture, and the square of the re-
solving power measured, say, in
lines per millimeter. The table be-
low shows speed and resolving
n«

power for several films, and also
the goodness as defined above rela-
tive to the goodness for the com-
monly used Verichrome,

Ex- Re-

posure sol ving Good-
Film Index Power rich

Vcriclirome 50 45 1
.
0

Plus-X 50 55 1
.
5

Snixr-XX 100 4-

"

2
.
0

Super Pencil ro- 25<> 40 4
.
0

Press, Sports
Type

Contrast Proctrs s 3 125
,
5

Ortlio (est. from
curvc) ti

We see that the fastest film, Su-
per Panchro-Press, Sports Type,
does turn out to be the best,
after all, so we,d have made no mis-
take in picking it in the first place,
Just how good is this most suitable

film for photographing Mars? The
book gives an exposure guide for
Verichrome. Mars seems to qual-
ify as a bright subject in a bright
sun. We want to photograph it
clouds and all, and there are cer-
tainly no clouds between it-includ-
ing its atmosphere-and the Sun,
For this, the recommended expo-
sure is 1/50 second at f/16. As
our chosen film is S times as fast

as Verichrome, we should require
only 1/250 second at f/16. Wait
a minute, though; Mars is 1,5 times
as far from the Sun as we are, and
that brings the exposure up by a
factor of 1,5 squared, or 2.25, mak-
ing it 1/110 at f/16. Now, the
required exposure time varies in-
versely as the square of the f num-
ber, so we see that for an exposure
of 1/10 second we can work at
f/53.
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A little while ago we dccided that
the size of the image of Mars will
be the focal length of the lens, F,
divided by 10,000. The film we have

. chosen gives a resolving power of *
40 lines a millimeter, or alx>ut 1*000
lines an inch. Thus, the resolution
in the image measured in lines will
he the focal length F divided by 10.
We also remember that the f num-

ber is the local length of the lens
divided by the lens diameter d. As
we will work at f/53, V will be 53
times d, and for a lens diameter of
1 inch the resolution will be 5-3

lines. Here, then, is the score:

Diameter of Tclcscope Resolution

Lens (inches) (tines)
1 S

.3

to 53

20 106

50 205
100 530
200 1

,
060

f When ! looked at these figures,

they simply floored me, I
've heard

of vartoUs photographic tricks which
astronomers use-sensitizing solu-
tions and pre-exposure. This table
seems to say, however, that without
tricks, with a standard film, using
recommended exposure, one can get
hundred-line photographs of Mars
in 1/10 of a second with anything
tarter than a 20-inch telescope. The
100-inch telescope at Mount Wilson
would give pictures of ideal tele*
vision quality-a lot of television
is much worse than the limitation

imposed by the 535 lines-and the
200-inch Falomar telescope should
give definition far beyond anything

the

+

available in television. This is just
the limitation imposed by the photo-
graphic film, of coursc; the atmos-
pheric unsteadiness will still have
to !>c overcome by taking many many
pictures, sorting them, and combin-
ing them properly,

- Tilings look pretty rosy on all
sides. There is every reason to
expect that even while we remain
Earthbound we can get a much
clearer idea of the surface markings
of Mars. By taking many pictures,
sorting out the good ones, and print-
ing them all on one plate, we can
make the fixed detail show up while
averaging out the changing effects
of atmospheric disturbance. The
problems of sorting the good pic-
tures from the l>ad is considerable,

but it is pretty clear how a machine
can be made to do this. The pic-
tures should be taken with a short

exposure, perhaps a tenth of a sec-
ond, so that we don't get bad seeing
into a picture along with good see-
ing. Electronics, and especially the
image orthicon, could help us in
getting plenty of exposure with the
necessary detail. But, apparently,
one can take such pictures directly
with present telescopes on standard

film! What arc wc waiting for?
Dr, Richardson cited the apathy of
astronomers toward the planets in
"Postwar PJan for Mars/, Snrely,
though, the astronomers would be
excited to get a line clcar view of
Mars from spacc. But, they donTt
have to wait for that! From all the

evidence, it looks as It they could
get a fine view from right here,
with a little time and ingenuity.

end,
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BY ERIC TINDE

BOOMERANG
The silent, deadly and unending struggle of plant-

v*-plant for a place in the sun seems of little tn-
tcrest to men generally. Hut it can be made

a most efficient weapon for a non-hitman racef

Mlufttrattcf by CArKer

The in ten Eton had come to Sar-

in th kar ÿfjijti earlier, A'ow, as
he sat in his audience room, listen-
iriÿ to his admiral speak, he thought
he saw the means to implement his
decision. Admiral Ktllon was re-

porting oti the recent expedition
which had just returned from re-
connoitering the planet called liarth.

"W« have every reason," con-
m *

eluded the admiral, "to-believe that
we were unobserved by any of the
dominant species of the planet;

excepting, of course, the specimen
we brought back with us and which.

like the rest of our few specimens
of the planet's animal Hfe, died
on the way, unable to eat the food
we supplied it/,

S3 rial 11 interrupted. "Couldn,t
you feed the plan teat ers among
them on some of their own plants?"

"Unfortunately, most of the plant
specimens died quite soon, too. We
had filled our containers with soil

from the third planet and trans-
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planted the specimens into them.
They seemed to be thriving well,
too, until our expedition botanist,
on the way back, got tired of wait-
ing and decided to start his experi-
menting prematurely. He wanted
to see if our own plants would
grow in the soil of the third planet
and planted a few specimens of our
plant life along with the other plants
which then died, quite rapidly."

Sarlath's eyes*grew bright with
interest. "That is very interesting,"
he purred. "Did our plants die,
too?"

"hTot sir, they are still alive and
flourishing."

Sarlath fell into thought. The
admiral waited patiently for dis-
missal. Finally, his ruler looked up
and spoke again, "Tell mc, admiral,
how did you like the third planet?"

"It is a very beautiful world,
sir."

"Yes, so I had gathered, but is
it a place where we could live in
comfort ?"

"Large areas of it arc more suit-
able for us than our own planet,
sir/* answered the admiral. "That

is, as far as the climate goes. A
few preliminary tests indicate that
the plant and animal life of that
planet is rather poisonous to our
own animal life and, no doubt, to
ourselves."

"Yes, of course. Well, thank
you, admiral. You may leave now."

Admiral Kulori bowed stiffly and
quietly left the room. Sarlath kar
Majon rose and walked to one of
the windows, where he flung open
the casement. The view thus dis-

closed exhilarated him, as it had

BOOMERANG

never failed to do. He was looking
from the heights oi a great tower
across a large city. A garden city,
Sarlath thought as he viewed with
perennial approval the regular rows
of large red trees and extensive beds
of green and blue flowers scattered
pleasingly 

,

among the buildings,

Beyond the limits of the city, the
vegetation was less controlled and
spilled in waves of luxuriant, glow-
ing red over the fertile farms to
the distant horizon. As lie looked

over his city, his thoughts wandered
and he dreamed of an even more

glorious city, soon to stand on an-
other planet.

A sudden, faint murmur from far
below told him that the-admiral
had reached the streets and was

being greeted by chceritig throngs,

Joseph Jones taught botany at
the university. He was standing
in the departmental office one morn-
ing, collecting examination booklets
for an impending quiz, when he
heard his name mentioned behind
him.

"I think that Dr. Jones can help
you,

"

 the departmental secretary
was saying. Noticing that Jones
had turned inquiringly, she called,
"Oh, Dr. Jones, this gentleman
would like to speak to you."

Jones walked over to the stranger,
a burly man with weather-beaten
countenance, who clutched a small
package very carefully under one
arm.

"My name is Martin Hale, Dr.
Jones," the man said, "I,d like to
ask you about a strange plan* I
found on my place yesterday."
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"I,m glad to meet you, Mr. Hale/,
Jones said, pleasantly, extending
his hand. "Come up to my office
and we

,ll look at it. 1 have a few

minutes before my next class."
In his office, Jones waved Hale

to a chair. "I suppose that you
have the plant there in tl

*

e package/'

he said. "Shall we look at it?,*

"Sure,
" answered Hale. He be-

gan to undo the wrappings. "I

found two or three of these plants
on a bare spot in one of my fields
yesterday-I,m a fanner up near
the town of Bryant," he added in
explanation* "I thought Iÿd get
expert opinion on it. I

'

ve never

seen anything like it at all, Have
you?" he asked

, lifting a small
flowerpot from the package,

Jones had been courteously con-
cealing his boredom as he awaited
the sight of something ordinary
enough in the way of plant life-
He was not prepared for the blaze
of color tliat flamed from the tiny
red plant in Hale,s flowerpot. With
a soft exclamation, he walked rap-
idly around the end of his desk and
gently took the pot from the hands
of the other man.

Hale \yas gratified by Jones" in-
terest. "You think it,s something
new?" he suggested. Jones did
not answer. He was peering into
the brilliant blue flowerlike growth
that topped the red plant. He pulled
out a pencil and gently parted the
compact blue petals. Then he
rubbed the translucent red leaves

caressingly between his fingers,
The clangor of a bell at length
penetrated hts absorption*

**Vm very sorry, Mr, Hale, but
314

*4

I must go to class now," he said.
"Will you leave this plant with
me?" At Hale,s nod, he continued.
"I've never seen anything like this
before and I,d like to look it over

some more. It seems to be entirely
new. And I

,

d like to drive up to
your farm next Saturday and look
the area over, if I may."

"Certainly, Dr. Jones, I,ll be glad
to have yoif come up. There are
a few of these plants left there. My
farm is a couple of miles north of
Bryant, a little ways off the main
highway/*

"Well, good-by then until Satur-
day," Jones shook hands, picked up
the booklets, and ushered Hale to
the d<K>r,

About halfway through the ex-
amination, Jones

*

 gnawing curiosity
regarding the red plant overcame
his determination to prevent cheats
ing. Deciding that his assistant
could do the proctoring alone, Jones
hurried back to his office and began
a more thorough study of the mys-
terious little plant.

The first look through the micro-
scope at a section of one of the
leaves brought forth an exclamation
of surprise which was followed by
others as he worked on. Lunch-

time came and went unheeded as

his pile of notes and sketches grew,
It was evening when he finished,
too excited to be hungry.

He was on the road soon after

daybreak the following Saturday
and it was still early in the morning
when he pulled into Hale

*s barn-

yard. Hale greeted him warmly
but, after the first smite of pleasure,
ASTOUNDING SCIENCE-FICTION



his face relapsed into iines of worry*
Jones asked him about it in a

friendly fashion as they walked
along, the lane flanking the fields
and towards the site of the red

plants.
"You say that 1 look worried,"

remarked the farmer* "Well, I
guess I am. You'll see why in a
moment. I don

,

t even feel like

talking about it/' The lane turned
to the Tight around a heavy growth
of trees. "Here we are. What do

you think of the pretty red plant
now ?"

Ahead of them was an area of
several acres, covered with dead
corn plants, brown and sere in the
center of the dead patch, merely
drooping and yellow on its out-
skirts. Sparsely scattered on the
ground between the taller corn-
stalks were numerous tittle red

plants,
"Things have been moving; fast

since I found the first ones, A lot

of these plants came up the day I
was down to see you and they'

ve

been spreading steadily since then/*
explained Hale, "And now have a

look over here," he said, leading
Jone* a little farther down the
lane, "This happened last night."

"This" was a dead cow, its body
twisted and legs stiffly extended.
Jones guessed that it had partaken
of the red plants which were crowd-
ing into the pasture next to the
corn field. As he walked around

the carcass, he noticed that there
was a zone of dead grass around
the red plants. lie called this to
Hale,s attention,

SOOMRRAXO

The farmer nodded gloomily.
"Yes, that"s how I can tell what
part of the field is going to be hit
next. The green plants start dy-
ing off first, then the red plants
come up.

"*

"You know
,

" said Jones, "all this
looks as though the red plants con-
tain some sort of poison, a poison
strong enough to kill a cow. It looks
to me as though tlicy give off this
poison into the soil where it kills
off the other plants and even germi-
nating seeds seem to give off enough
of the poison to kill surrounding
green plants."

"Could be," agreed Hale, "but
what can X do about it?"

"I don,t know yet," confessed the
botanist* "Since the green plants
die before any other warning signs
appear, it

,

s hard to say wliat to <lo.
We'll have to work on it*" He

walked across the lane to the edge
of the dark woods and kneeled

down. "Ah, I thought I saw one
over here, too. And here are a few
more leading into the woods. I
wonder if they didn

't come from in

here." He walked a little ways into
the woods until he came » stout

barbed wire fence. Beyond the
fence, he could sec only a tangled
growth of vegetation.

"People don,t go in there, as a
rule," warned Hale, who had fol-
lowed, "That's nothing hut a few
hundred acres of undrainable

swamp land. It
*s real wilderness

and very dangerous, with quick-
sands and who knows what else.

My little grandson disappeared in
there with his dog a couple of
months ago and we didn

,t find a

US



trace of him." Hale,s face was

impassive.
"I,

m sorry.
" Jones remained

silent while Uc walked out of the

woods. Then he spoke again, "Mr.

Hale* I'd like to take some of these
plants hack to the university with
me and work on them there. I

brought along some boxes . into
which I had intended to transplant
some Jive plants but now* seeing the
effect they have on other plants, I"d

like to cut a lot of them and have

somebody work on the poison tliey
contain. Can you let me have some
sacks to put a lot of the plants in ?"

" "Be glad to help you any way I
can," said Hale. "I,ll get some tools
and sacks. You can have all the

red plants you want/,

It was late in the evening when
Jones got back lo the university
town but he nevertheless went di-

rectly to the home of Bauer, of the
organic chemistry department, and
ruthlessly disrupted a bridge game
in which Bauer was engaged. After
apologizing briefly for his interrup-
tion, he told Bauer of the mysterious
red plants.

**So you can see/" he continued,
"it is very important that we dis-
cover all that wc can about this

plant. The way it looks now, it
needs only to spread to become our
major plant pest. Now, what I
wanted to ask you is this, have you
had any experience in the structure
proof of natural products?"

"Well, 1 did my thesis research
on one of the more obscure alka-

loids," admitted Bauer. "Why?"
"Would you be willing to drop

1i«

the stuff youVe working on now and
undertake the isolation and structure

proof of this poison tliat these
plants apparently secrete into the
soil? ] can assure you that if it
works out well, you

"

il get a bigger
name out of it than from the work

you
're doing now."

"Why, yes, if it's important, I
guess so. I have a couple of gradu-
ate students who haven

,

t yet started
their thesis research; 1 can put
them on the problem, too. First,
we

,ll have to get the material in
pure form, preferably crystalline.
From then on, it may take time. If
the material hasn,t been identified

before, we,ll have to get good analy-
ses of it, establish its empirical
formula and start running degrada-
tion reactions. With great good
luck, we might have the structure
pinned down in a Vear Qr S0* JS
that good enough?"

Jones frowned at the estimate of
time. "I guess it+ll have to be/,

A month later, Jones had pub-
lished a preliminary note regarding
the discovery of the red plants and
had tentatively proposed a name for
the new plants. He was in his lab-
oratory, working on the problem
of certain structural peculiarities of
the plants, when a stocky stranger
bustled in without knocking.

Jones looked up, scowling in an-
noyance at the disturbance, but the
man was unabashed, "Dr. Jones?
My name is Mahon; I,m from the
Department of Agriculture, I read
your very interesting note on some
new, red plants a week or so ago
and tliat's what brings me here to-
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day." Without further ado, Mahon
put a box on Jones* laboratory
bench and opened it,

 "Is tins the

type of plant you discussed in your
note?"

Jones forgot his annoyance.
 He

peered into the box for a moment,
then shook his head, "It,s like the
plants I have, but it isn*

t the same.

Your plant is larger, tlie shape of
the leaves is different, the blue

flower is much smaller
. I,d say

that it is definitely a different
species. Where'd you get it?"

Mahon smiled slightly. "I picked
this particular one up this morning
a little while before I came here -

about ten miles out of town. How-

ever, you can find ones like it nearly
any place in the country, perhaps
in the world. In the last three or

four days, they have appeared every-
where and are Still coming up."

Jones was dismayed. <tDo they
have the same effect on green plants
as the one I described?"

"They seem to t>e even more ac-
tive that way, so far as we can tell
from your printed description of
their action. I came over here this

morning to get whatever informa-
tion T could from you about these

& IF

things. They are already a serious
threat to our crops. WeTll have to

fight them some way."
"I,m afraid that I don't know

much more than what I published/*

Jones said slowly. 4*T can add a
few things, though. They seem to
reproduce sexually, so far as I can
tell, but the structure of the flower

is such the self-fertilization is easy.
The particular plants that I have
studied have a very short life cycle;
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I have raised some plants in my
greenhouse here from the seed of
the original plants that I studied
a month or so ago. Would you care
to look at them? We'll take your
specimen along for comparison.

"

Down in the greenhouse, Mahon
nodded his head as Jones proceeded
to point out differences between the
plants. "Yes, they are distinctly
different. However, the action of
their poison seems to be the same,
How about that poison-is anyone
working on it?"

"Yes, one of our men in the
chemistry department has been
working with it for a month now.
He has isolated it and has had amaz-

ingly good luck with the structure
proof, too. He toid me yesterday
that it resembles colchicine in many
ways. But it

,

ll be some time before * 
.

we know its exact structure and

even a knowledge of its structure
won

,t help very much, probably.
"

Jones continued- "These plants
don"t tolerate shade very well. The
ones I got in here didn

,

t grow at
all for a few davs while it was

w

cloudy outside. And they need
quite a lot of water, too, to keep
growing. Not that they necessarily
die if it is cloudy or dry; they just
don+t grow as well as green plants,"

Mahon nodded thoughtfully. "Do
you have any idea where these
plants come from?" he asked.

"Well, obviously, they didn*t
originate oil this planet. They are
too specialized, too widely divergent
from any of our known speciest and
no intermediate forms are known
which would link them with known

if



species. So that leaver just one
possibility, doesn

,t it?"

A gentle tap on the door of the
greenhouse forestalled Mahonf

s an-

swer. "Hello, Hale," Jones said,
opening the door.

"They said upstairs that I might
find you down here/, Hale said,
curiously eying the plant Mahon
held.

Jones introduced the men, "Mr-
Hale is ilie man on whose farm we

got the first of the red plants/
* he

explained to Mahon. "Wliat brings
von down here. Hale ?"
c f

Male was bitter. "I,ve been in

town for a week or so, You might
say thaL I have retired, A few
years earlier than I had planned,
hut I*m retired."

"Why, what's wrong? The red
plants?"

"You guessed it. They killed my
crops and my livestock. When the
poison soaked down to my water
supply and made my wife and me
sick, J decided it was time to leave,"

"Terrible," muttered Jones, shak-
ing his head sympathetically. "I,m
afraid that it*s just a preview of
what,s to come for everyone if we
don,t do something quick." He told
Hale of the sudden spreading of the
red plants across the country. **You

know
, I think that a clue to the

whole business might lie on that
farm of yours,, Hale. The first
plants were found there and they
have been established there for a

month, the oldest and most con-
centrated growth of them that we
have observed so far. Perhaps we
can get some idea on how to handle
them by observing them under such

ll*

conditions. Would yuu care to go
up and look at it tomorrow, Ma-
hon?" Mahon nodded enthusiasti-

cally. "And you. Hale, do you
Feel equal to going along:" Hale
said briefly that he was quite fit for
the trip.

Jones picked Mahon up outside
his hotel the next morning. Male
was seated beside Jones in the front
seat of the car. As Mahon climbed
into the back seat, his eve ran over

r

a pile of tools stacked on one side
and fastened on a heavy revolver

r

lying on the seat.
"l>o you expect to use the gun,

Jones?" he asked.
"No, probably not, but I have

a theory that asks me to have it
along,

" replied Jones.
As they uearcd Bryant, the ef-

fects of the red plants could be
seen more and more plainly. Ap-
parently, they had been spreading
from Hale's farm before the second

and more recent crop had sprung
up. Not a single green plant was to
be seen on Hale's farm as they
drove into the former barnyard.
Hale seemed profoundly depressed
by the sight of the red desolation
of his beloved farm. Jones climbed
briskly out of the car and strapped
on his revolver. Then he handed

out tools to the others, picked up a
spade himself, and said, "Tret

'

s go,
"

They walked rapidly past the
fields where the newer growth had
appeared. As they approached the
place where the strange plants V~ad
been seen first, Jones stooped and
examined some of the plants, then
beckoned Hale and Mahon to him.
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"Look," lie said
, ''don

+t these look

like three different varieties to you?
Here is the original variety we first
saw, here is one of the sort you
brought me, Mahon, and here is
a vinelike one. Neither of these

last two were around here a month

ago.
Hale straightened up impatiently

and looked around while Jones and
Mahon continued to examine the

plants. At his exclamation of sur-
prise, Jones looked up* "What,s

wrong?
" he asked.

"Nothing much, I guess/
' an-

swered Hale, "but it looks like some-
one else has been around here since

I left. There are some footprints
here. Rather odd footprints, too,"

Mahon and Jones came over to
look at the strange footprints which
wandered across the old corn field,

stopping twice to merge into tram-

pled areas around small holes dug
in the field, then led more or less
directly into the swamp. Hale
looked at Jones.

 "No one around

here would have any reason to go
* in there," he said* "Everyone
knows how dangerous-it is."

Jones said suddenly, "Maybe we
should go in there after him. Will
you lead the way?"

Hale was surprised but nodded,

"Be very careful where you step
when we get to the pools. There
are quicksands in some places.

"

A few of the trees in the old

swamp still retained a few yellowed

W
.sk
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leaves but, for the most part, they
were black skeletons. The red

plants grew luxuriantly wherever
the defoliation of the trees permitted
sunshine to enter the tangle. A
faint but heady odor rose from the
plants crushed underfoot. Red
vines with barbed tendrils clung
tenaciously to their clothes as they
pushed their way through. The
footprints they followed were lost
in the first few yards.
llale suddenly stopped and held

up his hand for silence. Ahead of
them they could hear something
crashing through the underbrush.
Very cautiously, they resumed their
adyance and, coming to the first
of the stagnant pools, skirted it,
being careful to remain concealed
in the brush along the shore. In
the distance, they heard a faint,
metallic clang, then silence prevailed
again. The men had not proceeded
much farther when the oppressive
stillness was broken again by a
rapid, throbbing drone. With it
came such an intolerable sensation

of brilliance and pressure that they
fell dizzily to the ground. They did
not get a glimpse of the great
shadow which swept up to the sky
from a spot nearby.

Jones groaned and pushed him-
self to a sitting position. His nausea
gradually subsided. He noted that
his companions likewise were stir-
ring again. After a litttc while, they
felt able to stand.

"What was that ?" puzzled Hale.
"Unless I,m very much mis-

taken," said Jones softly, "that was
a spaceship taking off/*
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"Huh?" grunted Hale, surprised.
"Never mind. We,ll come back

to that later. Now, where do you
think you heard that noise in the
brush?"

Hale pointed, "I'm not sure, but
X think that it was over in that
direction."

Jones pressed into the lead. The
stranger

*s trail was not hard to

find, for the footprints were deeply
sunk into the soft earth. When

they had followed the trail for a
short distance, it climbed onto
higher and more solid ground. It
was there that they saw the lx>x,

It was a sturdy metal container,
with rounded edges and a pair of
handles. In it lay a trowellike tool
with a few green plants. Jones
dropped to his knees beside it and
examined the plants. They were
twisted but of a bright green color.
Jones gently parted the plants and
pointed.

Mahon's 
, eyes widened in sur-

prise. "That is interesting," he
murmured.

"More than merely interesting,
Mahon," said Jones. "This may be
the solution of our whole problem."

"Wait a minute," protested Hale,
**I see those two little red plants in
the box there, but why are you get-
ting so excited ?"

"If you look closely, you will see
that they are growing from the same
clump of earth as the green plants.
The significant point is that the
green plants arc not dead, that they
have withstood the poison. You
will also note that the red plants are
very small and puny."

"Yes, I can see that
,

" replied
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Mahon, ,"but 1 don't understand
where they came From or why
they're not dead.*'

Jones rose to his feet. "It all
ties in, where the red plants came
from, why these plants are resist-
ant to the poison, what that noise
we ran into back there was. I can

explain it, I think, if you don,

t

mind a long-winded explanation."

He went on. "Let us suppose that
two or three months ago we had
visitors from another planet* a
planet where these red plants grow,
These guests of ours did not an-
nounce themselves but landed in
this swampy area, where they would
be reasonably safe from discovery
hv human St Then they proceeded
to explore the area and, as they
walked out of their ship, they un-
knowingly carried some of the fine,
almost dustlike seeds of these red

plants with them on their feet and
clothing. Walking; about, they
sowed the seeds both down here and

up on Hale
1

s farm when they kid-
naped his grandson* i suppose that
they carried the boy of! as a speci-
men of life on our planet.

"The seeds they left behind them
germinated and the plants overran
the farm. The poison they released
into the soil kitted all the living
green plants and most of the seeds
of screen plants it came in contact
with. However, it had a different
effect on a few of the seeds. You

remember that Bauer said that the

poison was chemically similar to
colchicine? Well, colchicine has

, been used for years as an agent for
producing mutations in plants. This
jxnson apparently acts in a similar
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manner. In this case, the muta-

tion produced by the poison was
one which could withstand the fur-

ther action of the poison, one which
could grow in soil saturated with
it. These plants here are products
of that mutation, which apparently
occurred in several seeds, of a
couple of species of plants.

""

"Where did the second crop ol
red plants come from then ?" asked

Mahon.
<1Isn

,t that rather obvious? The

strangers took samples of our plant
life back home with them, no
doubt, and found that they would
not grow with their own red plants,
So they deeided they had an easy
way to take over our planet; they
simply came back and broadcast
seeds of their own plants all over
our planet. Then they settled down
here in the swamp and waited to
see how things were getting along.
That noise and other business we ran

into must have heen their ship tak-
ing off. One of their crew was out
picking up these few mutations, as
I see it, when we interrupted. These
plants here were the ones he had
found. I,m sure they realized the
possibilities these plants have. If
we hadn't found these mutations

now, it might have been too late
before we found others."

"You think that these resistant

plants can crowd the red plants
away from the sun and nourishment
and help us finally exterminate
them ?" queried Mahon. "These
plants look pretty sickly to me."

"To me they look rcmarkalily
healthy and sound," Jones answered
quietly. "The first generation of a
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nitttation produced by colchicine is
usually dwarfed and misshapen.
Succeeding ÿuie rations are gen-
erally fine, healthy plants. I'm
pretty syrc it will work that way
here, nSo."

Tlale broke into ihe conversation.
"Let,s pick up these plants and get
ont of here* Our friends might
come back anytime."

The ride back was a silent one.

They were nearly home when Ma-
hon spoke again. "These green
plants that withstand the poison-
they are probably poisonous them-
selves. having,

 grown in poison-
soaked soil, and we couldn,

t use

them for food. AM these people on
the other planet would have to do
is to keep dropping their seeds on us
and we would starve to death any-
way, whether their red plants grew
or not.

"

"Quite right/* agreed Jones.
"I've been thinking of that. We'll

have to carrv the war to them/'
r

"How can we?" demanded Hale,
"

we can
,

t leave this planet."
"No, not yet, anyway. But the

War Department has automatic
rockets that have gone to the Moon
and hack. From here to another

planet, one way, isn,t really so much
farther. We can,t go along our-
selves but we can send representa-
tives, say, a few loads of the seeds
of poison-resistant creeping jenny
or quack graÿs, Or perhaps Scotch
thistle is your favorite weed?"

THE
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Mahon stared fur a moment* then
a grim smile crept over his face.

Sarlath kar Majon glared angrily
at the little committee of botanists,

Only a supreme effort of their wills
kepi them from cringing before his
fury, "That,s quite enough for
now. 1 expect something better than
that. You may leave," his voice
snapped like a cracking whip.

The scientists bowed stiffly. As
they turned to leave, lines of despair
reappeared on the faces they had
held impassive before their ruler,
When they were out of the audi-
ence room, the fatigue under which
they had labored so long sagged
their shoulders.

Long-established habit took Sar-
lath to a window again, but he found
110 solace in what he saw. The view

was no longer one which lifted and
inspired. As Sarlath gazed out of
the window, he wondered bitterly
why he had ever considered green
to be a beautiful color. The land-

scape beyond the limits of the city
was covered with a repulsive green,
spotted with red where a few red
trees had survived the onslaught '
of the crawling, ubiquitous green
vines. Within the city, the red
trees were mostly still alive but the
fine beds of flowers had vanished

beneath loathsome green plants.
A faint, steady roar beat up from

far below where hungry mobs had
resumed their attack on the palace
doors.

END.
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BRASS TACKS

The Lensman story is coming right
up/

Dear Mr. Campbell:
The last issue cattle as a very

great surprise, but a wonderful one,
and full of ;portents for Hie future*

*

Extrapolating vaguely into the
future, I can foresee another
"Golden Age*' such as I believe
existed from "Gray Letisman" in
the first of ,40 until "Clash by
Night" in the middle of *43, and
which some ancients believe fell in
or about '35. In short, the stories
contain three of the five best of the

year, the art work is approaching
perfection, and even the article is
interesting:.

The stories should be the first

thing under consideration. * .
I. "E for Effort"-Sherred has

impressed me more in his first
story than most authors do in a full
career. The background idea is

brand new, the characters are
people in the real, living sense of
the word, and the story liangs to-
gether with a vividness that kept
me tied to my chair to the last page.
I could put in a minor kick about
the ending, but the rest of the yarn
is too good. I,d like to see more
of this man-the sooner, the better.

2
.
 "Fury

"-This serial has pos-
sibilities. It may amount to a grand
story; it may fizzle and die-I can

,

t

tell yet. But OTDonnell has brought
back the situation and groups of
characters that made "Clash by
Night" one of the five Lop stories
to appear during your reign, and
I don't think heTll let us down now.

3
,
 "Tiny and the Monster"-

With my liking for Sturgeon, it
is sheer heresy to see him in third
place, but the competition was too
stiff. This story leaned a little bit
too much toward fantasy for full
appreciation, but it has the elements
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of characterization, continuity, and
newness that make an A-l novel-
ette.

4
,
 "The Journey and the Goal"*

-

Merc wc slip from the wonderful
to the merely interesting. Davis
tried and didn,t do too bad a job,
but he telegraphed liis ending ahead
of time--with the help of the edi-
torial blurb. There were a lot of

loose threads drifting around in
the plot that never got tied down.

5
.
 "Jesting Pilot"-Na comment,

though it wasn,t bad.
Next 011 the agenda is the art

work, I think you
,

ve finally got
that licked. Orban makes a fine

work artist, despite some claims of
cartoonism, and Schneeman'

s prom-
ised return puts the icing on the
cake. Cartier is fine for maybe
one story an issue, though he would
lit best in Unknotvn, if Unknown
were just existing to fit him in.
With Rogers around, the cover
situation is loaded-his monopoly
was perfect. But Alejandro seems
to have several backers and Schnee-

man should never be overlooked.

This wouldn,t be a letter without

a few suggestions and complaints.
Remember book jackets? Why
not try them again-not as a steady
diet, but on the serials like you
did on "Slan"-and once in a while

on a lead novelette? And please
* get the lettering off the cover. Be-
fore you went back to the tiny-
editions you had that situation
pretty well under control-try it
again.

Now for authors. You've got
some good probables that have ap-

pea red in the last year-S her red,
Kahn. Latham, perhaps Chan
Davis. And I cat) trust you to
keep trying to develop new men.
But couldn,t you try to dig a few
of the ancients out of retirement.

You had two good periods where
stead}' writers came in-once it
was Clement, Padgett, Smith and
Stewart; earlier, Van Vogt, Asi-
mov, Sturgeon and Heinlcin, Most
of these men are writing regularly
now, but two of them seem to
have slipped through your fingers.
Stewart could toss together a won-
derful yarn about "C.T." Drake,s
troubles now that he has his bed-

plate. Heinlein gave Rhy sling
away to the Post, but Nehcmiah
Scudder would never be at home

on slick i>aper.
About editorial policy, I can

hardly term myself a competent
judge. 13ut stories that border on
fantasy really should be avoided,
And the atomic bomb is not as im-

portant as industrial applications of
atomic engineering.

Smith seems to be coming in for
a great deal of adverse criticism
nowadays, I,m not strictly against
him, though his writing is degen-
erating toward the hack stage. He
should be used sparingly. Van
Vogt is the man who is coming
under my guns. I

,m tired of his

patrician principal charactcrs and
his belief that spieling off a string
of large numbers gives a story .

galactic scope.
Another Smith, K. IL,, occupies

one corner of my curiosity. What
is the final danger from the second
galaxy and can it be determined
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in one final stupendous Lensman
epic?-James liourne

Personal for fViiltatnson.

Uear Mr. Campbell:
Allow me to express my com-

plete satisfaction and enjoyment in
reading one of the most significant
stories ever to be published in your
magazine; I mean none other than
"The Equalizer," by Jack William-
son in the March 1947 issue of
ASF.

However, 1 find one snag with
the story-it can happen only in
the realm of fiction, yet such a
gadget as the "equalizer" could do
so much good iti this sick world of
the present day that I feci there
must be some substance behind it

to back it up. One can never tell -
At any event, i would consider

it a j>crsonal favor if you would
convey my congratulations to Mr.
Williamson for this fine story.-
L

. N. Joncjuier, 22 Frere Road,
Durban. Natal, South Africa.

Was that a rp f/ or 1948 iwmb&rf

Dear Mr. Campbell:
Most unusual! To think that I

should be the recipient of your
lime travel experiment I Frankly
this seems to l>e the proof of the
pudding. I have conditioned my-
self to think that all these yarns
about sending sttiLf through time,
particularly backwards* was tripe,
but-Why not he honest about it
and admit that Smith is not only

a good writer but also tliat he
proves what he says by sending
out August "Astounding Science
Fiction" to be on sale at my favor-
ite stand before even the July came.
The follow-up is also interesting.
Imagine, if you please, your dis-
tributor deliberately upsetting the

.experiment by sending out a truck
to collect the unoffending issues so
that nobody else can join in the
fun,

When I told Don Bra/.ier about

getting the August issue he got
itchy, dashed to the stand, and came
back with the report that they had
all been picked up.

You think I,m kidding? How
about this ?

"The End Is Not Yet" started
out well. 1*11 be waiting-till
August, doggone it-to get more,

Wirtberg was obviously the origi-
nal human guinea pig in "Insomnia,

inc." After pages and pages Wal-
ton finally admitted it.

Smith"s "Rat Kace" was good-
but why didn't he suggest that he
was also sending the August issue
I got back through his magic circle
so that 1 could get it in June-the
17th to be exact. Or is he waiting
to see if somebody found it on the
sled in the basement? In that case

tell him for me that it went through
space as well as time and landed
in Milwaukee, lie doesn,t know

anything about it yet, but will after
he docs it-sometime in July. How
could he know, or how con Id any
of you know? You haven't done

it yet. You couldnrt know anything
about it until it,s done. Just 1
know because I got the issue.

BRASS TACKS 1 '25



So a prophecy: Some time in
July some one of you will send an
August A S I*" through the silvery
loops of the rat trap and I got it
now. Time travel vindicated!

Now figure out how I can put my-
self and family back or ahead to
some ÿ*peaceful" era.-Eldon G.

Wolff.

Jack Williantson usually comes up
luith most interesting villains!

Dear John:
I have absolutely no quarrel with

your July ASF, except that Koland
Silver has me up a tree on one of
his "deceptively simple" little prob-
lems.

The scorccard first, however;
(1) "Fury"-held up till the end

and' did not compromise with
character. O,DonneK showed

a lot of self-restraint in passing
over the juicy life of the Free
Companions to set his second
yarn so much later. Of course,
there may he a need for tlie
Companions to be reintegrated
in a time of interplanetary ex-
pansion,

(2) "With Folded Hands"-
good to have Williamson back.
Illogicallv, I seem to hold his
refusal to compromise with his
assumptions against him. Hav-
ing the villains win is hard on
us Ilollywood-raiscd folk.

(3) 1<' Logic"-angle good; story
tvpical ASF.
'

 (4) "The Figure"
Timmms, illustrations do not ap-

peal.

13*

And now those problems-
No. 1 wasn,t hard once I stopped

fiddling with trial and error and
really looked at the problem. Your
checkerboard is a very definite or-
ganization of pairs of red and black
squares, such that any lit Lie two-by-
one rectangle must include one red
and one black

"

 square. Removing
opposite ends of a diagonal takes
out two reds or two blacks, and
leaves you with 30 pairs and two
extra squares of the same color,

which by the arrangement of the
board can,t possibly be together.

I suppose there is an equally
simple logical short-cut to No. 2,
but 1 can,t even solve it the long
way ,

round. My math has certainly
gone flabby.

I hope that Brother Silver*s "ele-
gant yet simple

" solution to this

doesn+t depend on the fact that his
time-sequence-1 minute,
Y\- . - *ÿ l/N minutes before 12-
will never quite reach 12 o,clock

. . . since no matter how many
pairs of balls arc dumped into the
basket, you will still be an infini-
tesimal fraction of a second short

of 12< If that is his point, then
I suppose 1 have solved it by a
mathematical quibble.

By straight attack, on the other
hand-assuming that it is legiti-
mate to approach 12 as a limit with
your N

"

th step-I come out with
a converging series, hut I lack the
mathematical power to work out
what it converges at--and haven'

t

the proper books at hand to work
out the freshman algebra-if it is
freshman algebra-again. After
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as many steps as you like-say N of
them-this series comes out to be

W (weight) =3ÿ2 + 3ÿ4

+ 5X6
" + . ' " + 2N (2N-1)

The sum of this diverting little
series I am unable to calculate in

my present state of ignorance, even
though it is quite easy to break the
tiling' down into another very fa-
miliar form of alternating scries,
namely

1 1 , 1
- 

-

j 
- 2 + 3

1
,

1 t

T+T~6+.

All these two tell me is that the

more little balls drop into the bas-
ket. and the more Hercules snatches
out-and he will have to do some

fast and fancy snatching along to-
ward the end of his "endless

'' one-

minute stint-the closer the weight
tomes to some value larger than J/j
pound-see the first series--and less
than 1 pound-see Series 2). Some
brute effort seems to show that

both series are bearing down on
something like half the square root
of two as a limit, but 1 wouldn

t

t

l>et on that either, for I have long
since forgotten-if I ever knew
-how to develop a scries for this
or any other expression of its ilk,
and it would he etui rely beyond me
to get any such peculiar result by
pure inspection.

Let,s liave some more. They are
good exercise for the skull.-P.
Schuyler Miller, 10S Union Street,
Schenectady 5, New York.,

Boskotttans didnt cat it-but th$
ivar ate a lot of Smith,s time,

and he usually took two years Per
novel.

Dear Mr. Campbell:
It,s good to sec Schneeman back

on the cover again. His characters
live, his paintings have a three-
dimensional quality, and he has
unfailing good taste-something
quite rare in the pulp field as a
whole

, though not so much at
Street & Smith. Reversing the
phrase, it makes Astounding stick
out like a well-proportioned finger
in a mass of sore thumbs.

I like Cartier best on the inside*

His work is imaginative and in-
telligent, though better suited to the
late, lamented Unknown*

For the record, first place in the
June issue will have to be shared
by Van Vogt and O'Donnell; I lack
the critical judgment to separate
them. "Ccntaurus II" invites com-

parison with Heinlein,s -*Universe"
-a task I likewise shun

.
 "Fury

"

is shaping up into a fine novel,
though a trifle spotty. This author

"

s

output-under his assorted pen-
names-is prodigious, but the
quality of his work seems to suffer
very little. More power to him.

Davis
, Tcnn, and Jones follow in
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tlmt order, with an exceptionally
good group of short stories. "Letter

To Ellen," in particular, required
-and ÿ-eccived-skillful handling.

The Coupling article looks good,
but, having just finished an astron-
omy exam at college, I think I
will postpone the pleasure for a
while. The instrument on Mount

Palomar should turn up some in-
teresting material for articles.

Before signing off, I renew my
plea for a resurrection of Unknown
-preferably replete with de Camp,

Williamson, et at. . And what has
happened to Dr* Smith,s new novel
-did the Boskonians eat it?-Chad

Oliver, 1311-25th Street, Galveston,
Texas.

Good guzdi

Dear Mr. Campbell:
May I present my theory of how

the Solar System was formed?
Everyone else has a theory. I have
heard of others less logical.

The Galactic Being was sitting
and meditating, with his hack to a
new model of a Cosmic Force fan.

Suddenly he arose and whirled
around to face the fan* From his

pocket he produced an object he
had been carrying around for days.
It was a guzd egg. After cau-
tiously looking around for ob-
servers, he hurled the guzd egg with
great force into the fan! Space
rocked with his laughter for many
light-years around. No more psy-

chosis tor him. Abruptly the
laughter ceased-had he in his
galactic wisdom overlooked some- .
thing? Indeed lie had! The guzd
egg was old and had. As soon as
it had hit the fan, a young guzd
had emerged. In the throes of
simultaneous birth and death the

guzd tore away the blades of the
fan and imparted its radioactive
Iifenforce to the central part, which
blazed into a nova. The Galactic

Being departed immediately by the
use of sub-space for parts unknown.
Pieces of fan blades, guzd egg, and
guzd became the planets.

Many thanks to George O. Smith
for performing the research work
which made this theory possible.-
Franklin Kerkhof 1705 Q St.,
N

. W., Washington 9, P. C.

Personal for a reader,

Dear John :
Could you possibly notify Carl

Christen sen through Brass Tacks
that the letter he addresed to me in

your care had no address for him
on or in it? The letter definitely
called for an answer and I would

not have him think that I was too

careless to reply. From his letter
he is a constant reader of Astound-

ing; that seems to be the only way
to reach him. How about a two-
liner: "Calling Carl Christensen
-tf he will send in his address

,

Robert Ileinlein will answer his
letter", Hull ?- Bob

!
-
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Ferguson had liu<i this feeling
before, though never so strongly.
Until now the faint qualms he some-
times felt had fluttered through his
mind and vanished too rjiiicklv to
be recognizable. That was because
he had never before talked with a

Benjamin Lawson.
This time the qualms hovered,

lingered--took focus and forced
themselves up through the layers
of the mind to his awareness, lie

had to free them and give them a
name.

A name ? Ltui there was no name

for qualms like these.
Is there some proverb that points

out the tendency of social crises to
create a man who can deal with

them ? Ferguson groped briefly for
a literary peg to hang his battling
suspicions on. Failing, for the mo*

The big young man wanted
insu ranee > tehich teas all
right. But if was the curious
nature of the insurance he
tc anted that stirred question-
ing ! A gains t pn ttiug ph en r/l-
thiourea in the reservoir, or

hi eking a „ policeman* , . .

MARGIN
FOR ERROR
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incut he crushed down the uneasi-

ness and looked dubiously at lJen-
jamin LawsorTs face. The qualms
sank docilely enough. They had
been recognized. They could wait,
now.

All Ferguson brought back with
him from that brief excursion into

the realms of the submerged mind
was the knowledge that there was
al>out Lawson something not to be
trusted, and a suddenly much
strengthened respect for his own
hunches. Reason played no pan in
it. Ferguson ftnew--in effect-but
he did not quite know that he knew,

For many, years, he realized, he
had been anticipating this. He had
expected the coming of , „ . of-

Of Benjamin Lawson.
Me remembered how it had

started, i

In an office of ILC, a televisor
screen buzzed a peremptory signal
and turned bright red. Mr. Greg
Ferguson, whose qualifications for
vice president were unusualr turned
on the descrambler automatically and
winked at his guest. Before A.C.
-Atomic Control--Ferguson would
certainly have been a criminal, but
in ILC he was an integrated, useful
member of society. The fact that
there were four hundred and ninety-
nine other vice presidents never
troubled him.

ILC stood for the Federal Bu-

reau of Insurance, Lotteries, and
Creches.

"Mr, Ferguson marked as free/'
a voice said. "Request attention to
apparent swindle attempt/,

"Little the poor fool knows/,
%

l.ir

Ferguson remarked. "Cagliostro
himself couldn,t swindle ILC. But

they certainly try." lie watched the
screen fade to a blue-and*-yellow de-

*

.sign, a symbol of a playback.
Mr. Daniel Archer beamed. By

profession he was a Fixer, which
was a combination of attorney, pub-
licity agent, sociologist, and secre-
tary. fie worked for a politician
named Hiram Reeve, which was
why he had called on Ferguson and
listened for half an hour to the

vice president"s low-key I toasting
about how ILC worked.

"Wagner-" the televisor said,
"Tell that robot he needs a vaca-

tion/*

 Ferguson ordered. "Not
Wagner. Ben I-aw son. That right.
Mr. Archer?"

Arc her nodded, "lie's the one.

Of course there inly
,
 be nothing in

it, hut we never take chances. At
least 1 don,t/*

Ferguson pondered while the vi-
sor screen turned pink with embar-
rassment, flashed rapidly through
a selective color-wheel, and hunted
tor Ben Law son,s playback. This
wasn

,t the first time a Fixer had

asked Ferguson
,

s advice. Fixers by
definition "were thorough investigat-
ors. They had to be, in order to
keep their patrons in power. And
there was less pork-barrel rolling
than one might have expected, since
good Fixers were always iti demand,
and they had the right to switch
allegiance whenever they decided
that their patrons1 tactics conflicted

with sound sociology. Archer was
a fat, sardonic little man, but he had
clever eves.

<r

"Wagner/* Ferguson said, while
iBTOCNPlNG SCIKS CE-PICTIOZC



they waited. "That was a simple
case, open and shut. I used straight
Operation Snicidc on him. He had
it all figured out. Except that he
ÿasn

'

t sure he could take out ihe

policy-
*"

"Don,t they all wonder that, when
they

're working an angle?"

Ferguson decided that Archer was
playing dunfb. Well, let him. Fer-
guson himself was always happy to
explain the workings tif ILC and his
own job. The fact thai he was also
justifying himself had never oc-
curred to him.

"Yes. And Wagner was surprised
wImi we O.K.

,

d his application.
Double indemnity covering suicide
in any shape or form. 1 gather he,s
been trying 10 cut his throat ever
since. Incidentally, he wants to lake
out an accident and liability policy
now: seems he

,

-; got worried about
accidental death since he isn

'

t cov-

ered for it."

"Will he get the policy?"
*\Vhy not? I lold you the average

percentages. We can
,

t lose on ac-

cident
, Mr. Archer. We can,t lose.

Here,s Lawson,s playback; let"s
catch it."

A gleam came into Archer,s mild
eyes. I ie leaned forward to watch

.

 the screen. It showed an office in
an ILC bureau in a distant city.
A clerk-an ordinary front man -
was rising from his chair as the
client entered. Ferguson touched a
slud in the auxiliary screen and
watched it with half his vision while

pertinent data, recorded and corre-
lated by robot machines, flashed into
view.

if A IIO IX FOJt IvKllOH

Brain radiations normal t no

important glandular stimulus » . .
adrenals normal . , * body tempera-
tare constant at 9$,8 correct for
client after mild exercise , . .

"Confident/* Ferguson said. "He's
got something all worked out. The
perfect crime-he thinks. He,s the
one?"

Archer nodded. They studied
the client. He was a perfectly
ordinary young man, who might
have been stamped out with a ma-
trix labeled Specimen of Younger
Generation, jMale, Sound in Wind
and Limb. He was simply a big,
blond youngster, with blue eyes, a

pleasant smile, and, presumably, not
a worry in the world.

Through the screen the clerk
said, "Mr, LawsonV

"That,s right. Hen Lawson."
"Please sit down. How can X

help you? Not a crechc registra-
tion, I suppose-unless you

4

re mar-

ried ?"

Lawson smiled. "Me married?

Not for quite a while yet. I,ll let
you know in plenty of time before
the kids come along."

The clerk laughed dutifully.
"Then it,s insurance or, lottery,
We"ve got the Ptm1icol the Queens-
land Royal ISlue, the Irish-ÿ*

"J don't gamble*" Lawson said.
"It,s insurance. Can 1 take out

insurance to covcr these possibili-
ties?" He pushed a slip of paper
across the desk.

The clerk said, "We insure every-
thing that isn't antisocial, sir. We
insure against tire* failure, fraud,
felony, fright, fits* Baying, fleabiics
-

** It was a familiar gag at ILC. .
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But now the clerk bad glimpsed the
list- He slowed down and stopped-
He frowned, gave Lawson a quick
glance, and said, "You say you
don,t gamble?"

"Well, I supjxi.se you could call
insurance a gamble, couldn,t you?
What's the matter? Have I put
down anything antisocial on my
list?"

, The clerk hesitated. "We1ve got
our own arbitrary rules about anti-
sociability, sir. Homicide is, of -
course, but we insure against homi-
cide, And against jnost crimes,
except when the client

>

s too poor a
risk. You understand, there has to
be a complete examination-"

"I*m healthy, I think."
*4 Not only you, sir. There has

to be a survey into your background,
your environment, your associ-
ates-

"

"Complicated, huh?
" L*awson

asked.

The clerk swallowed and looked

at the list again, "Kicking a po-
liceman," he said, rather faintly.
"That , . . ah . . . seems to be
the mildest item you want to be
insured against"

"Would ihat he antisocial, by
your rules?

"

"I can"t answer 
.

that offhand.

However
, all these . . , items . .

seem rather unlikely, don
'

t they? t
should think you would be letter
advised to select other policies. We
would he happy to make up a selec-
tion for you after our jiersonal sur-
vey has been completed, something
perhaps more suitable-"

"Oh, suit yourself/, Lawson said.

"Those are the policies E want,
ins

though. I! L can't get them, i
'II

have to think of something else.
I made quite a list, id cavse some o\
the items weren

,

t acceptable to ILC,
But I haven"t exhausted the possi-
bilities."

"Putting phenyl thiourea in the
city reservoir/* the clerk murmured*
"You want to l>e insured against
. . „ alt . . . putting phenyl thiourea i
in the city reservoir?"

"That,s right," Lawson said
cheerfully.

"Oh. Is this a toxic substance?"
"Nope.,'
"Do you have any intention of

putting phenylthiourca in the city
reservoir r"

.

"That's what I want to be insured

against,
"

 Lawson said, looking wide-
eyed and innocent.

"I see/* the clerk said, coming
to some conclusion. "Would you
mind answering our routine ques-
tionnaire now? An appointment will
be made as soon as we've completed
our survey.

"

"X sup]K>se the premiums would
be low enough for mc to handle?"

"Thcv*d varv."
W Jf

"I haven,t got much money/*
Lawson said. "Stilt 1 guess some-
thing could be worked out." He
smiled slowly. "O

.
K., the ques-

tionnaire ?"

"You can use this visor," the

clerk sait]. making an adjustment.
"If you"ll signal when you>re fin-
ished . . , here,s the button-"

'

J
"

he clerk went out
.
 The visor

began taking qualitative and quali-
tative pictures of Lawson, stereo-
scopic and fluoroscopic. It said
briskly, with the inflexibly arro-
ASTOUNDING SC I E X OK V 1 U TI OX



ganÿ tone of a robot-mechanism,
"Full name, please, last name first."

"Lawson, Benjamin."
"Age r
"Twenty-one."
"Date of birthV
"April ninth, Twenty-"

Back at local headquarters Fer-
guson pressed a few buttons, stud-
ied a blowup from the "Encyclopedia
Britannica" that flipped on the
screen, and nodded at Archer-

Archer said,- "What's-**
"It,s a chemical compound, it

says here, made up of carbon, hy-
drogen, nitrogen and sulphur. Seven
out of ten people find it bitter as
the devil. The other three find it

tasteless. It's a matter of gene in-
heritance, dominant or recessive."

"Toxic ?"

"Anything is, in large enough
quantities, including- H*0, People
get drowned, don

't they? But why
. put phen . . . pheny Ithiourea in the
city reservoir? Why not arsenic,
if he"s homicidal?"

"Is he?"
"Wc don,t know yet. We,re get-

ting the survey made now. Very
odd. Slightly ridiculous. When
people try to outsmart ILC, they
usually work it out with careful
logic, doing their best to cover up
what they really intend. This giiy
I-awson is practically telling us what
he,s intending. Don't ask me if
we

,ll accept him as a client; it all
depends on the survey."

"Kicking a policeman," Archer
said dreamily, his face placid and
his 

.
eyes shrewd* "What else did

he have on his list?"

klAlt(3FN' FOR HltROH

"XIere it is on the visor. Pecu-

liar. He not only wants financial
coverage, hut he wants our scot-
free clause. He doesn't want to

suiTer any legal consequences."
"You arrange that, don,t you?

You1re a Federal Bureau. If he

kicks a policeman-"
"If we issue the policy/* Fergu-

son said grimly, "he's certainly not
going to be able to kick a policeman.
I
'

ll sec to that. Maybe this hoy
thinks he can outsmart ILC, but
he,s not going to outsmart me."

"A personal matter?" Archer
said, looking at Ferguson intently.

"Sure, that,s why I,m a socially
integrated individual. I can channel
my impulses into constructive can-
als, instead of destructive ones, I1

m

rather proud of my resourcefulness,
Mr. Archer, and proud of ILC. I,m
using my mind to its full capacity
here-and where else could I do

that? Except perhaps as a Fixer/r
"Thank you/* Archer said po-

litely. "If you can put my mind at
rest about Ben Lawson, I'll be grate-
ful, So far it's what they used to
call a maggot--a whim. But I

,

ve

never yet met an altruist who wasn
'
t

getting something out of his al-
truism himself. Lawson-"

But Ferguson was brooding over
Lawson as an enemy of ILC. "Phe-
nyl thiourea, eh ?" he said. "I*ll fix

his wagon."

The foundations for the Bureau

were necessarily laid in Chicago,
Alamogordo, and Hiroshima. It
was built on the instability of an
atom* The Atomic War occurred

at the right time and at the wrong

is*



\

time. If the global warhead had ex-
ploded in the mid*forties; the re-
sult \vould have been catastrophe*

devastation, and red ruin. It
didn't, IE it had exploded after
atomic energy had been perfected
and production methods sufficiently
improved and speeded up, the result
would have been, in all likelihood, a
fine opportunity for future civili-
zations to develop on the outlying
planets, with the Earth as a sec-
ondary Sun. The difference was,
very roughly, the difference between
a pistol with one cartridge in the
chamber and a pistol with a full
clip. But when the level o£ world
thought had returned to customary
post-war standards-meaning a
cheerfully optimistic concept that
the next dip on the roller coaster
either didn,

t exist or wouldn't come

in our time-then presently satura-
tion point was reached. Interna-
tional politics and- national econom-
ics were going down while atomic
science went, up. Luckily the
bottom was reached before the top.
There was an Atomic War, neither
as mildly cataclysmic as it might
have been in I94<3 nor as finally
thorough *as it would have been
decades later. It merely depopulated
most of the planet.

But that, of course, was inevi-
table.

It was also inevitable for the race

to rebuild. One advantage of the
utter breakdown was the factor that

specialization became difficult and
union important. Biologists, psy-
chologists, physicists, and sociolo-
gists were forced to work together,
by virtue of pure necessity* Physi-

1*4

cally they decentralized, but men-
tally they became federalists in
thought and action. Miraculously,
a sufficiently stable world govern-
ment was worked out. At first it

was concentrated in a small area

north of Mauch Chunk, Pennsylr
vania, but it spread* Knowledge of
technology still existed, which helped
a great deal. But there was the
immense problem of rebuilding.

One answer lay in eliminating
the difficulty of children. Infanti-
cide: would have solved"the immedi-

ate problem but scarcely the racial
one. Having children was encour-
aged, because of the increase in
sterility and freak mutants and the
decrease in normal births. Still,
it became necessary' to solve the
vital difficulty of general immatur-
ity.

In a weird, not many people con-
tinued to mature after they had
children. At least one parent began
to slow down, never acheiving full
mental maturity.

Unlike the gorilla-

For some reason Ferguson felt
nervous and expounded at length to
Archert who listened with every ap-
pearance of great interest, -Perhaps
this was because Ferguson himself
had now entered into the Fixer,s

calculationsÿ At any rate, Archer
listened.

"Man is immature," Ferguson
said. "Any naturalist or biologist
Can prove that* Or any sociologist,
for that matter." He conveniently
forgot that his guest owned a degree

» in sociology.
 "Our cranial sutures

.
aren

't knit, our habit-patterns aren
*

t
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adult, ihe physical proportions of
our bodies-well

, we
'

re built physi-
cally like the immature gorilla. And

* we act that way, too. We
,

re a social

race. We like physical contact,

competitive games, horseplay-gen-
erally speaking. . 1*11 admit that im-

maturity is what gives us our drive;
we

,re insecure, so we experiment.
The mature gorilla doesn<t need to.
lie"s perfectly adjusted to his en-
vironment-he,s got his feeding-
ground and his harem, and about his
only real danger is from young bulls
who want his harem, lie"s bad-

tempered and perfectly self-suffi-
cient. Lord knows we,

re not< or we

wouldnft throw so many parties [f*
*11LC is trying to mature the

race/t Archer said, half-question-
ingly,

"Children are a handicap, in our
culture/

,

 Ferguson said, "The male
gorilla drives his kwls away when
they begin growing. And they can
fend for themselves; they,re
equipped to do that, iu the jungle,
But civilization has made a deadlier
jungle. One that only a nominal .
adult can cope with. No provision
was made for the young of the

ÿ

species; that was left as an individ-
ual problem. The result was a cul-
ture in which the male was

i dominant and women enslaved.

Oh, very roughly-but rearing chil-
dren in pre-atomic cities was a full-
time join Wastage!"

Archer moistened his Hps,
"Have a drink/" Ferguson sug-

gested. "Want to dial me a Scotch

and soda, while you,re at it?" He

waited, watching the great curved
sweep of the window. He gestured,

and at the signal the soft rhythm
of color-patterns gathered like a
folding curtain and ran down like
water and was gone, revealing the
view beyond. The city was small
in population hut large in area* and
there were a great many parks.

This is the tvay it should be, Fer-
guson thought. This is safe.

So you had a convalescent world
-a basicallly healthy organism hut
susceptible to a good many figura-
ti ve diseases. People with a sus-
ceptibility to cancer should avoid
continual irritation of tissue. Can-

cer is uncontrolled pathological cell-
growth. Controlled cell-growth is
normal and beneficial. Similarly-
atomics.

Avoid irritation.

People, in fact, lived pretty much
as they wanted to under IIX

"

. They
couldn't have everything, naturally.
Neuroses couldn't he eliminated

overnight. But the Atomic War
was the equivalent of electric shock
therapy. En masse, ILC used a
palliative plan. Individually-TL,C
insured.

Not everything. There are no
Utopias, Even supermen would
have superproblems. There was an
iron hand, but the velvet glove was
the textile people loved to touch.
The atomic cancer was arrested hv

drastic surgery; yet it had filtered
through the bloodstream. So, in
lieu of a real answer, LLC avoided
irritation, ILC kept the world-pa-
tient from catching other ailments
that might cause irritation. Any-
thing could build to a sociological
infection which could in turn make
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the cancer break out again. As long
as the race was healthy, it was me-
dium safe.

That applied Lo Greg Ferguson,
too.

ILC made certain of that. No

irritations would arise for him-the
formula .said-that couldn,t he ad-

justed. Ferguson was a crooked
peg; in a crooked hole. Conceivably
he was less mature-or, rather, more
immature-than most; conceivably
,he needed the safety-factor, the
stability, the certain security which
the symbol of ILC represented to
him.

in fact, he did need that. Badly.

Yon can't rebuild the world in a

day. There was plenty of techno-
logical knowledge, but not many
people, That meant an all-out ef-
fort. So ILC cut down the factors

that retarded maturation. The group
had to be large to support research
workers not immediately produc-
tive, and if one-halt of every couple
had to rear a Katch of children, the
potential manpower was halved. So
the children were placet! in creches.
The young gorilla can survive in a
jungle-young children were given
the equivalent of a safe jungle.
A creche-and the parents didn,t
have the responsibility, and could
continue their maturing process.

The Federal Bureau of Insurance
,

Lotteries and Creches made that

possible. It was impossible to fi-
nance the creches by taxation; the
government wanted to avoid irrita-
tion, not augment it. And the
Lotteries helped a great deal, but
Insurance was the real answer. It

was the place where steain was
blown off. It was the answer man

It was where budding neurones were
caught. People take out insurance.
by and larÿe, because of neuroses
and in the old days they had good
reason. Under ILC practically
anything was insurable. A man
wants insurance against something
he+s afraid will happen, or some-
thing he wants to happen. Often
it is a socially or personally
pathological matter,

The adult gorilla, however, needs
no insurance.

"Here's a case-potential psycho-
sis of a client."

Ferguson (
shifted a visor screer*

down, A man,s face appeared. He
looked normal.

Archer raised his eyebrows.
"Tie wants insurance against in-

fectious disease," Ferguson ex-
plained. "The premium,s rather
high on that, obviously. We still
haven,t licked all the mutated bugs,
though the race built up strong
resistance after the biological bat-
tles. But look at his survey and see
what you get*"

Information fled madly across the
screen while Archer waited.

"Well?"
"I don,t see anything special.

"

 the
Fixer said.

"No? You don't see why the
guy may presently want suicide in-
surance?"

"Mm-m. Suicide. Why? .He,s
well integrated. Useful, happy--*,

"Any unusual purchases? Try the
chemises list/,
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"Oh, Green soap. Germicides. A
UV pom!-"

"Two of tem, one for his office,
one for his home. The guy is work-
ing; straight toward a lovely case ot
misophobia. That should mean fear
of mice but it means fear of dirt,

The rest is routine, for the psych
crew. I gather the initial irritant
occurred when lie was home on a

visit from his creche, as a kid,
Spilled some gunk on his sister and
hurt her. Mis parents made the
wrong kind of a fuss. He

,

s got a
guilt complex. Eventually he may
hear voiccs from the woodwork

telling him he,s sinned. You see,'"
"Ah," Archer said, "does he get

his policy-this potential miso-
phobia?

"

"Of course. Why not? When he
gets his final exam is where the
gimmick comes in,

"

"The hypnosis ... oh, yesi I'd
like to know more about that.*'

"Well," Ferguson said, "it's the
reason why this particular client will
be a good risk instead of a poor one,
We'll cure him and channel his neu-
roses at the same time. Barring
genuine accident-the percentages
will be in our favor. They wouldn

,
t

be otherwise, because of the guy1s
submerged death-wish. Inventus.!ly
he,d purposely expose himself to
some contagious disease, without
knowing anything about it con-
sciously. He wants to be punished*
Misophobia, ha."

"Report on Benjamin Lawson,"
the televisor announced*

"Good," Ferguson said. "Shoot
it across."

MARGIN FOR KRROB

Law son was twenty-one years aud
one week old. He was absolutely
normal. Kven his minor deviations

during his training period were
merely normal. Had they been ab-
sent, that would have been suspi-
cious and worth investigation. All
children put frogs in their teachers

'

desks, provided the frogs arc avail-
able. Rodents, insects, or reptiles
will do at a pinch,

On his twenty-first birthday Law-
son had had the choice of several

juhs tor which he was prepared.
His field seemed to he general
integration; he had studied every-
thing omnivorously but rather casu-
ally, However, he had taken advan-
tage of the month-long vacation
period optional to all graduates, and
stayed home most of the time, visit-
ing his parents, who were mildly
pleased to have him. He read a
great many new stapes, and he in-
terviewed a government councilor
named Hiram Reeve, suggesting
that Reeve introduce an immaturity
pension bill at the next session.
That accounted for Archer,s pres-
ence; Archer was Tliram Reeve

,

s

Fixer. "
"Detail," said the televisor. "Law-

son proposed the inverse of an
old-age pension. All children would
become eligible at birth and con-
tinue to draw the pension until
reaching biological maturity. Coun-
cilor Reeve agreed to present such
a trill-"

"But he won,t," Ferguson said
to himself. "Campaign promises,
eh ?"

"Within the last two 3~ears Law-
son has studied these subjects! bio-

i m
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ok)gy, mutation, biological time and
entropic time, endocrinology, PfY~

chology, pathology, sociology, a.nd
the philosophy of humor. His stud-
ies were intensive rather than cas-
ual. There seems to-"

"Skip to his home life, for the
last few days/# Ferguson requested.
"What,s lie reading there?" He
leaned toward the screen

, but the
instant closcup view made lus mo-

tion unnecessary* Sprawled lan-
guidly in a relaxes the cheerful Mr.
Lawsoiv was immersed in Joe Mil-
lerfs Joke Book.

Some days later, Lawson called at
ILC by appointment and this time
he saw Grejj Ferguson, who had

flown in an hour earlier to superin-
tend the final exams. Certain prep-
arations were necessary* In the
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aid days, a company might not is-
sue ft re insurance on a tenement un-
til the owner put up fire escaircs, so
1LC stipulated that psychic fire
escapes must be built on every client.
Moreover, ILC built thfem.

"You understand, Mr J~awson,"
,Ferguson said, "the policies liecome
invalidated if at any time yog should
refuse to return for additional ex-
aminations, should we decide
they,re necessary," ÿ

"Oh
, sure. That,s all right. Out

do I net my insurance ?"
"You want a separate policy to

L
,

-over each contingency ?"
"Yes. If I can afford the pre-

miums on them all."
"You've got twenty-five tiolieics

here/" Ferguson said, "They cover
ijuite a range. The premiums would
vary, naturally* it would be a poor
risk for us to insure you against
turning your ankle-we,d rather in-
sure you against being rained on,
since we can control the weather

these days. You,ve gbt Quite an
extreme range here, everything
from orange crop failure in Florida
to snakebite. Crops don,t fail, in-

cif ten tally.
"

"Well* not through climatic con-
ditions/* Lawson said, "but wasn,t
there some mutated boll weevils
that ruined the cotton in South

Carolina a few years ago?"
Ferguson nodded. "You"re let-

ting on the chance of a similar mu-
tation hitting Florida oranges.
then?"

"I guess I,m betting against
chance, in a way. Some of these
policies are pretty sure to pay off,

"

"Do you think so?" Ferguson

u Alto IN FOB JCRBOI

asked. "Remember, you"ll lutver
some heavy premiums to pay-
and betting against chance is a
dangerous business,"

"May I-?" Iÿwson examined
the figures Ferguson handed him.
He whistled, "That fifth one1s

plenty expensive* Why*s that?"
"Insurance against your pur-

posely giving somebody hay fever r
Difficulty of proof, tor one thing,
but mainly there are too many virus
mutations these days. The aller-
gies are tricky. We

,

ll insure yOu
on that score, of course, but it'll

cost you money. Why do you want
ÿ
to give somebody hay fever?"

"I want to he insured against
doing that, Mr, Ferguson/' Lawson
said blandly, "lint I don*t think I

can
'afford that one. Still, the other

items-T' He computed rapidlyÿin
his head. "I suppose 1 could scrape
up first premiums."

Ferguson watched the young
man. By now lie knew Hen Law-
son, inside and out. He knew his
heredity and his habit patterns. Tie
knew how and why the client
worked. And there was absolutely
nothing suspicious about Lawson,
except Archer

1

s hunch,

And that wasn*t actionable.

So he merely said, "Mr. Lawson,
I'm bound to give you a warning.
1 f you can pay only the first premi-
ums, you

*re going to lose your
money and your insurance-unless
you take a job and make some more
dough*"

"Nobody has to take a job."
"People get hungry if they don,t.

Even it they apply for the dole,
ia»



they work it (nil in man-hours of
labor."

; -OH?" Lawson said.
"The insurance we issue is sound.

We underwrite, and we pay, when
required. But I want to warn you
that our losses are due almost en-

tirely to the taws of uncontrollable
chance. When the personal factor
enters into the question-we don

,

t

lose. In yotjr case the jjersonal fac-
tor applies completely. - There"

s no

way in which you could acciden-
tally put phenyl thiourea in the city
reservoir,

" f

"No way at all?"
"The chances are astronomical.

You haven,t found a way to upset
the taws of chance, have you?

*'

"Wouldn,t you know it by now if
1 had? You check pretty thor-
oughly.

"

Ferguson nod tied. "Tlifffs cor-
rect. If you pet at the reservoir,
it,ll be flue to your own personal
impulse. You know that,s impos-
sible, or it will I>e."

"Impossible?,,
"Nearly so. The hypnosis treat-

ment is more effective than most

people realize- We,

re going to con-
dition you so you cantt do any of
the things you

,

re insuring against/
,

"Well, that1s fine," Lawson said.
*ÿI certainly wouldn

'

t want to put

phenylthiourea in the city reservoir,
would 1 V*

Watching the young; man, Fergu-
son had an inexplicable moment of
deja z*tt i and he stayed motionless
and silent, because he didn"t like

such things, and let free association
-by which is meant selective asso-

ciation-flow through his mind.
Presently he had it, though he hat I
to go back to the days of Ins gauche
adolescence. It was very much like
the times when he was in an Upper
Creche, miniature, facing an adult
who made him feel awkward ami

ignorant-an adult who knew so
many mora of the rules than tie did.

He studied Lawson, There was

nothing overt to account for this-
except the equivalent irf the curi-
ous behavior of the dog.in the night-
time. Lawson wasn

'

t apparently up
to anything, f -awÿson seemed to feel
perfectly at ease. And even though
the hypnotic treatment was guaran-
teed, including the inevitable margin
for error, Ferguson felt a slight
qualm near his liver. Mis solar
plexus. The great nerves gather
there, working in harmony with the
brain-mechanism that was govern-
ment per sc-and so Ferguson
sensed a threat and that hi tiled at an

opening abyss at his feet.
ILC was the cornerstone. The

alternative was the only real per-
sonal devil that had ever been cre-

ated-the threat oT uncontrolled

atomics. But then sanity and logic,
which have betrayed so many peo-
ple in the past, came back, and he
knew that one man couldn,t upset
the applecart. Especially this wide-
eyed youth.

Cocky fledgling. He,d just broken
the shell of his creche egg. Natu-
rally he felt competent to cope with
anything. He>d always coped with
whatever had existed within his egg-
shell. But that shell had been a

. barrier, keeping the wrong things
out.
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"There is one point/, Ferguson
said, "Your dreams/,1

"What about them?"
"Our experts have queried that

angle. Especially the hypnogogic
visions. But up to three years ago
your recorded dreams followed a
regular pattern, with variations,
Since then-"

"They don't ?"
"Oh, they do. They follow a

pattern. But without variations/,

"That just means I"m a type,
doesn't it? A real norm?"

Ferguson scowled. "The norm"s
an arbitrary figure. Are you trying
to kid me?"

"I,m sorry. I underestimated
you. I know the theoretical norm
would be pretty much of a mon-
ster. It"s a handy semantic term.
iLven if norms exist, they can*t stay
that way under environmental pres-
sures/*

"So, Miiher you,ve been lying
:ibout your dreams for the last few
years, <"r you haven,

t.
"

"Nobody
's complained/t

"People look for different things,
in the creches they look for one
thing. Here we look for another/'

"If I,m a 1>ad risk, you can turn
me down."

"Oh, no," Ferguson said flatly.
"We seldom turn down a client. We
allow margins; we pay off when
necessary. We insure. If we could
control the uncertainty factor, we
could just charge a flat sum to work
miracles. As it is, in the majority
of cases we don*t have to pay off,
Because we have our hypnotic treat-
ment as extra insurance-our own.

Hut when wc do pay, we want to

v argin fob k Kit OR

know why. We,ve got a close
schedule of statistics, and they have
to check. Apparently you,re not
antisocial. You've no latent crimi-
nal tendencies that we can discover.

You're a normal man for your age."
Ferguson stopped, a curious qualm
going through him at his own words.
JIc realized that he didn't believe
what he had just said, I-Ie knew,
with a flat, impossible conviction,
that Lawson was not-normal.

There was no evidence. Not

even the item that had brought
Archer in on the case. Suppose*
Ferguson thought, he should ask
Lawson, "Why did you request
Councilor Reeve to back an imma-

turity pension?" He would get an
answer, but not a satisfactory one,
For Lawson would not have profited,

by such a pension. He was le-
gally, mentally, and physically ma-
ture. So his pica to the Councilor
had been, apparently, simple altru-
ism, and far from logical, since the
young of the species already had
the equivalent of an immaturity
pension under the present system,

Ferguson listened with detach-
ment to the new note of annoyance
in his own voice.

"Sometimes people think they
can swindle ILC," he said. "They
never succeed/*

It was a key word he had thrown.
Ferguson waited. The young man
grinned.

"It seems to me" he said, **ihai
you take yourselves awfully seri-
ously, if you don,t mind my saying
so. If IJd plotted out a solemn
method to fake an accident or sonicÿ

thing, 3'ou wouldn,t have bothered.

I «



As Jong as life is real and earnest,
you don,t object, bat one touch of
humor and you think I'm going to
reach CM and explode in your
face."

Ferguson tightened his mouth.
After a moment lie said, "We*ll take
a chance. 

,
 What policies do you

want ?"
*'\Veil-I think we,ll forget about

these three. The premiums are too
high. III take the rest-twenty-
two policies, I make it. All right ?"

"You can afford to pay two pre-
miums on each, then-exclusive of
the three you,ve thrown out. Why
not choose fewer, so you can be
sure they won

,

t lapse before you get
a job?"

JLawsbn said. "Well, if I picked
* two or three and they paid off, I

couldn'

t j»et the others afterward at
the same rate, could I?"

"Obviously not. We
,

d have to

allow-"

"I,D take them all, then, except
<.

 the three I can,t afford."
"Thank you/, Ferguson said, but

he didn1t mean it.

"It,s perfectly obvious what lie
intends to do/' Ferguson said.
"He'll try to get us to pay off on one
policy so he can continue to pay
ail the other premiums. And when-
ever his bank account runs low,

he,ll cash in on another policy. Kick
a policeman or something. What a
low idea of humor/,

Archer took a long time to an-
swer. He closed his eyes, appar-
ently considered the whole prob-
lem, opened them again, and in-

quired, "Do you staff officers in ILC
have psychiatric checkups?"

"Now I,m crazy. Is that it f"
"It,s easier to believe that than

to think one man could upset your
whole organization so easily. Why

.jump to the unlikelicst conclusion
before you,ve checked on the like-
lier ones? I know ILC has paid
off on insurance before, but always
in line with the law of averages."

They were in Ferguson,s office
overseeing Lawson*s hypnosis,
which, according to the visor, was
progressing according to schedule.
So far there had been no hitch.

Lawson was a fair hypnotic sub-
ject, even without the drug. He
had gone into test catalepsy, and re-
acted in a normal manner. He had

gone through the usual routine of .
firing a blank cartridge at a psychia-
trist, which might have meant that
(a) he was homicidal, or (b) he
unconsciously realized the gun was
loaded with blanks, or (c) he ab-
horred psychiatrists. Rcchecka in-
dicated that the second was true.

He had also been instructed to swipe
a dollar from an attendant

,

s pocket,
and that meant nothing either.
Barter is the basic; currency is
necessarily a symbol, and what a
dollar meant to Lawson was difficult
to discover.

Psychiatry is as exact and incK-
act a science as mathematics. Once

you realize that it
,

s possible to cre-
ate a whole new system of mathe-
matics at need, you realize that
ordinary math is accurate only
when the rules arc followed. Cut

if you use the rules of one system
to solve the problems of another
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.ystem, rherc may arise some diffi-
culty. The psychiatrists working
on Lawson were not bollixed, but
Ferguson thought they might not
know it if they were.

And yet he hud nothing to work
on except a hunch.

Hunches are exact sciences,

though, once you get away from
fairy tale concepts. So-called pre-
scient dreams can be accurate. A

wish'fulfillment dream may cer-
tainly be prescient; it's at least a
half and half gamble, Ferguson's
hunch came from his unconscious,

which had the hopes and fears of
all his years. He had achieved se-
curity against tremendous odds, for
in the Twentieth Century he would
have been a miserably unhappy
specimen. To him ILC symbolized
security, which he vitally needed.
A threat to ILC was, very definitely,
a threat to himself. And, like most

oilier men, he had tiie buried night-
marc psychosis of the ultimate chain
reaction.

ILC did mean status quo, in a
way. The j>eop]e in charge allowed
for stress and strain antl flux

, of
course; environment makes a vast

amount of- difference in precision
measurements-of metal, for exam-
ple. it you kept the human race in
a vacuum under glass, status quo
would l>c practicable. As it was-

"lie makes me nervous/' Fergu-
son said inadequately* "A hunch

is no evidence, but-"
"What"s the matter? Think he's

a superman ?" Archer asked ironi-

cally.
Ferguson considered his nails.

"You,re not serious."

UARGTK FOK RUBOR

-Weli-it,s unlikely/"
"I,ve done a lot of research from

time to time on just that subjcct,"
Ferguson said. "Sometimes I've
wondered . . , Why the devil arc
;yun checking up on Lawsou if you

,

re

so sure he
,s harmless?"

"

I don't take chances. A good
Fixer is like an aneroid barometer.

Sensitive. I,ve got certain special-
ized training and skills. When
there*s the equivalent of a varia-
tion in atmospheric pressure, I no-
tice it, and I like to find out what 

.

the cause was. I,ve been on a lot

of wild-goose chases, but-I don't
take chances."

"It,s no coincidence that we,re

working on the same problem,"

Ferguson said. "You noticed the
result and I guess I noticed the
cause. We've each got a directional

fix on Lawson-he,s the cross-bear-

ing I -ike a storm brewing in the
Antarctic. It"s as though you no-
ticed a falling barometer in Wiscon-
sin while I noticed a thermal at the

South Pole. Well-Lawson makes

me feel funny. And Lawson asked
your patron to back a bill, which is
where you came in. Hiram Reeve
must have had a lot of screwball

bills proposed to him before tins."
"Hut never altruistically."
"What-never ?"
**I meant never. Sometimes you

have to dig deep to find the pay-
off, but it

,s always there. There'

s

compensation involved, always, psy-
chologically anyway. You

'll find

that disinterested reformers aren#t

as disinterested as they appear-if
yoti check up oil their personal
warps. People who want to save
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the world, Mr, Ferguson, generally
have a plush-seated throne picked
out lor themselves in the brave new
one. But Lawson,s proposition was
apparently altruistic, and I want to
make sure be had a selfish motive

for proposing his immaturity pen-
sion idea. Then 1 can relax.?

"It,s just a job to you, then?"
"I like to do my job- That

,

s why
I,

m working for Reeve-he
,

s the

most competent politico around* If
there were a better one, I

*

d change
, allegiance. But right now-appar-

ently I'm looking for normality in
Lawson and you,re looking for ab-
normality/,

"He
,s normal/* Ferguson said.

"Xotice that reaction chart*"

They examined the televisor.
Lawson was being conditioned
against kicking a policeman.

"Will it work?" Archer asked.
"Impossible to tell. We depend

a great deal on implanting fear of
consequences. Rut we insure
against consequences. In lab condi-
tions, Lawson might very well re-
frain from kicking a policeman, he-
cause he unconsciously knows he
wouldn't get his policy if he did.
But once he,s insured-the policy
guarantees against consequences.
There1s always a margin for error."

Across the screen moved a jig-
gling green line that meant Lawson
refrained from kicking the equiva-
lent of a policeman*

Three days later Lawson threw
phenyhhiourea into the reservoir:
He did it within range of one of the
watchdog telcphoto lenses, set up in
a rin£ around the water supply, and
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first he held up the labeled bottie ao
there would be no mistake. There-

after he laughed hilariously and
went away.

"*1 want protection against a
homicidal impulse// Ferguson said
to the LLC psychiatrist. "Probably
it,s got a paranoid base. There,s a
client out to pit me/

"

"Out to git you, is he?,, the psy-
chiatrist said. "What's he been up
to ?"

ÿ

Ferguson told him. "There,s
nothing yet," lie ended. "Not even

a neurosis, as far as I know. But \
worry about the guy. He

'

s taken

out twenty-two policies, and-I'm
afraid of how 1 may start to feel
later/,

"Identification with 1LC. 1 ex-

pect we can get rid of that feeling.
Sublimate it or something* Remove
the cause. Oh, well. One swallow
doesn't make a dipsomaniac. - We?ll
put you through the routine, Fergu-
son.

"

"I keep thinking of
.
 mature goril-

las. A nice therapy would be for
me to take a hunting trip and shout
male gorillas, I don}t know. This

could lead to claustrophobia and
agoraphobia. Fear of open spaces,
I mean, not fear of crowds. Then
I,d have to spend tny time like those
figures in one of those little houses
that foretell weather. Keep dash-
ing in and out. What about a nice
padded cell with walls that expand
and contract r"

"What about a sedative?" the

psychiatrist countered* "The

trouble with you staff bo vs. as a
matter of fact, is that the minute
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you get a hangnail you think it's a

major psychosis. These minor
things generally adjust themselves
automatically. We keep complete,
tip-to-date charts of alt the staff,
and we know a great deal more
about you than you think* You

,

re

all right. Just to keep you happy,
we

,

ll go through the routine and
make sure 3'ou

're not a lycanthrope
-though you wouldn,t be holding
down the job j,ou do if you hadn*t
achieved integration."

"But what about Lawson?" Fer-

guson inquired plaintively.

That was, of course, already
taken care of, Naturally ILC called
Law son in for re-examination. He

came willingly enough, apparently
suppressing a mild amusement at
the whole proceeding. Ferguson
had a deep-rooted conviction that
the psychiatrists would discover
nothing. Alt his old qualms and
tears combined to tell turn that what-

ever Lawson had was beyond the
range of ILC,s precision instru-
ments to discover. The only real
way to detect his variation from
the norm would be to correlate the
effect he had on other bodies-the

way Pluto's existence was suspected
before it was actually discovered,

But I-awson,s psychological pat-
tern came safely within the extreme
range of normality.

He fafd a high resistance-quo-
tient ; so had many other people.
Repeated treatments of sodium
prntoihaT failed to break down all
his barriers-that wasn't a wholly
unfamiliar phenomenon. He lay
on the couch, doped with the hyp-

MARQIN FOR ERROR

notic drug, and answered questions
111 a way that entirely failed to sat-
isfy Ferguson.

"How did you feel when you
threw phenylthiourea into the reser-
voir?" they asked him.

"I felt good," Lawson said,
"

Dili you remember that we had
agreed you couldn

"t throw phenyl-
thiourea into the reservoir?"

Silence.

They repeated the query.
"No,"' Lawson said.
"Could vou kick a policeman?"
"No."

There wasn*t much they could
do about it that hadn,t already been
done. They gave him supplemen-
tary hypnotic treatments, reinforc-
ing the conditioning even more
thoroughly than before. But he was

. written down under Margin for Kr-
ror. He was a rare type, yet he
came within the limits of normality.
If he had extensions beyond that
norm-the psychiatrists couldn*t de-

tect them. Ferguson thought he
had. Convincing other people was
another matter. 1LC had quite as
much evidence on its side as tie had

on his-if you could call it evi-
dence, Apparently it wasn't. And
the points that realty convinced
Ferguson himself were intangibles,
011 which he could produce no evi-
dence at all. Sometimes he him-

self felt doubt, but in the end he
always swung back to the blind, il-
logical conviction that was part of
his mind by now. Hypersensitivity?

.
Was that the answer? He had
for many years been interested in
the subject of the theoretical super-
man, and there had been times
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when, looking askance at someone
or other, he had wondered-

But never before had he felt con-

viction. With a part of his brain
that seemed to he as specialized and
infallible as radar-a sensitivity ap-
parently only he possessed, he knezv,
He had always, deep within him,
expected that some day the theoreti-
cal would Income the practical.
Now he thought that it had hap-
pened. But how could ite convince
anyone who did riot already have
this same conviction springing
from an inner perception to which
even he could give no name? He
might as well announce the second
coming: of ttic Messiah. People
would dismiss him as a crank, at
best. Public disbelief would in ef-

fect invalidate the truth-if it were
true. There had never been hut

one man who could safely have
claimed to be Napoleon-and even
he, without sufficient evidence,
might expect to be certified. Before
the time of Oaliteo, I*erguson told
himself, there must have been a
number of lunatics who, among
their other delusions, were con-
vinced that the Earth went round
the Sun.

Margin for Krror would not exist
if a good many people did not fall
into that particular classification.
To choose one case arbitrarily
looked like simple eccentricity on
Ferguson,s part. He had no argu-
ments anyone could understand. He
was a pre-Galilean convinced of the
Earth,s orbit. And he had no tele-

scopic apparatus an ordinary hu-
man could use.

What could he do about it?

I4t

Only what he had already done.
The psychiatrists could help up

to a certain point-the limit of visi-
bility on-their figurative telescopes.

,
 But he dared not tell them all he
suspected, for fear of being tagged
as a psychotic himself. In effect
be had to psychoanalyze himself, a
notoriously difficult task--and trv to

segregate and analyze the nameless,
certain sense that told him what

Lawson was.

M can while Benjamin Lawson
went placidly about his business,

Having latched on to a good deal
of money from ILC, as the result
of his escapade at the reservoir, he
deposited it- with an investment
broker arul rented a small cottage
fully equipped by Services, lie
seemed to want to avoid responsi-
bility. There was *an odd air of
playing to his life. Food, prepared
and hot, arrived, a week,s supply at
a time, and Lawson had only to
push a button, make his selection.
and eat. Then he pushed another
button and the service disappeared
for automatic cleansing. Since the
house was functional, there were
no dust-catchers, and air-condition-
ing and electronic gadgets took care
of the inevitable filth that occurs

everywhere except in a hard vac-
uum, There was a playground-
resort a few hundred miles away,
and Lawson often flew there to

ski, play tennis, have a vigorous
game of skatch, or swim. He
bought thousands of l>ooks and
book-reels and read omnivorously.
He had a chemical laboratory and
other laboratories

, all purely ama-
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tour. He had a groat deal of
fun making soap, and only the chlo-
rophyl- deodorizer-units saved the
bungalow from becoming a stench
and an abomination*

He didn,t do any work,
A year later he kicked a police-

man, His money was running low.

Ferguson was doing pretty well.
A hitherto-unrealized psychosis had
been uncovered J involving a forgot-
ten infancy-wish for the moon ; and
by a remarkable series of associa-
tions, involving green cheese, butter,
and bread, it had resolved itself
into the father-image, which was
familiar enough to be handled by
even the stupidest psychiatrist.
Ferguson called on his father, an
ancient and unregenerate.

 oldster

who spent most of his time collect-
ing dirty limericks, and was con-
scious of no particular reaction,
except a feeling of mild boredom
when his antique sire insisted on
repeating every limerick ho know
at least three times. He was left
with a conviction that his father

needed psychoanalysis, and he went
back to work mentally cleansed and
integrated, he felt.

Then Lawson kicked the police-
man.

#ÿ

*
"But that was over two years

ago,
" Archer said into the televisor.

"I remember you were alt steamed
up about it then. Still, it,s boon

two years! Lawson hasn't col-
lected on any more policies, has
he?"

"That*s not the point," Ferguson
said, a muscle in his cheek twitch-

ing. "Everyone but me has for-
gotten about Lawson-he

's down in

the files as just another case, I
called to see if you

1

d lost interest,
too/'

Archer made a noncommittal
sound.

Ferguson looked at him across *
the miles. ."I*d be willing to bet/*
he said, "that you,ve got Lawson,s
name on your calendar for a future
checkup.', v

Archer hesitated- "All right," he
said. "You win. But it,s simply

, routine; I
,

ve checked on him every
six months. I do that with a good
many people-I told you once I
don't take chances. Luckily I,ve
got a competent staff, so 1 can af-
ford the time. But it,s just routine/*
"It may be routine with your

other cases," Ferguson said, "but
don't tell me it"s only that with
Lawson,"

Archer smiled. "I know you,ve
got a phobia, about him. Is there
anything now?

"

Ferguson looked thoughtfully at
Archer, wondering how much of his
motive he should reveal at this time.
He decided to stick to the facts,

"You know what I believe,

Archer, I haven't any proof. Ho
has been careful never to do any-
thing that would give him away.
Neither has he shown any indication
of what he intends to do when he

does use his-powers. I think I,ve
found out why."

"Could it be simply because he*s
a normal man without any special
powers?" Archer asked gently.

"No, it couldn,t! I,ll tell you
what it really is. Hefs still a child."
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"At twenty-three?"
Ferguson smiled. "Do you know

the ages of all your routine cases
.
 that well?"

"Well, go on," Archer said,
*

 shrugging.
"I>ve been studying his case very

* thoroughly.
 I,ve made charts and

graphs from the information I
,

ve

gathered, and I
've showed them to

specialists. I,ve got opinions and
I,ve made comparisons. Lawson"

S

activity-patterns are those of a
twelve-year-old child-with varia-
tions. Intellectually he

*s not twelve

years old, but his recreations-his
periods of relaxation, when the
intellectual centers of the brain

aren
Tt exclusively in control-that's

when the important factors begin
to show. He thinks like an adult,

but he plays like a child. It,s de-
layed maturation; it must be,"

"So you believe he,ll turn into a
superman when he grows up?"

"That,s why he wept to your
patron Reeve when he graduated
from his creche. It,s the imma-

turity pension angle. He wasn*t as
altruistic as lie seemed; by bis own
standards he was immature at the

time. He still is. He's simply
waiting until he grows up."

"Then what? Ile'll conquer the
world ?"

"I think he could if he wanted

to." Ferguson considered Archer,s
face on the screen. "Well?" he
said.
- "What do you expect me to say
to that ?**

"IJm waiting for you to cross
Archer,s name off your list. If
your only interest in him lias been

14*

curiosity about the altruism angle,
you can check him olT as of now.
Are you going to?"

Archer paused a fraction of a
second too long before he said,
"Sure*"

"That means you,re not going to.
You're too accurate a barometer to

dismiss me as a crackpot entirely."
"You keep leaving me with noth-

ing J:o say cxccpt go on."
Ferguson said, "I've got a phobia,

I'll admit that, I,

ve been living
with it for a long time now. I
don't like it. It"s like living with
one Jeg and no prosthetic device-
I can get used to it, but own
adjustment won

't help the rest of
tlie world* I,m going to make
Lawson furnish proof that will con-
vince you and everybody else that
lie's-what he is* I'll need your
help. He's made some good in-
vestments, That,

s why lie hasn
'

t

yet needed to collect on any of those
other policies he got originally. I,

m

beginning to think he took out so
many just to disarm suspicion, so he
could remain within the margin for
error if he had to break two or
three. He's broken two. He's

been investigated. J f he broke a
third, I think other people besides
me might begin to worry and won-
der. I want him to break another,

It,s time people did begin to worry.
This is where you come in. If
Lawson,s investments went wrong,
lierd need more dough. I want them
to go wrong. Tliat's more your
line than mine. What do you say?"

"What's in it for me?" Archer
asked.

"You can stop worrying about
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that memo on your calendar-one
way or ilie oilier. I promise that
if nothing happens Tit never bother
you aÿain about it,

" That was the

end of what Ferguson said aloud.
In his own mind he finished the

sentence, "-but t wonf

t have to.

Laivson unlit"*

Lawson was not likely to take
that lying down. Fergnson did not
expect vindicttveness from the boy;
Law son would be above petty re-
venge, But he could not afford to
let a thing tike this happen un-
checked ; Ferguson meant Lawson
to know that this was a r!elil>erate
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attack. And if I-awson was what

Ferguson believed him to be, he
could not afTord to let the knowledge
of his superior potentialities be
spread abroad. If guns are being
lired at you, you spike those guns,
There need be nothing vindictive
about it-but self-preservation must
be as strong in the immature super-
man as it is in any other organism.

One of two things would happen;
Lawson would collect on another

policy, which would put him peril-
ously close to the outside limits of
Margin for Error. ILC would
worry and wonder, remembering
the suspicions Ferguson had al-
ready planted. Lawson could
scarcely afford to break his hypnosis
a third time ojxnily. The alterna-
tive could only be an overt retalia-
tion on his attackers; that was
what Ferguson hoped for with j»art
of his mind. It would lie the more

certain way of proving his case.
And Archer had to be in on it. In

a perfunctory way Ferguson was
sorry he had to drag Archer into
this. He would have had no ob-

jection to staking himself out alone
as bait for the tiger if it would do
any good. But no tethered goat
has ever killed a tiger yet, alone.
Ferguson had already established
himself too firmly as a crackpot
in the minds of those whose opin-
ions mattered. If he could pull
Archer down with him

, Archer
would have to fight back against
the superman, or go under. Cor-
roborative evidence from a man

like Archer would have some weight
with the authorities.

Ferguson watched Archer,s face

1M

anxiously. lie saw the decision
hang in the balance for an inter-
minable chain of seconds. Then
Archer nodded.

"I,ll see what I can do,"' he said.

Ferguson let out his breath in a
long sigh.

The ease with which 1 ,awson

thought of a third alternative \yas
infuriating. He did neither of the
things Ferguson expected. Instead,
he took out insurance on the Nestor,

a luxury liner on the Earth-Moon
run. and since a great many people
wanted similar policies-at was al-
most a lottery, in view of* an epi-
demic of meteor swarms-no at-
tention was aroused at 1 f-C, Re-

sides, the usual margin for error
had been allowed. The Xcstor

blasted oil three days after its an-
nounced time for dejjarture, which
gave it . a sufficient safety factor
and caused dozens of ixÿople to
cancel their policies.

So the Nestor avoided the meteor

swarms, but ran into an atomic

warhead which had been orbiting
in free space for years* awaiting
the fatal appointment.

The Nestor was running on
atomic fuel. The great ship blazed
white for an instant and disinte-

grated.

So did Ferguson. Xot literally,
of course; not with the sj>ectacnlar
finality of the ship,

Perhaps the worst part was the
waiting. He was almost certain
that Lawson knew what had been

intended, and why, and who was
responsible.
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But nothing happened.
* There was no yardstick, Fer-

guson didn1

t know what to expect
bccause he didn*t know Law son,s

limitations, Ferguson might, un-
known to himself, be walking
straight toward an apparently acci-
dental demise

, hours or days from
now, as final as that of the Nestor.
It seemed fairly obvious that Law-
son had foreseen that final rendez-

vous between the ship and the
wandering warhead in its orbit.
Was there a rendezvous ahead for

Ferguson ? Or was he being ig-
nored? TTe didn't know which

thought he liked less.
His work began to suffer, He

wasn
'

t eating well these days,
which might have brought on his
headaches. He overheard his secre-

tary complaining that he was devel-
oping a temper like a bear, but he
knew that was the wrong simile;
the adult gorilla exhibited tenden-
cies more like what Ferguson was
feeling now. Irritation, a desire
for solitude, above all suspicion.
It was the suspicion that bothered
him most.

After he had made the third

major mistake in a row in office
routine be took a vacation by re-
quest. ** He was more glad than
sorry when the request came
through-not that he thought a va-
cation would help to solve his prob-
lem-you can1t negate a fact like
Laws on by ignoring it--but he was
at least relieved of the troublesome

suspicion which had been develop-
ing to major proportions of late.

He was suspicious of new clients,
He kept remembering Lawson"s

i'
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aggressively normal face and man-
ner in their first interview. And

now he read behind every applica-
tion the potential for-

A sccond Lawson.

For six months he tried to run
away from a nightmare. The Hima-
laya Playground didn't help.
Specialized occupational therapy
didn't help either. Nor did the
Moon. Ferguson found the satellite
bleak and unfriendly, even at the
stimulating Shady Glen north of
Tyclio. When he looked up at the
clouded disk of Earth in the sky,
he kept thinking the masses of light
and dark had the shape of Lawson's
face. It covered the whole planet,
just as the shadow of Lawson had
covered all of Ferguson's life by
now. Lawson watched him un-

ÿ

winkingly from above.
Time on the Moon has a different

quality from time on Earth, He
had to count up laboriously some-
times to discover how long it had
been since he left ILC. He had a

reason for wondering, because there
was a message he expected. A
message from Archer. Before he
left Earth, he had asked Archer to
notify him in case anything devel-
oped. A good many months must
have gone byÿ though here on the
Moon they didnft seem so long.
But no message came,

When he saw the dull colors of

winter spreading down from the
pole, be knew his six-months, period
was up and he would have to think
about going back soon. And now
he had to face it; he was afraid
to go back, until he heard from
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Archer. Eventually he undertook
the considerable expense ol a per-
son-to-person call. It was not, after
all, an expense. The call could
not be completed. Archer had dis-
appeared.

It was hard to cheek from this

faraway, but apparently the Fixer*s
office had been closed some months

ago, and there was no forwarding
number. 13 y the time Ferguson"s
reservation for the return trip came
upr he knew what he had to do,

If lie had gone straight home,
things might have worked out quite
differently. But at that time of
year the space liner was operating
between Tycho and a port in South
Africa. An old compulsion which
had been haunting Ferguson for
some time now saw its chance and
broke out of al! control,

For a long while he had wanted
very much to kill a gorilla. It was
not as irrational as it sounded.

Psychiatrically speaking, he knew
it involved symbolism and displace-
ment. Emotionally, he knew what
face he would sec across the sights
of the gun when he found his
gorilla. It had to he an adult male,

With all the resources of his

time, this wasn,t difficult to arrange ;
but the disgraceful ease with which
the telephoto analyzers located a
specimen, the simplicity of driving;
the sullen brute into an ambush

with supersonics, the facility with
which Ferguson, in his fast armored
Hunter, shot his quarry, left the
man completely dissatisfied. Men
had killed gorillas before. It proved
nothing. It didn'

t prove the point
that bothered him.

Sight and memory of the gorilla's
face, in death, stayed with him*
The monster had been mature, for
his species. Antisocial and dan-
gerous. But dangerous only to
whatever intruded into his domain.

With a mature superman, Fergu-
son thought, human progress might
stop, A superman would not feel
insecurity, that goad which lias al-
ways driven mankind. A superman
would be a taw unto himself. Would

he behave like an anthropomorphic
god, lending a helping hand to
Homo sapiens, or would mankind
seem to him as alien and unimpor-
tant as a savage tribe?

Lesser breeds without the taw-

But the world belonged to man.
Not to Lawson. ILC was the law.
ILC was the fortress. Without

ILC,s stability, there would be ncf
protection. I

*

m not safe any moref
Ferguson thought, / could never
stand alone. Maybe that merely
means racial immaturity; ILC does
stand in toco parentis, but it

,

s al-

ways been that zvay-)tiati has al-
ways wanted an All-Fat her image-

Ferguson turned in the rifle, but
he kept the pistol,

There was no difficulty about
locating I.awson, He still lived in
the same cottage. But lie seemed
to be looking slightly older. He
nodded cheerfully to Ferguson when
the latter came in.

"Hello/, he said.

Ferguson took out the gun and
aimed it at Lawson.

Jjwson looked scared, or pre-
tended to.
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"Don1t," he said hastily. "I can
explain. Don,t slioot me."

11 is apparent fright was the only
tiling that stopped Ferguson1s finger
on the trigger.

"Vou don
,

t need to be afraid of

me,
" Lawson assured him in a

soothing; voice. "Please put down
that gnu."

*,l know all aboui you. You
,

re

dangerous* You could conquer the
world if you wanted to.

"

"I doubt it,
"

 Lawson said, his
fascinated stare on the gun-muzzle.
"I

,

m not really a superman, you
know."

"You're not ordinary Homo
sapiens.

"'

"Now look, 1 know a good deal
about you, too. You could hardly
expect me ur>t to after, what

,

s hap-
pened- A man

,

s investments don'

t

all go haywire at once unless some-
body>s been manipulating the mar-
ket against him/"

"So that,s what happened to
Archer." Ferguson,s voice rose,
"1 suppose I ean expect the same

-thing. whatever it is."
"Archer c You must mean

Reeve1s Fixer. So far as I know,

he,s £oin£ al>out his business as
usual/, Lawson was eying his
adversary 'warily. "You're the

problem right now," he said,
"You're not going about your busi-
ness : you

,

re going about mine. I
wish you,d lay off, Ferguson.

.

 I
know what you're thinking, but
honestly, I'm not doing anyone any
harm. Maybe you have reason for
some of vour conclusions about

ÿ

what you call my super-powers,

but there,s nothing miraculous
about thein. It . . . it,s just-'

"It,s what?" Ferguson demanded
as the other man hesitated.

"Call it a-way of thinking.
ThatTs as close as I can come to

explaining what it is I,ve got. I
just don't make mistakes. Not
ever.

"

"You made one when you let me
come in just now, with a gun in my
pocket."

"No. I didn't," Lawson said.
ÿ There was a pause.
lie went on: "Suppose I tell

you a little about it. You were
partly right, you know, in what
you

've been saying about me. I am
immature. Normally, I'd never
have known J wasnTt mature at

twenty-one. There weren
,

t any

standards of comparison. But
this-thing-in my mind helped
there. It isn't prcscience, it's just
a ... a way of thinking. You
might call it precision and knowl-
edge of precision tactics. An ability
to disassociate the personality from
pure thought. T can disassociate
logic from emotion, you sec-but
that,s only part of it. Before I
graduated from the creche, I knew
it would take a good many years
before I really matured."

"You're not human. You don't

give a care about human beings."

Lawson said, "Look at it this
way. Long ago, there was child
labor. Kids were put to work in
mines and factories when they were
ten-or even before that. How

could they reach normal maturity
under those conditions? They
needed normal childhood, with the
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right facilities, I had the same
problem, with a maturation delayed
years beyond the time of everybody
else. I couldnJ

t take a job-any
job. I could have coped with the
requirements, of course, but it
would have-warped me. Even
before I pot my particular ability
fully developed, t had a sort of
protective instinct pointing out the
right direction to take-generally.
Just as a ncw-hatched chicken runs
from danger. 1 needed a normal
childhood-one that would be nor-
mal lor me/,

"I suspected what you were."
"Because of what you arc," Law-

son Paid gently.

Ferguson blinked. "You,re anti-
podal and dangerous/' he said.
"Your record shows that. You
wrecked the Nestor."

"You know better than that.

You,re trying to make me a per-
sonal devil/

,

"You insured the Nestor, and
the Nestor ran into an atomic war-

head in spacc. What alwut logics
of probability ?"

"What about logic?" Lawson
countered. "I can think and inte-

grate without emotional bias when
necessary, that

's all. It,s not prcs-
cicncc. It was a matter of hard

work
, research, astronomy, histori-

cal study, arid integration, I found
oÿt the exact time of the Nestor*

s

departure, I found records of.space-
ships that had noted radiations in
certain areas above the stratosphere,
I checked on what atomic shells

were fired during the Atomic War.
I don,t think any ordinary human

154

would have had the patience or the
speed to do the integration I did,
but-it's simply hard work, plus
extensions of the brain that have

always been shackled before,"
"You can foretell the future Y*

*

"Given the factors, I can formu-
late the probable final equation-
yes. But as for this special talent
of mine-1 can,

t tell you. All T
can say is that technology has its
limits, but the human mind hasn't.
We've gone tremendously far with
technologies-so far that we nearly
killed ourselves with atomics be-
cause we didn*t know how to use

nuclear fission. 15 ut every wca
,

poti
creates the man to use it-and to

hammer it into a plowshare. I,m
a mutation. Fventually we

,

ll know

how to handle atomics without

danger-"
"We?"
"I'm the first. I hit there are

others like me in the creches now.

Immature as yet. But my brothers
will grow-"

Ferguson thought of the gorilla.
Lawson said, "I know how to

think. I,m the first man in the
world who ever knew how to do

that. I'll never need a psychiatrist.
I don,t think I,ll ever make a mis-

take, because I can really think
impersonally, and there,s nobody
who"s ever been able to do that
before. That's" the basis of the

future-not technologies that i>eople
misuse, but people who can use
technology. Right now, there are
over eighty children "in creches who
have that special factor for logic
in their minds. It's a dominant
mutation. We don't want to rule;
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we
,

ll never want that. It*s only
autocrats who need power-those
who tag groups as ,little people* so
that by comparison they*

ll be big
people. My job, just at present, is
to sec that niy brother mutants get
the immaturity pension they need,
1 must provide that money some-
how. I can do it; I,ve worked out
some methods-M

"Nevertheless I,m going to kill
you/* Ferguson said. "I,m afraid
of you. You could rule the world."

"Madmen rule/J Lawson said.
"Sane men work, directional ly.
Atomics have to be controlled;

that,

s one sÿep. It takes pure, sane
thought to handle that. And I"m
the first truly sane man who has
ever existed on Earth/, -

"Like that gorilla I shot yester-
day? He was integrated. He was
vicious and touchy and static. He
had his feeding-ground and his
harem, and that was enough for
him. He wanted no progress and
needed none. That

*

s maturity for
you. Progress stops-the world
stops. You

,re a dead end, Lawson
-and in a minute you,ll just be
dead/'

"Do you think you can kill me?"
"I don,t know. Probably not,

it you're a superman. But I'm
going to try/

"And if you fail?"
"Probably you,ll kill me. Be-

cause if you don
4

t, I*ll spread the
word, and you

1

ll 'be lynched-some
day. At least, I,ll talk. If that's
the only weapon I have against
you.

"

"Animals bill/, Lawson said,
"Men kill. I don,t kill."
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"I do/* Ferguson said, and
squeezed the trigger.

Nothing happened.
*

When the room steadied about
him again, he was seated in a deep
chair staring at the gun on the
floor where he had dropped it.

 For

the moment it didn*t matter why he
had failed-why the gun had failed.
The fact of failure was enough.

Lawson had been intolerably
kind. He had a vague feeling that
Lawson had gone away somewhere
to fetch him a drink. His time-

sense was unsteady again. Perhaps
that was because he had so newly
returned from the Moon. What-
ever the reason, his sense of ur-
gency was gone.

Then on the wall he saw the

television panel, and an urgency
woke again in him in a new direc-
tion, Archer. Archer could give
him the answer. If Archer were
still alive,

With no recollection of motion
he found himself before the screen

,

steadying himself with braced hands
on the base, giving the familiar call
number for the office where Archer

no longer worked. He got from
the exchange the same information
his lunar call had elicited-office

tlosed, no forwarding address. He
tried Archer's home, with the same
lack of result. Then he tried the

office of Hiram Reeve, the politician
who had been Law son'

s patron, and
here he found the right answer.

"ZX 47-6859. That,s a private
number, Mr. Ferguson. ILC will
keep it confidential, of course?**

Ferguson promised, and blanked



the face out quickly. His voice was
a little unsteady as he repeated the
ZX number. It seemed incredible

that Archers plump face sliould
dawn so clearly and promptly in
the screen. Ferguson had pictured
him as dead or destroyed in some
subtler way, with so many vivid
variations as applied to himself,
that he tried stupidly to reach out
and touch the screcn for reassur-

ance. The surface was cold and

smooth beneath his fingertips, but
Archer jumped back and laughed,
putting up a futile hand to shield
his eyes from the imagined blow,

"Hey, what,s the idea?" he de-

manded.

"Are you all right, Archer?
Where are you ? What,s happened?'*

"Sure I,m all right," Archer
said. "What alx>ut you? You
don,t look too good/'

*"I don't feel too good. But I've
got proof, lie

,s admitted it!"

"Hold on a minute. Ket's get
this straight. I know you just got
back from the Moon

, but-"'
"I,m at Lawson,s house. I,

ve

confronted him with the evidence/"

Ferguson made a great effort and
forced his mind into co-ordinated

thought. So much depended on
what lie was able to put across in
the next few sentences. He could

not afford weakness yet. "Iÿaw-

son
,s admitted everything I,ve been

telling you,'* he said, *"It was all
true. For a while I almost thought
I was going crazy, but now Lawson
admits it-listen. Archer, he admits
it! You,ve got to help me I I
realize my record

*s bad-I knew,

but I couldn,t convincc anybody,

13ft

and it nearly drove me olT my
rockcr. I suppose I,ve been sound-

ing psychotic for a long time now,
but they,ll listen to you. They've
got to-because I tried to shoot
Lawson, and I couldn,t. Somebody
will have to do something quick."

He paused, drew a deep breath, and
said harshly, "There arc eighty
more of them. Do you hear that,
Archer? They,re growing up.
They,re going to take over. 1 know
how that sounds, but you,ve got to
believe me. Give me a chance to

prove it! Could you get here fastr
How far away are you? Tt all
depends on you; Archer, please
don,t fail me!"

Archer smiled. It was borne in

upon Ferguson,s mind that he

looked like a different man now.

Somehow in the last six months lie

had shed his reserve, his wariness,
and seemed completely relaxed and
confident. But a slight shadow
darkened his look of jovial content
when he answered.

"I can get there right away," he
said. J"Hold on." lie turned away
from the screen. Ferguson saw
the back of his head as he crossed

the room and opened a door in the
far wall. He heard the door open.
Beyond the opening door he had a
brief glimpse of a tiny, distant
room in which a tiny, distant man
stood with his back to the door,

looking into a televisor screcn. Very
small and clear on that miniature

screen he saw a miniature duplicate
of a man opening a door upon a
room in which a man stood facing
a televisor screcn-

It was the sound of the opening
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door that rescued him from the

plunge through abyss after dimin-
ishing abyss of infinite duplication.
Me heard the door opening twice,

once in the screen and once in the

wall behind him. When lie turned,

Archer was crossing the threshold.

This time it was a long while
before the room stopped turning.
"I,m sorry/, Archer said. "I

should have warned you. I guess I
just didnJt think. Things have
been happening pretty fa*t around
here/,

"What things? What happened?
What are you doing here ?"

"I - work here.
" Archer said.

"You-work hereT"
"I>ve changed my patron. No

law Against that, is there? I worked
for Reeve as long as I thought he
was the best man. Hut now I,

m

working for Den Lawson. He
's the

best-man."

Ferguson made an inarticulate
sound. "You traitor/, he said
wildlv.

"To what r*
"Your own species!"
"Oh, very likely/' Archer said

blandly. "Still. I know where I1m
most useful* And 1 like to be use-
ful, It's none of our business to sit

in judgment, is it?"
"Of course 

ÿ
 it,s our business!

Who will it we don,t? I-"

Archer interrupted. "It doesn,t
matter whether we do or don

>
t.

You saw what happened when you
tried to shoot Lawson."

Ferguson had entirely forgotten
the pistol. Nqw he crossed the room
unsteadily> pickcd it up, and broke
1IAROIN FOR F R ft OR

it open. The cartridges were
blanks.

"AH hunters are required to re-
turn their weapons after they've
come back from expeditions/*

Archer said pedantically. "ILC,s
policy is to avoid irritation, so no-
body tried to take that pistol away
from you at Uganda Station. How-
ever, blank cartridges were sub-
stituted, Lawson knew what would

happen. It took him seven hours
of fast calculation and logic to work
out the inevitable probability, in-
cluding the psychological factor
that involved your personal reac-
tions-but you see the result. You
can

't kill him. Tie can always work
out what,s going to happen.**

"Man, you can't-*' Ferguson
found himself becoming incoherent.
He stopped, drew a painfully long
breath, and began again, with an
attempt at control. "You can't be

such a fool! Maybe I
1

ve failed to

kill Lawson-alone. Hut that

doesn,t mean that both of us* to-
gether . . . the resources of ILC . . .
the whole human race would band

together to destroy Lawson if they
knew-"

"Why should they destroy him?"
"Self-preservation!"
"That instinct failed the race,"

Arclier said softly, "when it made
the first atomic bomb. Status quo
is only a stop-gap. The single
answer now is not a new control
for atomics, but a new kind of man.
A mature man."

"The mature gorilla-,
Archer interrupted. "Yes, I

know. You've had that phobia in
mind for a long time. But you,

re
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thinking like an immature gorilla
yourself, aren,t 3'ou ?"

"Of course I am. The whole

race is- at that stage. That
*s what

frightens me. Our entire culture
is based on progress rising out of
competition and co-operation. If a
really mature mind should take over,
:il) progress would stop.

"

"You really don
*t sec the answer

10 tixitr" Archer said.

Ferguson opened his mouth for
what lie realized would be only
repetition. He wasn

,

t getting any-
where with Archer; he was making
no impression. All he could do was
repeat what he had already said.
"Like a child

,

" he thought wildly.
"Repetition, not logical argument.
Only-"

They could no longer communi-
cate with one another. It was as

though Archer had changed over
to a new and incomprehensible
standard of thinking. The harrier
between them was as tangible as
the surface of a televisor screen.

They could see one another through
it, hut tliey could no longer touch.

Ferguson's shoulders sagged a
trifle as he gave up the attempt
at communication. He turned to-

ward the door, hesitating. lie
glanced back with a new wariness
at this man who was suddenly an
enemy.

What, he wondered, were Ar-
cher,

s orders from Lawson? Surely
tliey couldn1t afford to let him go.
He groped in vain for an under-
standable parallel. En this situation
a normal human would have shot

him as he went out the door, or
locked him safely away where he

10B

could do .them ijg harm. Hut Law-
son had never operated with normal
human weapons like these. Law-
sou

,

s weapons-
Archer satd suddenly* "You,re

free to go whenever you like. One
thing, though. Listen, Ferguson,
Lawson tried to take out another

policy with your company today.
and was turned down. It looked

like a t>oor risk. T thought you
ought to know."

Ferguson could read nothing in
Arclier,s face. The barrier still

stood between them. Me thought
there was more than met the ear

behind that statement, but he knew
that lie cortld only wait. He went
out through the door and down the
walk, in the bright yellow sunshine
of his familiar world. It was a

world that depended on him for its
salvation. And a world he could
riot save because itT would not heed

his warning.
Flickers of hope rose irrationally

in his mind, J lad Archer, after
all, been trying to tell him that Law-
son was fallible? Tf ILC had re-

fused a policy, it might mean that
their suspicions were roused at
last. It might mean that he had
not lost the battle after all. Per-

haps they would listen now. Rap-
idly he began to calculate how. long
it would take him to get back to
headquarters-

But between him and his calcu-

lations kept swimming the recollec-
tion of the liner Nestor and the

derelict warhead, moving closer and
closer in uncharted space toward
the rendezvous that only Lawson
had foreseen.
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Two Iiours later Ferguson closcd
the door of his office behind his
secretary

'

s somewhat indignant
back

, arid glanced with a sigh of
relief around the small

, empty
room

.
 He knew Eic hadnrt done his

cause any good by his unswerving
course through the building, brush-
ing aside ilie surprised greetings
of what friends he had left after

the last two years. The most ini-
I>orlr*nt thing in the world just now
was solitude* He locked the door

and turned to his private visor
screen.

"Get tue the current file on Ben-

jamin Lawson," he said. "Recently
he applied for a policy that was
refused, I want to know whv,"

* -

He waited impatiently, drumming

on the resilient plastic frame-with
unsteady fingers.

"Hello, Mr. Ferguson/' the
screen said pleasantly, "Glad you,re
back. Therefs been nothing new
on Lawson sinceQyou left, but III
send the file up right away."

"Don,t bother
, then. I want to

know about this new policy. Hurry
it up, can*t you ?V He heard his

, voice rise shrilly, and with an effort
forced it to more normal tones.

There was a moment's silence.

Then the Face said, with a shade of
embarrassment, "Sorry, Mr, Fergu-
son ; that seems to be tinder TS,"

"What do you mean?" he asked
irritably, and before she could
speak-

"Never mind, never mind.
Thanks." He snapped the switch.
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They bad never pulled TS on
him before. Top Sccrct stuff was
technically limited to the three
highest-ranking officers of the com-
pany, though actually staff mem-
bers of Ferguson's rank honored
such rules more by their breach
than by their observance.

I mustn't let it throw iiiet he said
silently. I can't let it tfiroiu ntc.

And after a moment he knew what

he could do. There were three men
whose televisor screens would auto-

matically reply to a TS query.- lie
made two calls before he found an

empty office. It was lunch time,
fortunately for him.

He unlocked his door, went down
the corridor to the emergency
stairs, and climbed three floors.
On the way he formulated a plaus-
ible enough tale, but he didn,t need
to use it. Bv a stroke of better

<r

luck than had attended him so far,

the fiÿst vice president
,s office was

empty. Tie closed and Jocked the
door bellind him, and switched on
the screen for one-way visual.

"Give me the latest TS on Ben-

jamin Lawson,"

"Well, that*s that," Archer said.
Lawson lay back iu his chair,

lifted the trumpet to his lips, and
blew a long clear note at the ceiling.
It might have been a note of de-
rision at the human race, but Archer
did not choose to read that into it,
He knew Lawson too well-or he
thought he did.

"It*s a pity," Archer went on.
*T was sorry we had to do it, but
he wouldn,t leave us any other

. out,
"

V

100

"Does it bother you?" Lawson
asked, squinting at him over the rim
of the trumpet

"s horn. Reflected
in the brass Archer saw his own
distorted face and the shadow of

worry on it.
**1 suppose it does, a little/* he

said. "But it couldn*t be helped."
.ÿIt,s not as if we'd planted a

booby-trap on him," Lawson pointed
out. ",We only arranged for him
to know the truth."

Archer laughed shortly. "Mis-
used semantics. Truth sounds in-

nocuous, doesn
,t it? And yet it,s

the deadliest thing you could ask
any human to face. Or any supcr-
human, either, J should think,"

"I wish j*ou wouldn't call me
superhuman," Lawson said. "You

sound like Ferguson. 1 hope you
don*t think I want to conquer the
world."

"1 tried to tell him you didn't,
but by then he was seeing a super-
man behind every tree, and there
was not lung 1 could say that would
make sense to him."

Lawson slid further down into

the chair and ran through a brief
scries of riffs. The room was full
of clear resonance for a moment.

Before it died away Lawson put
aside the trumpet and said, don,t

suppose it would make sense to
anybody brought up on anthro-
pomorphic thinking."

"I know. It took me a lony time
to come around. And I suppose
it was only by identifying my in-
teiests with yours that I was able
to sec it.*

"Ferguson Went to extremes, but
the two things he was so afraid of
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arc the conclusions any anthro-
# pomorphic thinker Would arrive. at

if he knew the truth about me and

the other eighty in the creches. He
was perfectly rightfl as far as he
went, about the parallel between
gorilla and human maturation, of
course. The immature gorilla is
naturally a gregarious, competitive
critter. That

,

s |*art of its growing
up. That

,

s progress, if you like,
In the creches, we kids used to
think our football and baseball and
skat eh scores were the most im-

portant things in the world-the
goal was to win. lint the real idea
was to develop us physically and
teach us mental and social co-ordi-

nation, things we
,

d need when we

grew up. You don
'

t see grown men
taking tilings like that so seriously."

Archer said, "Yes-but try mak-
ing Ferguson see the parallel! Or
any other anthropomorphic thinker,"

"Progress as men see it/, Law-
son said pedantically, "is not an

end in itself; it is as much a means
to an end as any school hoy

*

s game.
"

Archer grinned. "Paragraph 1,
Chapter 1, Primer for the New
Race," he suggested. "There*s no
use trying to explain that to Fergu-
son. He has a big blind spot on
that side ot his mind. His whole
culture's based on the idea of com-

petition and progress. It
,

s his god.
He,d fight to the last ditch before
he,d admit his , , . his football score

isn*t the last great hope of the race
of men."

"fie has fought to the last ditch/,
Lawson said, "He,s in it now.
We can dismiss Ferguson," He
regarded his trumpet thought fully

and said, "Paragraph 1, Sentence
2

. When the end has been achieved
,

the means is no longer of any value.
We know this is sot hut never try
to tell it to a human/* lfe paused
and winked at Archer. * "Your case
is the exception, of course," he
observed politely. ** Paragraph 1.
Sent en cq 3, Never blame the human
for that. We can't expect hint to
admit that his whole culture is no

jnore than a childish game to vÿiich
there must be an end if the game
is to serve any purpose. Xevet*
look down on humans-they laid
the foundations for us to build on.

and we know no more than they
what shape that building will take.

"

Archer was silent, a hint of
deference in his manner. This was

the only subject which he had ever
seen Lawson approach seriously.
,*Paragraph 2r" lÿ&wson went on*
scowling at the trumpet, "Sever

attack a human except in self-de-
fense and then destroy him quickly
and completely. Humans think
autistically; they will always he
convinced you want to rule their
world. Their egotism will never
Iet them admit the truth. We have
no need of their toys; we must put
away childish things."

There was a brief silence. Then

Archer said, "We ought to get that
primer on paper before very long :
well be needing it,"

"Maybe we ought to dedicate it
to Ferguson," Lawson suggested
sardonically, as he picked up the
trumpet and delicately fingered the
keys.

The clear note of the horn vi-

brated through .the room again.
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"You make nic think of Joshua/,
Archer told him.

Lawson grinneo. "Gabriel," he
said succinctly.

Ferguson -leaned tensely toward
the screen. It flickered, and a voice
said, "Report on policy refused
November 4th to applicant Ben-
jamin Lawson-" The voice went

on, and Ferguson listened for a
stunned moment and then refused
to listen.

This is the chain reaction, he
told himself, in the deliberate, con-
trolled silence of his mind, while
ihc voice spoke on unheeded from
the screen. This is the personal
devil that every man has feared
since the first Bomb fell. But we,

ve

watched for the wrong reaction,
" This is fission no one expected,

fission between the old race and

the new. No one knows but me-
and Archer-and I,ll never be able

to give the warning-"
This was defeat. There was no

use lighting any longer, lie saw

failure and disaster before biin,

the control of all Earth wrested »
from human hands and Lawson

lording it like Nero over a populace
of slaves. For Ferguson was an
autistic thinker to the last. He saw

Progress at full stop, and that was
the last abyss of all, for beyond
it his narrowing mind could see J
nothing but the dark. The last
barriers of his defense went down,
and he let himself listen to the

words that the screen was repeating.
The screen said:
"Lawson desired to insure against

the possibility of ILC o(Hcer (.Greg-
ory Ferguson becoming insane.
Since investigation shows that Fer-
guson has already exceeded the
margin for error allowable for
developing paranoid psychoses-"

Moving through uncharted space,
the liner Nestor and the derelict

warhead crashed once more in the

infinite darkness of Gregory Fer-
guson

,s mind. After that, there
was white incandescence.

AM thinking stopped.
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